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I.  SUMMARY

The cooling tower industry has expressed confidence in

being able to supply large scale dry-type cooling systems for

the power industry. The industry further believes that it can

take care of this new volume of special work without delaying

orders from existing customers such as the chemical and pro-

cess industries.

Additional manufacturing capacity would have to be created

to handle large scale dry cooling systems but the cooling .tower

industry believes that the additional facilities could be ready

within two years.

The industry does not foresee any difficulties in obtain-

ing the necessary raw materials and equipment needed to produce

large dry cooling systems. The industry also believes that

such large scale systems could be manufactured within a four-

year period and could best be done by a single manufacturer

rather than by a joint venture. A joint venture is a business

undertaking by two or more companies who combine the personnel

and facilities of the participating companies in order to per-

form a particular project or contract. This allows the parti-

cipating companies to jointly accept a contract or project that

would be too large for any one of the participating companies.

Protection of the cooling tower structure can be accom-

plished best by using structural steel members of weathering

steel such as U.S. Steel's Cor-Ten or Bethlehem Steel's Mayari

R.  This material is suitable for all locations except the sea-

coast.  For seacoast locations, the use of hot-dipped galvanized
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structural steel members is recommended.

If conventional structural steel is selected and an aes-

thetic color is needed, there are several generic top coated

systems available. These top coated systems are economically

competitive with top coated galvanized steel. Selection of

the system should be made on a job-to-job basis because of the

various factors involved.

It was further determined that, in most instances , pro-

tection of large concrete surfaces is not feasible. However,

if the structure is located in an area subject to alternate

freezing and thawing cycles, a sealer should be applied to the

concrete surface. Several recommended sealers are available.

Specific noise level limits in large scale dry cooling

systems can be achieved if the extra cost can be justified.

The cost-benefit ratio would be the basic factor in deciding

how much noise reduction is feasible.

It was discovered that the background noise levels at

existing nuclear plants are high enough so that the installa-

tion of dry-type cooling systems would add little to the over-

all noise level.

The cooling tower vendors seem to lack knowledge of AEC

seismic and quality assurance requirements. This is under-

standable because most of these vendors have not been associ-

ated with the stringent requirements of the AEC and ASME Nuclear

Codes. Also, the present regulations were not written for.

dry cooling systems.
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It is the contractor's opinion that the results of the

proposed special study areas, as outlined in the seismic study,

would be of much help to the cooling tower vendors. These

special studies would furnish information and data needed by

the vendors so that they could acquire the seismic and quality

assurance knowledge necessary to meet AEC and ASME requirements.

Thesestudies would also assist the vendors in preparing valid

cost estimates. At this time cost information is largely guess-

work in view of the unknown factors.
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II. INTRODUCTION

As the requirement for more power plants grows, the num-

ber of available water-rich sites continues to decline. Con-

struction of new power plants is steadily using up a portion

of the available water-rich sites, and anvironmental legisla-

tion is further reducing the use of available water-rich sites.

The power industry is facing a serious problem that can

only be solved by the re-use of available cooling water or by

the use of dry-type cooling systems.

In water-short areas, wet cooling becomes a problem be-

cause of the quantity of make-up water required. Dry-type

cooling systems can be used in solving this type of problem

and will possibly be used more as water becomes scarce.

The use of dry-type cooling systems by the power industry

is relatively new in the United States. In view of this situa-

tion, the United States Atomic Energy Commission has instituted

a number of studies concerning the feasibility of using dry-

type cooling systems for nuclear power plants. This report

is one of the studies.

The purpose of this report is to examine and evaluate the

application of dry-type cooling systems in four (4) specific

study areas. These areas are:

1.  Industry Impact Study

2.  Protection of Dry Cooling Tower Structures

3.  Noise Control

4.  Seismic Design
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A separate study was made of each area, and a report has
/-\

been prepared for each study area. The four (4) reports are

contained in this volume,but each report is complete in itself.
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1.0 INDUSTRY IMPACT STUDY

1.1 SUMMARY

If there is a large scale requirement for dry-type cool-

ing systems for nuclear plants there would be a need to expand

existing manufacturing facilities. Most of the venddrs con-

tacted felt that presently planned expansions would not be

sufficient to handle a large scale requirement for dry-type

cooling systems. No dollar amount can presently be placed

on this increased volume of business.

The vendors indicated that the expansions necessary for

handling such an increased volume of business would cost sev-

eral million dollars and costs are escalating rapidly.

These manufacturing plant expansions would require a lead

time of one to two years in order to get the expanded facilities

ready for production. The overall lead time necessary to engi-

neer, manufacture, and erect two 1,000 megawatt dry-type cooling

systems is estimated to be on the order of two to four years.

The cooling tower vendors feel that raw material and equip-

ment deliveries would not bu a problem due to the long lead time

needed for overall construction of a large nuclear plant.

The vendors feel that existing customers can continue to

be adequately served without difficulty in the event large

scale orders were placed for dry-type cooling systems. The

expanded manufacturing facilities would be able to take care

of the new dry-type cooling business without interfering with

existing customer orders.
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The cooling tower manufacturing industry does not believe

that a joint venture or similar organization would be needed

to handle large scale orders for dry-type cooling systems.

The various vendors feel that they can independently handle

the large orders without undue problems or delays.
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1.2 INTRODUCTION

This section of the report deals' with the impact of large

scale use of dry cooling towers on the cooling tower industry.

The cooling tower industry presently serves a wide range of

cus'tomers  with  wet  type  and wet dry-type towers. However, the

use of dry-type cooling towers by the utility industry is a

relatively new innovation in the United. States. Air-cooled

heat exchangers and air-cooled condensers have been used in

process work for years, although the utility industry has not

seen fit to use dry-type cooling for electric generating plants

primarily due to water availability and cost considerations.

The introduction of large scale use of dry-type cooling

towers by the utility industry, especially for nuclear power

plants, could have an impact on the cooling tower manufacturers.

The huge requirement for fin tubes, fans, electric motors, con-

crete, structural steel, and other construction materials could

require lengthy lead times so that the tower manufacturer could

obtain these materials and then fabricate the cooling tower.

The manufacturing capacity of the cooling tower industry

would have to be expanded to handle such a large increase in

business. It would be difficult to estimate the dollar amount

of increased business without further study. The vendors do

feel it would be of such proportions that there would be diffi-

culty meeting the continuing needs of existing customers, such

as the chemical and process industries, unless manufacturing

facilities were expanded.
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It may be suitable for two or more cooling tower manu-

facturers to participate in a joint venture to handle a major

nuclear power plant project.  This means that one manufacturer

would assume the overall direction of the project with other

manu facturers, each undertaking a· portion   of the project.

The purpose of this section of the report is to examine

the foregoing factors and how they could affect the cooling

tower industry.
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1.3 METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

1.3.1  The Questionnaire

The format and content of the industry-wide questionnaire

was developed by the contractor after contacts with several

major cooling tower manufacturers. Field visits were made to·

the corporate headquarters of two of the major manufacturers,

and others were contacted by telephone. The project scope was

reviewed with these various companies to develop suitable ques-

tions to be included in the questionnaire.

Based on information obtained during field visits, from

the telephone contacts, and from literature search, questions

were prepared for each section of the report. The engineering

staff assigned to this project met as a group and reviewed the

draft questions that had been prepared for each section of the

report. During this review, the questions were revised, edited,

and put into final form.

After the review session was completed, the questionnaire

was prepared in final form and mailed to selected manufacturers.

1.3.2  Vendors Contacted by Questionnaire

An initial list of vendors was prepared from information

obtained during field visits and from literature. Trade maga-

zines, manufacturers' registers, technical journals, and trade

associations were also used in developing the initial list of

vendors to whom the questionnaire would be sent.

Each vendor on the initial list was contacted by telephone,

advised.of the study, and informed that the questionnaire was

being sent to them. During this telephone contact, the con-
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tractor solicited the assistance of each vendor in promptly

answering and returning the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was mailed to the initial list of ven-

dors on 11 April 1974. The requested return date was 1 May

1974.

Those vendors included on the initial list are:

Ecodyne Cooling Products Company
Post Office Box 1267
Santa Rosa, California 95403

Hudson Products Company
Post Office. Box 36100
Houston, Texas 77036

The Marley Company
5800 Foxridge Drive
Mission, Kansas 66202

Zurn Industries, Inc.
1422 East Avenue
Erie, Pennsylvania 16503

Trane Company
Post Office Box 4403
Charlotte, North Carolina 28204

Baltimore Air Coil Company
Post Office Box 7322
Baltimore, Maryland 21227

Westinghouse Corporation
Power Cooling Systems Department
1974 Sproul Road
Broomall, Pennsylvania 19008

Hamon Cooling Tower Division
Research-Cottrell, Inc.
Post Office Box 750
Bound Brook, New Jersey 08805

G. E. A. Air Exchangers, Inc.
46 Worthington Drive
Maryland Heights, Missouri 63043

Niagara Blower Company
Post Office Box 803
Lynchburg, Virginia  24505
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The following vendor was sent a copy of the questionnaire

at a later date at their request:

Perfex Corporation
500 West Oklahoma Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53207

The following vendor was contacted by telephone during the

preparation of the initial vendor mailing list, but declined

the opportunity to receive and review the questionnaire:

Lillie-Hoffman Company
188 East Kirham Street
St. Louis, Missouri 63155

1.3.3  Respondents to Questionnaire

See the attached table for information on vendors' re-

sponses to questionnaire.
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TABULATION OF VENDORS' RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNIARE

ON DRY-TYPE COOLING SYSTEMS

Name and Location of Vendor                     '   Comment on Response

The Marley Company Furnished a detailed reply to questionnaire.
Mission, Kansas

Hudson Products Corporation Furnished a detailed reply to questionnaire.
Houston, Texas

Perfex Division Furnished a detailed reply to questionnaire.
McQuay - Perfex, Inc.
Berlin, Wisconsin

P

00 G.E.A. Air Exchangers, Inc. Furnished a detailed reply to questionnaire.
Maryland Heights, Missouri

Trane Company Furnished a detailed reply to questionnaire.
LaCrosse, Wisconisn

Hamon Cooling Tower Division This vendor advised that they did not make any dry-type
Research - Cottrell cooling towers and did not plan to do so in the future.
Bound Brook, New Jersey

Westinghouse Corporation This company advised that they are currently reviewing
Power Cooling Systems Dept. their position in the cooling tower industry and they are
Broomall, Pennsylvania going to determine if they will continue to market any

type of cooling tower. In view of this internal review,
they declined to answer the questionnaire.



(Continued)

Name and Location of Vendor Comment on Response

Zurm Industries, Inc. This company declined to reply to the questionnaire
Cooling Tower Division as they are not presently prepared to market a dry-
Erie, Pennsylvania type tower.

Baltimore Air Coil Company This company declined to answer the questionnaire as
Baltimore, Maryland they did not believe they could consider a project of_

this size at this time.

Niagara Blower Company This vendon did not reply to the questionnaire in any
Lynchburg, Virginia way.

Ecodyne Cooling Products Company This company advised that they could provlde bids and
Santa Rosa, California dry-type cooling equipment whenever such equipment

P becomes necessary. They did not furnish any detailed
&                                        reply to the questionnaire.



1.4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF INVESTIGATION

1.4.1 Commentary on Industry Response

Before the questionnaire was sent out, each vendor on the

initial mailing list was contacted by telephone. The purpose

and scope of the study was explained to each vendor, and their

cooperation was requested. Each vendor was asked if he would

be interested in participating in the study and if he would

review and answer the questionnaire. All but one vendor con-

tacted indicated that they would answer the questionnaire.

Most of the vendors took a considerable amount of time

to reply to the questionnaire. The vendors were contacted

periodically by telephone in an attempt to expedite responses

to the questionnaire. However, in spite of extensive expedit-

ing efforts, obtaining replies required much more time than

was originally scheduled.

Those vendors who did furnish a complete reply to the

questionnaire were of considerable assistance to the contractor

in preparing this report. However, the number of completed

replies was approximately 45 per cent of those solicited.

1.4.2 Industry Expansion Plans, Forecasts, and Lead Time
Estimates

1.4.2.1 Present Expansion Plans

The contractor posed several questions in the questionnaire

that dealt with the vendors' present expansion plans.

The vendors' replies indicate a varied rate of expansion

based on present business conditions. One vendor had recently
C                                                                                                      '.

completed a major expansion that is planned to take care of
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future needs through 1976. One vendor indicated that their

present manufacturing capacity was sufficient for present busi-

ness and they were not planning any expansion at this time.

It should be noted that none of the forecasts was based on the

impact of large dry-type cooling tower orders.

The vendors indicated that additional labor is available

to operate any presently planned expansions. No manpower

problems are forecast at this time.

All vendors indicated that any expansions would require

additional engineering staff. However, none indicated any

problems in obtaining the additional technical personnel.

The vendors were relatively consistent in their estimates

on the lead time necessary to complete presently planned ex-

pansions. These lead times ranged from one (1) to two (2)

years.

The cost information furnished by the vendors on present

expansions was minimal. The vendors indicated that cost figures

become invalid in a short time because of rapid inflation rates

for buildings and equipment.

The questions and vendors' replies are documented as

follows:
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Vendor E: Based on present business forecasts, excluding the

Question

1.  What expansion of manufacturing facilities do you have
planned based on present business forecasts?

Answers

Vendor A: Manufacturing facilities in Kansas, California;
and Kentucky are undergoing expansion by the
addition of more modern and automated machinery.
At the Kentucky facility, we are leasing 30 per
cent additional floor space to house our film
fill and eliminator manufacturing machinery. This
will allow additional area for welding and forming
operations in the main plant.

Vendor B: Expansion of our market in the process industries
has averaged about 10 per cent per yean and our
facilities will be enlarged to meet this growth
as required. We presently occupy less than 100
acres of a 1,300-acre site. In view of long de-
livery requirements for dry cooling towers for the
power industry, expansion to meet these require-
ments will be made only as needed, after specific
orders are committed.

Vendor C: Major expansions were made in our various factories
during 1972-1973 based on capacity increases pre-
dicted for 1974-1976. Existing capacity could be
further increased by introducing a two-shift work
schedule.

Vendor D:  We plan to add 100,000 square feet in 1976.

anticipation for fin tube surface required for
application to dry-type cooling systems, this
company does not currently plan to expand manufac-
turing facilities.

Question

2.  What locations would be expanded?

Answers

Vendor A: The Kentucky plant is the only facility scheduled
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to add additional floor space. The other plants
have adequate land and buildings to house the short
term expansions.

Vendor B: Our heat exchanger manufacturing facilities and our
fan facilities will be expanded as required.

Vendor C: Refer to previous question.

Vendor D: Southwest or Southeast.

Vendor E: It i€ anticipated that the LaCrosse facility would be
expanded, should a planned expansion develop.

Question

3.  What is the estimated total cost of expansion?

Answers

Vendor A: It is difficult to place a dollar figure on the cost
of the expansions. The general growth program of
the company in both the sales and manufacturing
capability is estimated at 15 per cent per year.

Vendor B: No answer. (Proprietary information)

Vendor C: No answer. (Proprietary information)

Vendor D: $1,500,000 estimated cost.

Vendor E: No expansions are currently planned.

Question

4.  How much of the above is estimated to be spent on:

a.  land
b.  buildings
c.  machinery and equipment

Answers   '

Vendor A: The 15 per cent per year expansion rate would be
apportioned among land, buildings, and equipment
as appropriate. Any given year may find a prepond-
erance in one or more of the categories, although
the land available for expansion seems adequate for
several years.

Vendor B: No answer. (Proprietary information)

Vendor C: No answer. (Proprietary information)
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Vendor D: a. Land - None
b.  Buildings - $1,000,000
c.  Equipment - $500,000

Vendor E: No expansions are currently planned.

Question

5.  How much will the expansion increase your productive capa-
city expressed in a percentage of present cooling tower
business?

Answers

Vendor A: The orderly growth rate is estimated at 15 per cent
per year.

Vendor B: As required.

Vendor C: Capacity would be more than doubled.

Vendor D: Approximately 100 per cent.

Vendor E: Not applicable.

Question

6.  Is the necessary labor available to man the expanded manu-
facturing facilities?

Answers

Vendor A: Adequate labor supply is available to man the ex-
panded manufacturing facilities.

Vendor B: Yes

Vendor C: Yes

Vendor D: No answer.

Vendor E: Ample labor is available for manufacturing facilities,
should an expansion develop.

Question

7.  Will your engineering and technical staff need to be in-
creased in order to support the expanded facilities?

Answers

Vendor A: The engineering and technical staff will be increased
to support the expanded facilities. We attempt to
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maintain an orderly input of engineering and tech-
nical personnel to coincide with the company growth
rate.

Vendor B: Yes, but only slightly if for the power business
since relative engineering costs are much lower
than for the process market.

Vendor C: The engineering staff would require only minor addi-
tions such as drafting since most engineering cal-
culations are computerized.

Vendor D: Yes

Vendor E: It would be necessary to increase the existing engi-
neertng and technical staff, .should plans for ·a
major expansion develop.

Question

8.  What is the estimated lead time needed to complete the ex-
pansion?

Answers

Vendor A: Major pieces of manufacturing equipment require
1

from 9 to 12 months lead time to production.

Vendor B: 18 to 24 months.

Vendor C: Refer to question at beginning of this section.

Vendor D: One year.

Vendor E: It is estimated that two (2) years will be required
to complete a major expansion.

1.4.2.2  Future Expansion Plans

Another series of questions in the questionnaire was

based on the assumption that a vendor had received an order

for dry-type cooling systems for two (2) 1,000 megawatt nuclear

power plants. The answers help to determine what impact such

an order would have on the future expansion plans of each ven-

dor.

The vendors have indicated that the receipt of an order
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for two large dry-type cooling systems would require a con-

siderable expansion of manufacturing facilities. Only one ven-

dor stated that no expansion would be necessary. Vendors have

indicated that an investment of several million dollars would

be necessary to build the additional facilities.

Vendors have also told the contractor that the estimated

cost of expansion could increase drastically in the future due

to inflation.

The vendors have stated that the major components would

be manufactured "in house" with items such as valves, pumps,

tanks, and controls obtained from outside suppliers. This

would mean the vendor would still maintain .production and

quality control over the fabrication of the dry-type systems.

The vendors have stated that a lead time of one (1) to

two (2) years would be needed to get the additional facilities

into production. During this lead time period, the vendors

would be involved in obtaining the necessary raw materials

in order to be ready to fabricate the dry-type sys-

tems, once the additional manufacturing facilities were

completed.

The vendors have further stated that a lead time of two

to four years would be needed to engineer, manufacture, and

erect the two dry-type systems. The vendors feel this lead

time would easily fit into the construction schedule of a 1,000

megawatt nuclear plant.

The questions and vendors' replies are documented as

follows:
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Question

1.  Would such an order require an expansion of your manufac-
turing facilities?

Answers

Vendor A: An expansion of our manufacturing facilities would
be required to satisfy such an order.

Vendor B: Yes. Understand that tower size and price will vary
greatly with design turbine exhaust pressure, ambient
air conditions, fuel costs, and other factors which
affect size optimization.

Vendor C: No. Present total capacity of work shops at several
- locations would be adequate to manufacture fin tube

bundles for two (2) 1,000 mw units within a period of
five to six months. The manufacturing would not
interfere with existing orders since only a night
shift would be required.

Vendor D: Probably yes. Can't say for certain until more
specifications would be known.

Vendor E: An expansion of our present manufacturing facilities
would be required to manufacture the cooling systems
necessary for (2) 1,000 megawatt nuclear power plants.

Question

2.  What would be the estimated total cost of the expansion?

Answers

Vendor A: The estimated total cost of the expansian is $5
million.

Vendor B: No answer. (Proprietary information)

Vendor C: None. No additional facilities necessary.

Vendor D: No answer.

Vendor E: -It is estimated that the total cost for such an
expansion would be approximately $2 million.

Question

3.  How much would be spent on:

a.  Land
b.  Buildings
c.  Machinery and Equipment
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Answers

Vendor A:  Approximately $2 million would be spent on buildings,
with remaining $3 million on machinery and equipment.
Land is available.

Vendor B: No answer. (Proprietary information)

Vendor C: None. No additional facilities necessary.

Vendor D: No answer.

Vendor E: The $2 million expansion would be broken down as
follows:

a.  Approximately $50,000 would be allocated for
land.

b.  Approximately $1.6 million would be allocated
for manufacturing space.

c.  It is estimated that additional machinery and
equipment would cost approximately $350,000.

Question

4.  What would be the estimated lead time needed to get the

expanded facilities ready to start production?

Answers

Vendor A: We estimate that the lead time needed to get the
expanded facilities into production at one year.

Vendor B: 24 months.

Vendor C: One year.

Vendor D: No answer.

Vendor E:   It is estimated that two years' lead time will be
needed to get the expanded facilities ready to start
production. It is anticipated that this company
would manufacture and/or assemble all components
for dry-type cooling systems within company owned
facilities.

Question

5.  Would you manufacture all components for  the dry-type
cooling systems in your own facilities?

Answers

Vendor A: We would manufacture most components of the dry cool-
ing systems in our facilities; the possible excep-
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tions are dampers, miscellaneous pumps, valves,
large piping, and structural steel.

Vendor B: Yes, with the exception of special sheathing, parts
of the structural steel requirements and such items
as motors, gearboxes, pumps, tanks, and .controls.

Vendor C: No.

Vendor D: No.

Vendor E: This company does not anticipate subcontracting any
of the required components.

Question

6.  What components would be sub-contracted?

Answers

Vendor A: We would expect to purchase from outside vendors
items such as pumps, valves, dampers, large piping,
and structural steel.

Vendor B: Local sources in the power plant area for concrete
(as required) and possible, structural steel, in-
cluding erection.

Vendor C: Motors, steel, drives, etc.

Vendor D: Structural steel, fans, and motors.

Vendor E: Not applicable.

Question

7.  What companies would be.prospective sub-contractors for
the components listed in the previous questions? (Please
list company and location.)

Answers

Vendor A: The vendors would be determined after contract
award.

Vendor B: Depends.

Vendor C: Standard U.S. manufacturing; steel would be by 10-
cation.

Vendor D: Motors - Continental Fans - Hartzell
General Electric Moore
Westinghouse
Allis-Chalmers
U. S. Motors
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Vendor E: It is anticipated that the two-year lead time re-
quired for facilities expansion could be effectively
utilized to obtain long term commitments from major
suppliers of raw materials to support the manufac-
turing of two dry-type systems.

Question

8.  What would be your estimate of the time needed to engineer,
manufacture, and erect the two dry-type systems?

Answers

Vendor A: We estimate that three to four years would be re-
quired to engineer, manufacture, and erect the
two systems.

Vendor B: Four years from date of order.

Vendor C: 24 to 30 months.

Vendor D: Two to four years.

Vendor E: It is anticipated that two years will be required
to complete engineering and manufacture of necessary
cooling equipment for two dry-type systems. This
company does not anticipate contracting for field
erection of such equipment.

1.4.3  Raw Material and Equipment Problems

1.4.3.1  Present Problems

A portion of the questionnaire was devoted to determining

what raw material and equipment procurement problems presently

exist in the cooling tower industry. The vendors were also

asked to predict what the supply situation may be within the

next year.

The vendors reported similar problems with regard to

present raw material problems. They are having difficulty in  .

obtaining steel, alloys, and other specialty metal products.

Delivery times run from six to 18 months, depending on the

particular item.

The vendors were varied in their forecasts on the raw
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material situation one year from now. Two of the vendors felt

that raw materials would be more available in the next 12

months, but the cost of these raw materials would be higher.

One vendor felt that there wouId not be any significant change

in the situation, and two vendors felt that the situation was

too unpredictable and declined to make any forecast.

The questions and vendors' replies are as follow:

Question

1.  Are you presently having any problems with you raw matdrial
supply?

Answers

Vendor A: We are presently experiencing some problems with
raw material supply.

Vendor B: Yes, although we consider this a special crisis
time not expected to last more than another year,
and whose major effect has been to extend ship-
ments and increase prices. The current problems
are common with all industrial manufacturers.

Vendor C: Usual longer deliveries due to current business
conditions.

Vendor D: Yes.

Vendor E: Present material supplies are sufficient to meet
current production requirements. However, pro-
curement lead times are now longer than normal.

Question

2.  What materials are in short supply?

Answers

Vendor A: While nearly all materials are in short supply,
polyester resins, polyvinyl chloride, steel,
bearings, gears, castings, and motors are among
the bore 1critical. The allocation system prac-
ticed in many material supply industries is parti-
cularly difficult on companies with a growth pat-
tern.
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Vendor B: All metal deliveries have been extended, but the
major problems are with special alloys for the pro-
cess industry.

Vendor C:  Steel tubes, plate, aluminum, and copper.

Vendor D: Steel, aluminum, and copper alloys.

Vendor E: Steel materials are in the shortest supply.

Question

3.  What are delivery times 6n materials listed in the previous
question?

Answers

Vendor A: Perhaps the longest lead time item is bearings, with
lead times on the order of 60 to 80 weeks.

Vendor B: Six to 15 months from the mills.

Vendor C: Four to five months.

Vendor D: Six months.

Vendor E: Depending on the steel materials being considered,
delivery times vary between six to 12 months.

Question

4.    Do you expect  the raw material .situation to change  in  the
next 12 months? In what way?

Answers

Vendor A: We do expect the raw material situation to change
within the next 12 months. The removal of wage. and
price controls and the opportunity for manufacturers
to re-price non-profitable items should make more
materials available domestically and increase the
general supply. Obviously, there will be a cost
increase that must be reflected in the final price
of the equipment.

Vendor B: We expect demand in the process industries to be
high for at least the next three to five years.
Nevertheless, we expect that availability will im-
prove by mid 1975 due to price, supply and demand
adjustment after release of price controls during
1974.

Vendor C: Conditions are unpredictable.
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Vendor D: Don't know.

Vendor E: We presently do not anticipate any significant
change in either the availaWility or lead times
for required raw materials within thd next 12
months.

1.4.3.2 Future Problems

The vendors were also asked several questions regarding

raw material and equipment supply problems based on the assump-

tion that they had received an order for dry-type cooling sys-

tems for two 1,000 megawatt nuclear power plants.  Special

emphasis was placed on the availability of fin tubes.

The vendors were uniform in their opinions that raw mat-

erials would be available to build the proposed dry-type cool-

ing systems. The vendors feel that the procurement of fin

tubes would not be a problem because most of the vendors manu-

facture their own.

The contractor contacted several fin tube manufacturers.

These companies reported that presently there is a .shortage

of aluminum. However, they do feel that the necessary fin

tube material for a 1,000 megawatt dry cooling system could

be supplied over a two to three-year period without any diffi-

culty. One major aluminum supplier estimated that it would

take five to eight million pounds of aluminum tubes and fins

and 300,000 to 500,000 Pounds of aluminum louvers for a single

1,000 megawatt 'dry cooling system. They felt their normal

planned expansions would be sufficient to handle such an in-

crease in business. This particular company is planning no

production facility expansions specifically on the·basis of.

the dry cooling tower market.
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The cooling tower vendors feel that the long lead time

required in the construction of a large nuclear power plant

would allow plenty of time to procure and fabricate the re-

quired fin tubes for a dry-type cooling system. They also

feel that other raw materials would be available within the
 3*

same period of time.

These questions and vendors' replies are as follow:            I

Question

1.  Do you foresee any problems in getting raw materials for
manufacturing the two dry-type systems?

Answers

Vendor A: We do not see any problems in getting raw materials
for the two dry systems. The lead time associated        
with nuclear plants, and particularly a dry system,
would be adequate to secure the materials.

Vendor B: No insurmountable problems.

Vendor C: No.

Vendor D: Yes.
*

Vendor E: No.

Question

2.  Do you believe that the necessary fin tubes would be avail-
able for the dry type systems?

Answers

Vendor A: The necessary finned tubes would be available.

Vendor B: Yes. We manufacture our own fin tubes.

Vendor C: Yes.

Vendor D: Depends on material availability.

Vendor E: With a lead time for facilities expansion of two
years, it is believed that necessary quantities of
fin tube material would be available for manufac-
turing two dry-type systems.
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Question

3.  What companies would be prospective suppliers of the fin
tubes and fin tube materials?

Answers

Vendor A: We would supply the finned tubes from our own manu-
facturing facility.

Vendor B: All major suppliers of condenser tubing (probably
steel) and aluminum fin material (mainly Reynolds
and Alcoa), all for fin tube materials only. All
fin tube manufacturing will be in our shops.

Vendor C: Only .company owned suppliers.

Vendor D: No answer.

Vendor E: Vendors of Tubing - Wolverine Tube Division
Hardwood Heights, Illinois

U. S. Steel Corporation
St. Paul, Minnesota

Anaconda American Brass
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Allegheny - Ludlum·Steel Corp.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Vendors of Aluminum Fin Stock -

Alcoa
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Anaconda
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Kaiser Aluminum
Ravenswood, West Virginia

Question

4.    Do you believe  that the necessary fans, motors,  and  auxi-
liary equipment would be available for the two dry-type
systems?

Answers

Vendor A: The necessary fans, motors, and auxiliary equipment
would be available.
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Vendor B: Yes.

Vendor C: Yes.

Vendor D: Don't know.

Vendor E: Within the two-year lead time required for facili-
ties expansion, it is believed that the necessary
fans, motors, and auxiliary equipment would be avail-
able for two dry-type systems.

Question

5.  What companies would be prospective suppliers of fans,
motors and auxiliary equipment?

Answers

Vendor A: Our company would supply the gear reducers and fans
with motors purchased from a recognized motor vendor.

Vendor B: We manufacture our own fans and provide either ad-
justable or automatic variable pitch type in dia-
meters up to 60 feet (or larger, if required).
Motors and speed reduction gears would be furnished
by a number of major manufacturers who are presently
supplying the power plant equipment market.

Vendor C: Fans would be supplied by our company. Motors would      come from various manufacturers.

Vendor D: No answer in view of the previous question.

Vendor E: Vendors of Fans - Aerovent Fan Company                    I
Piqua, ·Ohio

Hartzell Propeller Fan Co.
Piqua, Ohio

Marley Company
Mission, Kansas

Moore Company
Marceline, Missouri

Vendors  o f Motors- General Electric  Co.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Westinghouse Corporation
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Louis Allis Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

U. S. Electric
Niles, Illinois
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1.4.4  Effect of Dry-Type Tower Orders on Existing Customers

If the utility industry starts using dry-type cooling in

place of presently used cooling systems such a move could cause

problems for the cooling tower manufacturers with regard to

meeting the continuing requirements of existing customers.

Questions were included in the 4uestionnaire to get infor-

mation on the possible problem.

The majority of vendors felt that large scale orders for

dry-type cooling systems would not affect their ability to keep

filling orders for present customers. Most of the vendors feel

that the requirements for additional facilities would allow them

to manufacture large dry-type cooling systems and still use

existing manufacturing facilities to continue to serve existing

customers.

Only one vendor believes that any of his present customers

would be adversely affected.

The questions and vendors' answers are as follows:

Question

1.  Would an order for two dry-type cooling systems cause any
problems in continuing to fill orders from your present
customers?

Answers

Vendor A: We expect that an order of this type could be filled
without causing undue strain on our ability to fill
orders from present customers.

Vendor B: No. The addition to our manufacturing facilities
would be separate from our process operations.

Vendor C: No.

Vendor D: Yes.
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Vendor E: Because of the necessity for expansion of present
facilities, it is not anticipated that an order for
two dry-type systems would preclude the ability of
this company to fill orders for present customers.

Question

2.  If there would be any problems for present customers, can
you list what types of industries would be affected?

Answerb

Vendor A: Not applicable. See previous question.

Vendor B: Not applicable.

Vendor C: Not applicable.

Vendor D: Power generating.

Vendor E: Not applicable.

1.4.5    Suitability of Joint Venture or "Combined Industry"
,Operations

An order for two dry-type cooling systems for 1,000 mega-

watt plants would require an immense amount of raw materials

and a considerable increase in production facilities for most

manufacturers. The effect of such a large order on a single         I

vendor brings up the question of whether or not a joint ven-

ture or similar arrangement has merit in this instance.

A question was included in the questionnaire asking the

vendors for the advantages and disadvantages of using a joint

venture on this type of project.

The vendors were almost unanimous in their opinion that

a joint venture or similar arrangement is not necessary or de-

sired to handle an order of this size. The vendors pointed out

that.there are difficulties in arriving at suitable joint ven-

ture agreements. The vendors believe that the problem of

coordinating this type of effort would prove costly in time
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and money.

Several of the vendors do not like the joint venture idea

because they would have to reveal proprietary information to

competitors. They feel this proprietary information could

possibly be .used to their disadvantage at a later date.

The question and vendors' replies are as follow:

Question

1.  Do you think that an order for the dry-type systems for
two (2) 1,000 megawatt nuclear plants would be better
suited for a joint venture by two or more manufacturers?
(Please list the advantages and disadvantages.)

Answers

Vendor A: We would suggest that a dry-type system not be
approached as a joint venture by two or more manu-
facturers. Single source responsibility for the
design, manufacture, and erection of the dry towers
will ensure the best accountability and reliability
for the owner.

Vendor B: Since our company has sufficient assets, proven
experience, and a current plan of action, we do
not consider a joint venture necessary.

Vendor C:  Our company has adequate engineering and manufac-
turing capability to be independent; however, if
a joint venture would be preferred by the customer,
our company would have no objections, provided re-
sponsibilities can be specific.

Vendor D: No.

Vendor E: Considerations for the suitability of the joint
venture by two or more manufacturers can be stated
as follows:

a.  Advantages -
i.  Utilization of joint technology

ii. Limited risk and liability for any given
company.

iii. Such an arrangement would allow for more
participation by small companies banded
together in a joint venture.
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b.  Disadvantages -
i.  Revealing proprietary technology to com-

petitors.
ii. Extreme difficulties are anticipated in

arriving at joint venture agreements.
iii. Agreement as to the assignment of responsi-

bility, acceptance of risk and liabilities,
and financial participation would not be
easy to obtain if a number of companies were
involved.
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1.5 PROPOSED STUDY AREAS

1.5.1  In conducting the industry impact study, the con-

tractor discovered two areas that need further investigation

and study.

1.5.2  These areas are:

1.5.2.1  Several of the cooling tower manufacturers raised

the question as to the availability of high exhaust pressure

turbines for nuclear plants. Without high exhaust pressure

turbines, the dry-type cooling system concept is probably not

feasible. Verbal inquiries were made to three major domestic

turbine manufacturers concerning their position on high exhaust

pressure turbines. Allis-Chalmers Power Systems, Inc., advised

that they would presently accept an order to furnish a high

exhaust pressure turbine. The other two manufacturers advised

that a period of development would be necessary before a high

exhaust pressure turbine would be available; estimates ranged

from four to eight years.

It;  ls our oplnlon that a study should be conducted  to  de-

termine the availability of high exhaust pressure turbines.

This study should include domestic and foreign manufacturers.

Factors to be studies should include the following:

a.  Lead time needed to develop a suitable high exhaust pressure
turbine.

b.  Estimated development costs.

c.  Limits of rating of high exhaust pressure turbines.

d.  Installation and erection problems for high exuaust pres-
sure turbines as compared with conventiohal exhaust tur-
bines.

e.  Maintenance problems of high exhaust pressure turbines.
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1.5.2.2  The present concept of dry-type cooling towers

places major emphasis on the use of conventional fin tube sur-

faces. One cooling tower manufacturer has advised that other

proprietary surfaces are being  nvestigated that could be used

in place of fin tube surfaces.

We believe a study should be made to determine if other

heat transfer technology is now available that could be used

in place of fin tube dry cooling systems. This study should

include:

a.  New types of heat transfer technology available compared
with fin tube technology.

b.  Comparison of costs.

c.  Comparison of space requirements.

d.  Comparison of installation and erection methods.

e.  Lead time necessary to obtain new technology systems.

f.  Evaluation of possible maintenance problems for any type
of new heat transfer systems.
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2.0 PROTECTION OF DRY COOLING TOWER STRUCTURES

2.1 SUMMARY

An economic study of the p\rotection of metal surfaces

for large (1,000 megawatt) dry cooling towers was performed.

The National Association of Corrosion Engineers Buyers Guide

and the Thomas Register were used to prepare a list of pro-

tective coating vendors. Virtually all major protective coat-

ings manufacturers were contacted, and proposed coating pro-

grams were analyzed*. Based on current technology for building

these large towers, structural steel members were determined

to contain the largest surface area (hence total applied cost)

for coating. It is inefficient to apply coatings in the field.

Therefore, coating for structural steel members for a large

dry cooling tower should be shop applied. This was confirmed

by every coatings vendor contacted and backed up with clearly

defined economics, as obtained from the literature, coating

vendors, and paint-fab shops.

The most economical tower design for all potential

locations (except the seacoast) would be based on structural

steel members of ·weathering steel (U. S. Steel's Cor-Ten or

Bethlehem Steel's Mayari R) whidh need no protective coating.

*63 vendors were contacted, 34 participated in the study, 17
offered products inapplicable to the study and 12 declined to
participate ·in the study.
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Based on long term evaluation by the Zinc Institute Inc.,

hot-dip galvanized components were shown to offer low cost

maintenance free structural steel protection of 50 to 100

years in remote nonindustrialized areas that would be poten-

tial nuclear plant sites. This coating has been recommended

whenever conventional structural steel»is used and no

aesthetic top coat is required.

For areas where conventional structural steel is se-

lected and an aesthetic color is required, several generic top

coated systems were evaluated, found to offer maintenance free

life, and are economically competitive with top coating gal-

vanized steel. Selection of the system should be made on a

job to job basis. Sufficient information has been developed

in this report to make that recommendation when the actual

geographical sites are selected.

Protection of massive concrete surfaces (in the unlikely

event that the dry towers were natural draft, large hyperbolic

shells) was found unwarranted.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION

2.2.1 Purpose of Protective Coatings

The purpose of a protective coating is not merely to give

aesthetic appeal to the structural members and equipment.  More

critically, the purpose is to protect the structural members

and other equipment from corrosion. In the study of dry cool-

ing tower components, weathering is the main concern. Mild

steel is the most widely used structural material because it

has good strength characteristics, is available, is easy to

fabricate, and is relatively low in cost.  Therefore, the pur-

pose of the protective coating is to prevent mild steel from

being attacked by environmental conditions.

When a fresh· clean surface of iron or steel is exposed

to the atmosphere, immediate oxidation of the surface takes

place, and a thin layer of iron oxide is formed. This will

occur whether the atmosphere is wet or dry. The initial oxi-

dation is by direct chemical reaction. Serious corrosion of

steel octurs at normal temperatures only in the presence of

both oxygen and water. This corrosion is electrochemical.

Mill scale, which is present on new steel, is a corrosion pro-

duct of the high temperature steel production during the rolling

process. The mill scale becomes cracked in spots during ship-

ping and must be removed along with rust to prepare the surface

for a coating that will keep the surface insulated from the en-

vironment. Painting over this surface with or without primer

provides a barrier to prevent penetration of water and air to

the steel surface.
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A protective coating that does not act like paint to stop

corrosion is called sacrificial. A material less noble in the

electrochemical series such as zinc is applied to the steel sur-

face which is now galvanized. A true molecular bond between

the steel and zinc layer occurs. Since corrosion is electro-

chemical, the sacrificial action which results..from electrical

contact of a less nobel metal (zinc) and the oxygen and water

protects the steel surface. In rural/unpolluted remote areas

such as those involved in the location of dry cooling towers

for large nuclear plants, three ounces of zinc per square foot

should give 30 to 40 years of maintenance free protection.

Materials such as rubber, vinyls, and coal tar, which

are very impermeable, have low absorption of water, and a high

electrical resistance, can also be used to protect steel. They

effectively supress the flow of current over the surface of

the metal, and by this method eliminate corrosion.

Of course in all three cases, paint/barrier, zinc/sacrifi-

cial, and elastomeric/insulation, good adhesion is a necessary

fundamental property of the coating system.

Several combinations of the above three basic types of

protective coatings are readily available. These include zinc-

rich sacrificial paint or synthetic resin fortified paints.

With labor costs being what they are today, it is no

longer practical to put up structural steel with cheap paint

and surface preparation procedures and either replace struc-

tural members as they corrode or touch up the paint on a rou-

tine basis.
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2.2.2  Description of Types of Surfaces (Substrates) to
be Provided Protection from Weathering

Basic components of dry .cooling towers (not including the

extended tube heat transfer surfaces) to be coated can be

listed as follows:

Structural Steel Framework and Braces

Bolts

Bundle Supports
Tube Headers

Frames

Fans

Fan Cylinders (Hoods)

Fan Rings

Concrete Siding

Aluminum Siding (No Protective Coating Required)

Bearings
Shafts

Gears

Drivers

Fanhubs

Louvers

After questioning the current vendors of air cooling

equipment and cooling towers, only two actually provided

firm engineering details that would define types of surfaces

involved in a coating program. These were Hudson Products,

and Marley Company. Hudson's modular design has tube bun-

dles mounted on conventional structural steel. Marley's 19-cell

round tower has conventional structural steel framework and tube

bundles similar to Hudson's, except that they sloped for self
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draining reasons. The Rougeley Power Station in England has

a 120-megawatt natural draft tower built in 1961.  It has a

reinforced concrete hyperbolic shell 356 feet high and 325

feet in diameter at the base of the shell.

For the purpose of this study, structural steel and rein-

forced concrete shall be assumed to account for the bulk of

the coating job. Specialty coatings were only considered for

high wear (abrasion) zones. Aluminum, or low alloy weathering

steel, if chosen as an alternate material to conventional struc-

tural steel, would not require a protective coating. Performance

of aluminum as a louver has been evaluated at the Wyodak 22 mega-

watt dry tower pilot plant. "The overall resistance to corro-

sion of the aluminum alloys in the various installations was

very good or excellent.  Aluminum alloy surfaces exposed di-

rectly to flowing warmer air should remain dryer, and there-

fore, less likely to suffer attack than those exposed to the

same air at a lower flow rate and temperature. Aluminum sur-

faces freely exposed to the weather generally corrode less than

sheltered aluminum alloy surfaces, because of washing action of

rain tends to dilute any contaminants present".(1)

Assuming the metal coating study will be based on struc-

tural s·teel, a brief description of the substrate (surface to

be coated) is warranted. Hot rolled steel, the most commonly

used structural steel, has mill scale and some rust on all ex-

terior surfaces. Although it is sometimes possible to obtain       

long paint life over intact mill scale, there has never been

any method devised of painting over rust which results in long
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paint life.  Rust is a hydrated form of ferric oxide; as a re-

sult, it is moist and has a hygroscopic· nature, i.e., it tends

to absorb further moisutre from the air further increasing its

electrochemical characteristics. Rust ·is generally cobtaminated

with corrosive agents in the atmosphere, such as sulfur dioxide

and' chlorides in marine atmosphere.

Long term coating life can only be obtained when steel is

free of millscale, grease, rust, solvents, and dirt. The ex-

tent of surface preparation required depends primarily on the

recommendation of the coating vendor. For sprayed coatings,

abrasive blasting of some kind (see Steel Structures Painting

Council surface preparation specifications - Section 2.3.2)

gives  what is known as "anchor pattern". These two words de-

scribed the etched surface of teeth obtained by abrasive

striking of the metal. The anchor pattern provides a clean

etched surface to which modern coatings will adhere (poor sur-

face preparation causes over 80 per cent of all paint failures).

The usual anchor pattern called for is 1 1/2 to 2 mils. Blast-

ing produces this etched surface which gives both chemical and

mechanical attraction for the primer. The anchor pattern is

usually 20 per cent of the dry film thickness.
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2.2.3  Why Coatings Fail

Poor surface preparation and deficient coating thickness

are the major reasons why coatings fail. In general, the

cleaner the surface prior to painting, the better the coating

system will perform.

When preparing the surface, two things must be considered:

degree of cleanliness, essentially the amount of residual con-

taminants (either tight or loose) that must be removed from the

surface in order to clean it, and the surface profile., (the

surface roughness) or for blast cleaned metal surfaces, the

"anchor pattern", which was described in Section 2.2.2.

After inspection of the anchor pattern and proper appli-

cation of the coating to the manufacturers specifications,

quality control of the coating film must be strictly enforced.

There are many examples of coatings applied over thorough (and

expensive) surface preparation that fails prematurely because

it is too thin. Conversely, often good surface preparation is

specified, but somehow is never obtained on the job. Excellent

quality control is more easily obtained in a well organized

professional fabrication, cleaning, and paint shop. (See Section

2.5.1  Shop vs. Field Coating). Almost 80 per cent of all pre-

mature coating failures can be attributed to either poor sur-

face preparation or deficient coating thickness. Other reasons

are mechanical abrasion, faulty spray techniques, and incompat-

ability of the coating with the environment.

Surface preparation should be inspected immediately prior

to coating because paint covers surface preparation mistakes.
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A variety of inspection techniques are available, most of them

provide a comparison of the surface with pictorial standards.

There are a variety of i·nstruments to measure coating thick-

ness and porosity after the coating has been applied and cured.

There are two types of dry film gages: magnetic and semide-

structive scratch gage. The pull off magnetic gage relies on

the attraction of a permanent magnet to the substrate. The

thicker the coating, the weaker the magnetic attraction. The

gages are simple and do not require a power source. The scratch

gage is slightly destructive in that to measure coating thick-

ness it must penetrate to the substrate. However, unlike mag-

netic gages, they are direct reading, allow visual inspection

of each individual coat, are not subjected to magnetic flux

variation, and they are more accurate than magnetic gages.

However, touch up is required and in an assembly line paint

shop, this could not be tolerated for logistical reasons.

Also, in a well organized paint shop, rejections should be

minimal compared to the field where spray must be accomplished

in a variety of awkward positions.

Wet gages are also available, the most common being the

comb type. By placing the gage onto the wet paint, the depth

of the paint can be detected by one of the teeth. By knowing

the per cent solids in the coating, an accurate estimate of

dry film can be made. However, the comb type gage is destruc-

tive and should not be required in a paint shop.

For real extreme quality control, low voltage pinhole

detectors are available that could detect pinholes or "holidays",
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a possible source of paint failure for non-sacrificial top

coats.

Long term maintenance free protective coating life can

be obtained by proper surface preparation, adherence to coat-

ing manufacturers specification, selection of the proper coat-

ing, and good quality control.
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2.2.4  DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION OF WEATHERING ZONES

The dry type towers would not be in the containment area

of the hypothetical nuclear power plant. Surfaces would gener-.

ally remain dry because air is used for cooling. For study

purposes, five geographic areas were selected:

Pacific Northwest:· cool, rainy

Northeast: cold, snow

Southwest: hot, dry

Southeast: hot, humid

Seacost (marine atmosphere): less than 1,000 yards from

shore.

Proper mechanical design that would prevent moisture accum-

ulating pockets was assumed. The environmental zone in all

cases is rural/remote, so weathering is the main factor affect-

ing coating life.
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2.2.5 GROUND RULES .FOR ECONOMIC EVALUATION

A total coated system is made up of the following compo-

nents:

1.  Surface (Substrate) to be protected

2.  Surface preparation

3.  Application of prime coat (5nd possible intermediate

or "conversion coatings")

4.  Application of top coat(s)

In comparing coatings vs. coatings, the surfaces to be

protected are assumed to be the same so that each vendor could

have his coating evaluated based on the latter three items.

Costs of Item 2, surface preparation, vary depending on the

preparation each coating requires. Typical costs have been

developed. Past practice has indicated the following:

1964 1974(3)

2
Hand. Cleaning 164/ft 2 (SSPC-SP2)* 37.14/fi

2                              2Sand Blast - White Metal 23·54/ft (SSPC-SP5) 54.5/ft

2                                 2Sand Blast - Commercial 15¢/ft (SSPc-SP6) 34.8/ft

2Brush Application Per Coat 5.14/ft2 11.8/ft

2
Spray Application Per Coat 2.64/ft 6.0/ft 2

Specialty Coatings Per Coat 5.54/ft2 12.7/ft 2

To obtain these costs, experts have assumed that the struc-

tural steel has not been erected and painting was under ideal

conditions. Painting after erection reather than in the shop

*Refer to specifications of the Steel Structures Painting Council,
Section 2.3.2. These costs are field costs. Shop blasting and
coating is much cheaper.
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or before erection will increase the application costs con-

siderably to as much as double. The above figures were based

on 1964 labor rates and for the study, they have been escalated

to late 1974 labor rates using the Nelson Index to develop a

total current coating system cost for each vendor.

Another estimate for a complete field coating job indi-

cates material accounts for only about 20 per cent of the total

(4)
coating cost:

Per Cent of Total Cost

Application 30 - 60

Surface Preparation 15 - 40

Cleanup 5 - 10

Accessory Products 2-5
Coating Material 15 - 20

Determination of square footage.in a ton of steel can be.

estimated as follows: (a) light steel - 400 square feet per

ton and up; (b) medium steel - 200 to 400 square feet per ton;

and (c) heavy steel - 100 to 200 square feet per ton. This

gives an average of 250 square feet per ton for large struc-

tures. (3)

For the purpose of the study, shop blasted structural steel,

using a Wheelabraytor produces a commercial blast for $10 per

ton or 4.5 cents per square foot and a near white blast for 6.04

(5)
per square foot based on 1974 rates. Current subcontracted

rates for field blasting average about 45 cents per square foot

depedding on the complexity of the surface and the degree of

blast. Each vendor has provided sufficient data to calculate(6)
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the coating materials cost per square foot for any surface.

At 100 per cent material efficiency one gallon of paint

will cover 1,604 square feet at a thickness of one mil wet.

Using vendor provided data of volume per cent solids in the

coating, and price per gallon, theoretical materials cost per

square foot could easily be calculated. Actual coverage cal-

culations were based either on vendor suggested efficiencies

or 90 per cent which is typical of shop coating materials.

Prices used in the study were as current as possible for

a late September 1974 report. Some prices obtained earlier in

the study have been updated by recent telephone inquiries. This

was especially important in developing cost of coatings using

pure zinc (which has doubled in price in a one year period)

because the majority of vendors proposed some form of zinc in

their overall coatings program. However, current information       i

indicates zinc prices will restablize because the price rise

was caused by EPA forced shutdown of some zinc smelting plants

and simple obsolescense of others. There is no shortage of

the actual zinc ore. (7)

In order to more fairly evaluate vendors recommendations,

the top coat was specified "clear or gray, pigment free if

possible". In an actual job, an aesthetic color top coat would

probably be specified but the pigment cost could be the same

in all cases.

Prices obtained from vendors included normal advertised

bulk discounts. Projected surface area and coating require-

ments indicated maximum discounts. Although not uncommon, no
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negotiated type of discount for a major coating job was pro-

jected in order to keep the evaluation simplified. Shop paint-

ing at a well organized shop using airless spray costs· about

eight cents per square foot. This.includes steel handling

costs, subcontractors' overhead, profit, etc. while in the

field, logistics, scaffolds, wasted motion and travel raises

painting costs to about 24 cents per square foot. These aree
current numbers as obtained from two subcontractors paint shops

and field data. Shop coatings do require touch up 'in the(5)

field in some cases so a 20 per cent factor has been added to

bring the effective cost of shop painting (airless spray only)

to 10 cents per square foot for the top coat.

For coating systems requiring touch up in later years,

labor and materials are assumed to escalate at 10 per cent per

year for the next 30 to 40 years.  It was the opinion of vir-

tually every protective coating vendor that the initial coating

system for a 2,000 megawatt dry cooling tower structure should

last 30 to 40 years, with touch up of coating failures as they

occur. No scheduled refinishing could be justified if the

long term coating programs recommended are actually used.

For the purpose of the study, no piping external of the

tower above ground was considered part of the cooling tower.

Underground storage tanks for condensate (circulating fluid

to be cooled) were not included. Cathodic protection of under-

ground piping and storage tanks already has a well developed.

technology.

For a nuclear power plant, current technology indic9tes
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heat transfer surfaces (extruded aluminum fins on carbon steel

tubes) would need no protective coating in a rural/remote non-

industrial area. Extensive corrosion of the .spacers and collars

of the tube bundles has occurred at the natural draft 120-mega-

watt dry cooling tower at Rougeley, England. Questioning of

the plant personnel indicated the corrosion could be traced to

atmospheric elements that would not be present in the geographi-

cal sites selected in this report (see Appendix - Plant Visit

to Rougeley Power Station - Rougeley England. Mr. J. L. Hare

from T. E. Sikora, 9 August 1974.)

.
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2.3 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR METALLIC SURFACES

2.3.1  Generic Types of Coatings Evaluated

2.3.1.1 Phenolics - Coatings of this type are generally

catalyzed high temperature baked for polymerization. They are

generally used in tank and tank car lining because of superior

chemical resistance.· Properly cured films of baking phenolics

are dense, very resistant to penetration by moisture, and have

excellent adhesion to a wide variety of surfaces with the proper

surface preparation. Excellent resistance to 20OF is obtained

with proper application. Pure phenolic coatings are brittle;

therefore, modification with epoxy is usually required if the

temperature varies significantly as it would in a desert loca-

tion.

2.3.1.2 Vinyls - Coatings of this type are modified with

a drying oil and harden by solvent evaporation. The coating is

not very chemically resistant and not applicable for concrete.

Good atmospheric weathering properties and temperature resist-

ance to 225F make this coating suitable for hot weather extremes

and marine locations for dry towers.

2.3.1.3 Chlorinated Rubber - This is chlorinated unsatu-

rated isoprene dissolved in a hydrocarbon carrier and hardens

upon evaporation. Its low moisture permeability and excellent

resistance to water, mold, and mildew, make this coating applic-

able to all study areas. The coating can also be applied to

concrete and masonry.

2.3.1.4 Amine Cured Epoxy - This is another coating which

is sprayed, and it hardens by solvent evaportation. It has ex-
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cellent resistance to water, but is harder and less flexible

than other epoxies. Also, it is intolerant of moisture during

application.  However, it has excellent adhesion to steel and

concrete surfaces, and it has good weathering resistance.

2.3.1.5 Polyamide Cured Epoxy - This coating is on epoxy

type that hardens by solvent evaporation but cures by cross

linking. It is superior to straight epoxy for water resistance

and has excellent adhesion to steel and concrete. It is more

flexible and tougher than amine cured epoxy. It is also easier

to apply than other epoxies, but wet temperature resistance is

only 150F, so it should be limited to northern dry tower instal-

lations.

2.3.1.6 Epoxy Ester - This coating also hardens by solvent

evaporation and oxidation. It does not have superior chemical

resistance but it has excellent weathering resistance, is easy

to apply, relatively inexpensive, and is widely used for coat-

ing structural steel for atmospheric weathering.

2.3.1.7 Coal Tar Epoxy - This coating is simply a coal

tar mixed with epoxy resin and cured by using an amine or a

polyamide. Excellent resistance to salt air makes it a ·suit-

able top coat for a seacoast dry tower installation. It can

be applied to steel or concrete without a primer, and several

of the air cooling vendors recommend coal tar epoxy as a top

coat over a galvanized surface for long term maintenance free

protection. It is the most popular epoxy because it has the

lowest material cost.
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2.3.1.8   Latex - Latex resins are usually emulsified in

a water vehicle. From a pollution standpoint, no toxic solvents

are emitted during application. The coating has good resist-

ance to water and weathering in general. Cleanup is simple.

It can be used to coat structural steel and is an excellent

concrete sealer because breathing film allows passage of water

vapor.

2.3.1.9   Polyester - This coating is spray applied and

cured as a liquid or flame sprayed as a powder. Some polyester

is fiberglass reihforced for extra strength.  Excellent chemical

resistance and strength make it popular in the chemical industry

but it is not cheap and it is expensive to apply. Generally

its use has been limited to tank lining. Technology has been

recently·advanced and in fact, the 48-inch Alaska oil pipeline

is being coated with polyester powder using the flame spray

technique.

2.3.1.10 Silicone - This coating is a siloxane bond with

various links. Prime advantage is heat resistance to 1,00OF.

It has excellent water repellent properties but it is generally

added to other coatings to improve their heat resistance.

2.3.1.11 Bituminous Coatings - Bituminous coatings such

as Mastic are one coat systems used for chemical environment.

Considerable thickness, low permeability, and relative innert-

ness make them effective but for aesthetic reasons would be

applicable to a dry tower structure. This coating is also

available in tape form for.installation in the field. This

form is more suitable for buried pipe.
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2.3.1.12 Petroleum Asphalt Based Coatings - Coatings in

this class, Ashland Oil's "Tectyl" for example, were developed

especially for protecting metals against fungus, salt spray,

dampness, and weather. It bonds easily to wood, concretes,

and to steel, which requires no blasting or priming.                  r

2.3.1.13 Polyurethane - Modified polyurethane elastomeric

coatings are designed especially for coating concrete. The

material bridges mainline cracks in concrete surfaces. Special

properties include high resistance to fresh and salt water, and

high elasticity. This would be an ideal coating for a natural

draft tower near a seacoast in an earthquake zone.

2.3.1.14 Acrylics - This type of coating would be an ideal

top coat over a zinc rich primer. It has.the advantages of being

water based, easy to apply, fast drying, no fire hazard, non

polluting, odorless, lead free, and has excellent adhesion to

steel and concrete surfaces. Other advantages are: easy cleanup,

long term protection and it can be applied to damp surfaces.

2.3.1.15 Zinc-Rich Primers and One-Coat Systems - This

coating is becoming popular and consists of zinc dust in a

binder such as a silicate. It can be water or solvent based.

If applied to a properly prepared surface, it can offer one

coat 30 to 40-year maintenance free protection. It should be

top coated in marine environments. Length of service depends

on initial film thickness because zinc is a sacrificial pro-

tector of the substrate.

2.3.1.16 Zinc, Hot Dip Galvanizing - This coating is a

standard for the air cooling equipment vendors contacted and
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appears to offer an excellent long term protection by appli-

cation of a sacrificial coat of metallic zinc to a pickled

surface. Greater detail of hot dip galvanizing is presented

in Section 2.5.3.

2.3.1.17 Aluminum - A thin film of aluminum can be used

to protect carbon steel from corrosion if applied with a flame

spray. High cost of application prohibits use for a massive

structural steel job such as that of a dry tower. However,

protection of some small metallic components using flame sprayed

aluminum (or zinc) could be justified, especially in high heat

or abrasion areas such as those near fans.
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2.3.2  METHODS OF SURFACE PREPARATION (STEEL STRUCTURES
PAINTING COUNCIL SPECIFICATIONS)

Specification and Subject Purpose

SSPC-SP 1, Solvent Cleaning Removal of oil, grease, dirt, soil,
salts, and contaminants by clean-
ing with solvent, vapor, alkali,
emulsion or steam.

SSPC-SP 2, Hand Tool Cleaning Removal of loose rust, loose mill
scale, and loose paint to degree
specified, by hand chipping, scrap-
ing, sanding and wire brushing.

SSPC-SP 3, Power Tool Cleaning Removal of loose rust, loose mill
scale, and loose paint to degree

specified, by power tool chipping,
descaling, sanding, wire brushing
and grinding.

sspc-sp 4, Flame Cleaning of New Steel Dehydrating and removal of rust,
loose mill scale, and some tight
mill scale by use of flame, followed
by wife brushing.

SSPC-SP 5, White Metal Blast Cleaning Removal of all visible rust, mill
scale, paint and foreign matter by
blast cleaning by wheel or nozzle
(dry or wet) using sand, grit or
shot.  (For very corrosive atmos-
phere where high cost of cleaning
is warranted.)

SSPC-SP 10, Near-White Blast Cleaning Blast cleaning nearly to White Metal
cleanliness, until at least 95 per
cent of each element of surface area
is free of all visible residues.
(For high humidity, chemical atmos-
phere, marine or other corrosive en-
vironment.)

SSPC-SP 6, Commercial Blast Cleaning Blast cleaning until at least two-
thirds of each element of surface
area is free of all visible resi-
dues. (For rather severe conditions
of exposure.)

SSPC-SP 7, Brush-Off Blast Cleaning Blast cleaning of all except tightly
adhering residues of mill scale,

rust and coatings, exposing numerous
evenly distributed flecks of under-
lying metal.

SSPC-SP 8, Pickling Complete removal of rust and mill scale
by acid pickling, duplex pickling,
duples pickling or electrolytic pick-
ling. May passify surface.
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2.3.3  Methods of Coating Application

2.3.3.1  Conventional Brushing - Brushing is the most in-

efficient way to apply a coating both from a labor .expense (low

coverage per man hour) and the lack of uniformity of the applied

coating. There is some evidence to indicate slight superiority

of brushing the prime coat and spraying the top coat. However,

the vast majority of vendors contacted during this study indi-

cated that spraying both coats on a large job is far superior

to brushing. Brushing can be used for touch up work in areas

inaccessible to spray equipment.

2.3.3.2 Rollering -Rollercoating structural steel flat

sections can give high productivity rates approaching that of

spraying. Excellent results have been achieved, and it is

possible to build up a substantial film thickness by this method.

Roller coating is particularly use,ful where spraying makes a

hazard from overspray or flamability of solvent. Shop coating

has been found to be most economical for large structures such

as a 1,000-megawatt dry cooling tower. However, it could only

be considered as a method of touch up if only flat touchup areas

were involved because scratches usually do not form on the flat

sections of structural steel components.

2.3.3.3  Spraying - For shop painting, spraying, and dipping

are the most economical methods of coating application. The

method of application is by air spray or the high pressure air-

less method. Several advantages are possible with the high

pressure airless mehtod (both the hot and cold type). These

include labor savings as a result of fast application and a
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greater thickness per coat. Additiobal savings are·from less blow

back, less overspray, compressor power savings, use of higher

solids in paint formulations, and less sensitivity to changes

in ambient temperature during application. But maintenance of

the equipment can be complicated and costly. However, in a pro-

perly operated and efficient paint shop, advantages of airless

(3)spray far outweigh the potential maintenance problems.

A basic difference between airless and conventional spray

painting is use of hydraulic pressure instead of air atomiza-

tion to produce the spray delivered by the gun. The 100 psig

air compressor formerly used to force the paint through a

nozzle can now be used to produce pressures up to 3,200 psig.

The pump uses thi·s pressure to drive the paint to the spray gun

through a single hose (air spraying requires one hose for air

and one for paint). Inside the gun, the paint is divided into

two streams which then  impinge one another, at an angle, to pro-

duce the spray as they leave the gun. The paint pump can also

be driven by an electric motor, which is the standard practice

for paint shops.

Comparison of the amount of paint applied and the approx-

imate coverage obtainable on flat surfaces in one man day indi-

cate the prime advantage of airless spraying:

Covered Per Day (3)

Square Feet Gallons

Brush 1,000                    8
Roller 2,000 to 4,000          12
Air Spray (External Mix) 4,000 to 8,000 20

Air Spray (Internal Mix) 6,000 to 10,000         40
Airless Spray 8,000 to 12,000         75 
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Another advantage of the airless spray method is the ease

of handling the equipment. Two further improvements in the air-

less spray technique have made it even more attractive for main-

tenance painting. Provision for heating the paint before it is

sprayed reduces the power needed to spray it. As it is heated,

its viscosity decreases markedly. The addition of the heating

element to the system makes it possible to use paint directly

from the can, another saving in handling.

The second innovation in airless spraying, portable airldss

electrostatic spraying, allows an electrostatically induced wrap

around effectto the already reduced .overspray of the airless  sys-

tem. The result is an excellent tool for spraying odd-shaped

structures such as channels, angles, braces, etc. The portable

electro-static units can be plugged into a 110v outlet to pro-

duce an electric charge as high as 80,000v. This charge causes

the applied paint to coat all exposed edges, recesses, and areas

on the opposite side of the structure from the gun which produces

the wrap around effect.

2.3.3.4  Spray Powder Coating - This recent innovation is

included in the study because several coating powders (especially

polyester) were evaluated. Coating resins in powder form are

applied by electrostatic spray, fluidized bed, or other methods.

The coated object is heated, melting and sintering the powder

to form a continuous coating. This coating technique allows

use of insoluble resins such as polyethylene, polypropylene,

nylon, and fluorocarbons as well as other thermoplastic resins.

Either thick or thin coatings can be applied in one application.
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The object can be handled immediately after cooling. These

coatings are expensive and should only apply to components

of the tower that would be in high wear zones.

2.3.3.5 Flame Spraying - This modern coating technique

allows deposition of metals, and ceramics in powder form. The

metal to be used as a coating is fed in wire form through a

metalizing gun to its nozzle. The wire is continuously melted

in an oxygen/fuel gas flame. A compressed air blast atomizes

the metal and projects in onto the surface to be metalized.

Solvent clear surface preparation is all that is required.

For coating with a ceramic or polyester powder, the material

is held in a hopper and gravity fed into the gun. Again, this

is an expensive coating process and would be applicable to small

components subject to abrasion in the dry cooling tower.

2.3.3.6 Plasma Spray - This specialized coating proce-

dure is used to apply the same type of abrasion resistant

coatings applied by flame spray.

'1,111.: 1,1..,c·'.:i:; tises an electrj.c arc device to generate a

stream of superheated inert gas to produce temperatures as

high as 30,00OF inside the melting chamber. Powdered materials

injected into this plasma stream are instantly melted and pro-

pelled as a high velocity spray on the surface to be coated.

Ceramic materials with an ultra high melting point and which

do not decompose in the molten state can be'sprayed to produce

an extremely hard surface coating with a wide range of density

and thickness characteristics. Almost any metal can be plasma

plated.  The coatings are much more durable than those produced
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by flame spraying. This system could not be justified for

steel coated for weathering but possibly for small components

in mechanically severe areas.

2.3.3.7  Taping - Coating in a tape form is generally a

coal tar presaturated high tensile fabric with coal tar bonding

on each side.  Taping procedure involves flash flaming of the

tape on the coating side followed by spiral wrap around the

surface. This procedure is repeated until the surface is

completely wrapped. The application is limited to coating

underground piping from corrosion and electrolysis and will

probably be applicable for underground water lines between the

tower and condenser and underground surge tank. Mastic type

coatings are available for structural steel but labor cost makes

this type inapplicable.

2.3.3.8  Hot Dip - This procedure is usually associated

with galvanizing, applying a layer of sacrificial zinc to

pickled and cleaned (but not blasted) steel. It is done quite

simply by supporting the member to be coated and dropping it

into a bath of liquid zinc. In view of the expensive large

equipment involved this is always done in the shop. Further

details of the process will be found in Section 2.3.4.3, the

proposal of the American Hot Dip Galvanizers Association, and

Section 2.5.3 Galvanized vs. Painted Surfaces.
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2.3.4  Proposal of Participating Vendors

2.3.4.1 Adheron Coatings Corp.
Franklin Park, Illinois

Adheron is a manufacturer of water based epoxy coatings,

and this product has been available since 1968. Adheron epoxy

emulsion coatings are two-component systems. The pigmented

epoxy emulsion component looks more like a slurry than a paint,

and it is not a coating until its polyamide curing agent has

been added. The applied film is actually harder and has better

weathering characteristics than solvent based epoxies. Tempera-

ture service is -30 to +25OF on rigid construction substrate.

The coating is non toxic when dry. Toxic air pollutants and

fire hazards are greatly reduced during application. Surface

preparation consists of solvent cleaning. A shop primer is

required but a primer sealer or barrier coat is not necessary.

Two thin coats of application are required to give quick

cure time (four hours), better gloss and better film integrity.

Coverage for the two top coat system consists of one gallon of

approved primer ($15.00/gal.)* per 400 square feet and two top

coats of Adheron epoxy emulsion primer ($15.00/gal)* at 350

square feet for a total applied cost of 12.4¢ per square foot

(material only). Total applied cost (shop) would be approxi-

mately 42¢ per square foot. Recommend total dry film for the

system is 6 mils. For weathering only, the coating could last

30 to 40 years.

*Price in effect July 19, 1974.
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2.3.4.2  Advanced Coatings and Chemicals
South El Monte, California

Advanced Coatings and Chemicals has proposed a two com-

ponent system to give outstanding weathering resistance in ill

the geographical study areas listed.  The systems features a

zinc-rich primer with a silicone acrylic top coat.

Surface Preparation: Abrasive blast to white metal (SSPC-

SP5)· Anchor pattern should be 1 1/2 to two mils.

Spray a two mil dry film of Cor Free Primer. This material

is a zinc-rich, weldable primer, contains 95 per cent zinc, re-

quires no special curing, and contains no toxic fumes. Material

Cost: 6.64 per square foot.

Spray a two mil dry film of SIO/CRYL for a weathering top

coat. Drying time to handle is two to four hours. Materials

Cost: 6.64 per square foot.

Total materials cost is 13.24 per square foot*. Total

applied cost is about 37¢ per square foot,.based upon shop

coating.

The top coat is a silicone and alkyd resin coat that can

be applied efficiently with airless spray. This coat should

give service similar to heat cured coil coated silicone poly-

esters. The coating combines the air dry capability of the

acrylic family with the superior weather resistant properties

of the silicone family.

*Based on prices in effect September 20, 1974.
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Based upon accelerated erosion and weathering tests, a

40-year life maintenance-free in rural/remote non-industrial

areas is projected by the vendors.

2.3.4.3 American Hot Dip Galvanizers Association
Washington, D. C.

The American Hot Dip Galvanizers Association (in co-oper-

ation with the Zinc Institute, Inc.) has prepared a proposal

that is supported with reliable statistical weathering data

developed over periods of 40 years or more (see Figure 1).

Surface Preparation: Acid pickling (SSPC-SP8).  Caustic

degreasing may be required depending upon individual members.

Extra large members may require blast if they are too large

for the pickling kettle.

After pickling, the material is thoroughly rinsed to remove

residual acid and iron salts. The work is then dipped into a

preflux solution of zinc ammonium phosphate. This preflux has

two functions: First, it coats the work with a thin layer of

salt which protects the steel from the air until it is galvan-

ized. Second, it supplements the action of the molten flux

blanket. If the molten flux blanket is used, it floats on the

zinc bath and supplements the action by removing any residual

oxide and facilitates wetting of the steel by the molten zinc.

The galvanizing bath is maintained at 830 to 860 F. The cleaned

structural steel member is allowed to remain in the bath until
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its temperature reaches the bath temperature. The excess flux

rises to the zinc surface and is scraped away. During immer-

sion of the article in the bath, a visible bubbling action

takes place as a result of the interaction of the steel, flux, -

and' molten zinc. The work is withdrawn when the bubbling sub-

sides and surplus zinc runs off. A protective coating of four

to eight mils usually will have been formed. Minimum coating

thickness is 3.4 mils (two ounces of pure zinc per square foot)

based on ASTM specification A-123-73. Typical coating thick-

ness is 7 mils (4.1 ounces pure zinc per square foot).

The outer layer of the coating is pure zinc. This outer

layer will vary in thickness according to the heat of the bath,

duration of immersion, composition of the steel base, mass of

the steel, speed of withdrawal, and the manner of cooling.

The inner layer of the coating is a series of alloys of

zinc and iron that becomes richer in iron as the coating nears

the base. Its thickness, like that of the outer zinc layer

will vary for much the same reasons. Like zinc, the alloy

layer is also a protection against corrosion. Both layers pro-

tect the steel, the first layer as a barrier coating and the

outer layer protects electro-galvanically or sacrificially

across the nicks or scratches in the coat. Nicks or scratches

may actually expose bare steel. (7)

Major advantages of hot dip galvanizing over zint-rich

primers or zinc-rich one coat systems are:

1.  A·typical hot dip gives 4.1 ounces·of Dure zinc per

square foot in one dip. Life of zinc coatings is
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proportional to the amount of zinc per square foot

deposited on the steel surface.

2.  Abrasive blasting is Usually not required.

3.  Corrosion failures caused by undercutting of the zinc

film with hot dip galvanizing cannot occur because a

true molecular bond is formed at the substrate surface

at the 830 to 86OF kettle temperature.

4.  The zinc iron alloy is actually harder than the steel

itself, and resists moisture penetration.

5.  After several years (about 30 to 40 years in the

geographical zones selected in the study), if rust

spots occur, touch up is easy. After simple cleaning,

there is a zinc-rich primed surface that can be used

for a long lasting top coat.

6.  The galvanizing process is virtually self inspecting.        1

Zinc will not adhere to a steel surface improperly

pickled. If the member looks shiny as it is taken

out of the zinc bath, it will have the minimum coating

thickness of ASTM specification A-123-73.

The American Hot Dip Galvanizers Association attributed

recent zinc price increases to:

1.  Double digit inflation in general.

2.  Shutdown of several zinc smelters due to obsolecence

and/or EPA violition.

3.  Some speculators are hoarding zinc.

Although a Ringleman opacity test violation caused one

west coast galvanizing plant to be modified, no galvanizing
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capacity shortage exists.

Current smelting plant designs conform to EPA thresholds

After they get on stream, the shortage·and artificial price

increases will stabilize, except for unpredictable inflation

which would apply to all coatings. There is no shortage in

the supply of the zinc ore, most of which is mined in British

Columbia.

Materials cost for a typical seven mill zinc film is 10.5

cents per square foot*. Total typical applied cost galvanizing

is 45 cent per square foot**. Further economic and life evalua-·

tion will be presented in Section 2.5.3, Galvanized vs. Painted

·Surfaces.

*Based on bulk zinc in slab form as of 26 September 1974 (414
per pound).

**Based on a large orders for structural steel currently being
galvanized by Galvan Industries, Inc., Harrisburg, North Carolina.
Mr. Clarence Willard, Vice President and Manager, stated his
quoted prices were competitive with most .galvanizing shops. He
is a member of the American Hot Dip Galvanizers Association and
keeps abreast of prices of his competitors.
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2.3.4.4 Ameron
Corrosion Control Division
Brea, California

For maintenance free protection from weathering in rural/

remote areas, 30 to 40-year life would be easily attainable

with the formal proposal of Ameron:

Blast structural steel to a commercial blast (SSPC-SP6).

Apply a three-mil (dry film) coat of Dimetcote 3, a post

cured inorganic zinc. Conventional spray techniques would

apply.  Drying time is two to four hours.

Apply a second coat (one mil) of Amercoat  54, a synthe-

tic resin especially designed as a topcoat for Dimetcote  3.

Conventional sppay technique would apply. Drying time would

be two to four hours.

Apply a final topcoat of five mils dry Amercoat No. 99,

a vinyl chloride copolymer. Drying time to touch ia 30 minutes

at 7OF. Drying time to handle is three hours at 7OF.

Prices were available as of 19 July 1974 and will vary

with escallating raw materials costs. Cost of the system

(materials only) is as follows:

Dimetcote 3 154 per sq. ft., including cure

Amercoat  54           244 per sq. ft.

Amercoat No.  99       844 per sq. ft.

Total coatings.
cost, materials
only 264 per sq. ft.

The bulk of the cost of this coating is represented by the
' zinc in Dimetcote 3. For estimating. the .service  life of this

system for simple weatheribg, Ameron stated that the system
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was specified for off-shore power system steel components from

the splash zpne to a depth of 70 feet. No maintenance was

expected for five years and only five per cent repair per year

was expected from eight to 40 years.

Total applied cost (shop) for the coating would be about

57¢ per square foot.

2.3.4.5  Armstrong Products Co., Inc.
Warsaw, Indiana

Armstrong Products' proposal is a system which, features

their vibro-flow epoxy or polyester coating powders. The total

application consists of:

Commercial sand blast of steel (sspc-sp6) followed by

vacuum degreasing.

A sprayed conversion coating of 1/2 mil of zinc or iron

phosphate to inhibit rusting. This would also allow a time

delay of up to six months to put on a top coat if the shop

scheduling system errs. This intermediate coating also gives

a better bond of the epoxy top coat.

For structural steel, a two-mil coat of vibro-flow epoxy

powder is then applied using the electrostatic spraying tech-

nique (see Section 2.3.3.4). A 10 to 15-minute bake at 40OF

must follow for proper curing. Obviously this coating must

be applied in a shop. Field touch-up with a brush applied

epoxy adhesive could be required.
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Total matdrials cost for this system as of 7 August 1974

is as follows:

Zinc or iron phosphate 44 per sq ft

Epoxy coating powder 44 per sq ft

44¢ per sq ft*

The actual shop applied cost would be about 79$ per square

foot due to the expensive labor costs resulting from vacuum de-

greasing, electrostatic spray and high temperature bake.

*Prices in effect 11 July 1974.

.2.3.4.6 Ashland Oil Co.
Ashland, Kentucky

Ashland Oil recommends a long term maintenance-free system

comprising their one coat application of Tectyl, a petroleum

based (asphalt) material with a petroleum solvent vehicle

especially developed for rust prevention in refineries. The

final film is not affected by weather of any kind, rain, snow,

or hail. The film never blisters or cracks. The film can be

scratched; however, touch up Tectyl is available in aerosol

spray cans.

The unusual protective properties of Tectyl result from

the fact that it is formed by a combination of petroleum com-

pounds. This polorization changes the molecules within Tectyl

giving them a magnetic attraction to steel. These molecules
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join together in an adhesive rust preventive shield so tough

that only one coat provides sufficient protection. There has

never been a coating failure reported since Ashland began mar-

keting Tectyl  eight years ago. Tectyl films are electric in-

sulators. Protection is by insulation; therefore, no deteriora-

tion of the film occurs.

Application cost is inexpensive from a labor standpoint.

Surface preparation calls for a high pressure water blast (which

is the cheapest way to blast), and Tectyl can be applied immedi-

ately to a moist surface in one coat by conventional airless

spray. Total cost of shop coating structural steel is low be-

cause no long high temperature curing is required, no drum

heaters are required, shelf life is indefinite, no special

spraying skills are required, and the material needs no mixing

or stirring. Material cost is about $8.50 per gallon, and a

three mil coating is recommended. Coating material cost is

therefore 284 per square foot. Total applied cost (shop) would

be about 434 per square foot.

Another Tectyl compound was recommended for a transparent

one mil coating for aluminum fins in the heat exchange bundles.

Application would be dipping and the material costs $4.00 per

gallon would cover 400 square feet and result in a 1¢ per square

foot cost to prevent aluminum corrosion especially in seacoast

areas.

Comparison data given by Ashland Oil compares field appli-

cation of Tectyl with conventional coating: Basis 50,000 square

(8)feet for structural steel
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Tectyl Conventional Coating

Coats Required                      1               2

Prime.Coat Application, Hours       0             250

Top Coat Application,· Hours 250 250

Materials Cost $ 800 $1,500

Labor Cost $1,540 $3.170

Total Job Cost $2,340* $4,670

Savings Using Tectyl $2,330* $4,670

*Based on information before price jumped from $4.85 to $8.50
per gallon. Current price makes material $1,400. Savings
(July 1974) would be $1,730.

2.3.2.7  William J. Bradley
Advisor on Paint for Steel
Glass Shield, Glass Flakes Coatings
Kentfield, California

Mr. Bradley holds a patent on protective coatings contain-

ing glass flake pigment (U. S. Patent 3,759,852). He recommends

the following system for a 40-year maintenance free life.

Surface Preparation: Abrasive blast to near white metal

(SSPC-Splo).

Spray a three mil dry film of inorganic post cured zinc-

rich prime coat. He recommends Dimetcote 3 (See Ameron proposal).

Material cost: 154 per square foot. Allow overnight cure to

handle. Faster cures can be obtained through baking.

Total materials cost is 18.84 per square foot. Total applied
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cost is 474 per square foot.* If gloss and color retention

properties are required over the 30 to 40-year life, he recom-

mends a top coat of urethane or vinyl resin containing glass

flake for an additional 34 per square foot for a total materials

cost of 21.84 per square foot. Total applied cost for this

system would be 584 per square foot.

Glass Shield is a major breakthrough in the development

of a unique coating with high corrosion resistance, chemical

inertness, and the beauty of glass.

Glass Shield is a proven concept using the Bradley Process

which incorporates microscopic, heat-hardened, self leafing

glass flakes into specially formulated coatings. The glass

flakes automatically orient themselves in a leafing action to

form a veneer of glass without rerolling or extensive agita-

tion. This is achieved by pretreating the glass flakes through

the Bradley process.

The epoxy/polyamine system Mr. Bradley recommends has an

excellent resistance to water permeability and weathering. It

is a "high build" system that can be added to steel and concrete

without primer but Mr. Bradley recommends zinc-rich primer to

allow the maintenance-free coating life desired. The final

coating gives a hard tile-like surface. The coating system is

especially suitable for seacoast applications.

*Prices in effect 3 September 1974.
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2.3.4.8  Briner Paint Mfg. Co.
Corpus Christi, Texas

Briner's recommendation for long term maintenance-free

protective coatings for dry tower structures and other compon-

ents based on their experience in the Gulf Coast area is a

three-coat system featuring a zinc-rich primer and a high

solids urethanekcrylic  top coat. The recommendation that is

best suited for shop coating is as follows:

Surface Preparation: Abrasive blast to near white metal

SSPC-SP10. Spray five mils wet to obtain three mils dry

Briner's Five-65 Zinc Silicate Inorganic Primer. Time to

touch: 30 minutes; time to recoat: eight hours, depending upon

temperature and relative humidity.  The primer has an aqueous

vehicle for low cost and easy cleanup, and it cures rapidly and

hard.

Spray one intermediate coat ( 2A mils dry) of No. 4805 Versa-

Tile red chromate. This is an excellent intermediate coat over

inorganic zinc primers and has excellent bonding characteristics

for the urethane/acrylic top coat. Drying time to touch is 30

minutes. Drying time to top coat two to four hours at 7OF.

Spray one finish coat (three mils dry) Briners No. 5910

Acra-Clad No. 10 Gray. Curing time:

a.  To touch - 30 minutes.

b.  To handle - Two hours.

c.  To full cure - 24 hours.

This coating gives a high-gloss-retaining finish and was

designed for heavy duty use in industrial Gulf coast areas, in-
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cluding coating of steel boat and ship hulls below the splash

zone in severe Western Gulf waters. Cost of materials only

for the three coat system is 14.54 per square foot (20 September

1974 cost data). Total applied cost (shop) for the system would

be approximately 46.54 per square foot.

2.3.4.9  Carboline
St. Louis, Missouri

Carboline has proposed a three-component system for 40-year

maintenance-free weathering protection of structural steel in

all of the geographic zones selected for the study. The system

is essentially zinc-rich primer, followed by an intermediate

coat of polyamide cured epoxy and an acrylic top coat for both

better weathering and appearance. A summary of the proposal is

as follows:

Surface preparation: Blast to commercial finish (SSPC-SP6).

Air or airless spray 24 mils of Carbo Zinc 12, a self-

curing zinc filled inorganic primer. The base and zinc filler

are mixed prior to application. Curing times vary from two to

24 hours, depending upon temperature. Cost: 4.04 per square

foot for 24 mils dry.

Air or airless spray four mils of Carboline 190 HB, a

polyamide cured epoxy. The during agent is added just prior

to application.  This is a high build coating. Drying time is

two days at 75F. Cost: 4.34 per square foot for six mils dry.
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Air or airless spray three mils of Carboline 1294, an

acrylic top coat. Drying time is two to four hours at 90 to

75F. Touch-up of all three coats is possible by brush after

inspection of each coat. Cost: 5.94 per square foot for three

mils dry.

Cost of the three-coat system (materials only) is 14.24

per square foot (5 August.1974). Carboline recommended that

all three coats be shop applied. At least the first two should

be shop applied with the third being applied in the field prior

to erection. For a 1,000 megawatt tower, erecting, blasting,

and shop painting at the jobsite was recommended. Total applied

cost (shop) would be about 51.7¢ per square foot. A small

penalty (7¢ per square foot) was added for faster curing in

order to shop coat in one day.

2.3.4.10 The Ceilcote Co.
Berea, Ohio

The Ceilcote Company proposed a basic top coat of flake

filled polyester.  .There formal proposal was a zinc-rich primed/

flake filled polyester for seacoast location and two-coat flake-

filled polyester for the mild weathering areas. For the purpose

of this study, Ceilcote indicated a 30 to 40-year maintenance-

free life with the zinc primed system so that system will be
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accepted as their proposal.

Surface preparation: Sand blast steel to near white

finish per SSPC-SP10.

Air or airless spray six wet mils (three mils dry) Polyzinc,

an organic zinc-rich primer. Curing time would be eight hours

at 70 to 8OF or 30 minutes at 30OF.

Air or airless spray two 10-mil dry coats of Flakeline 500

Polyester top coats, a .flake-filled· polyester especially de-

signed for use over organic zinc primers. Post cure for two

hours in an oven at 14OF is required. The coating must be shop

applied. The coating is highly resistant to damage during ship-

ment to the jobsite.

Cost of the total coating system (materials only) would

be 30¢ per square .foot.* Total applied cost for the system is

about 72¢ per square foot including a 10¢ per square foot cost

penalty for curing.

The flake filling particles increase permeation resistance

and structurally reinforces the coating. This reduces the co-

efficient of thermal expansion to hear that of steel or concrete.

Flake-filled polyester systems have shown excellent bond, with

very little undercutting in areas where the coating has been

damaged. Simple brush touch-up is required to damaged areas

due to the presence of a zinc prime coat.

*Price in effect 31 July 1974.
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2.3.4.11  Celanese Coatings Co.
Devoe Paint ,Division
Louisville, Kentucky

For service of the various steel components described in

the dry cooling tower in all of the geographical zones considered,

Celanese/Devoe recommends their Protective Coating System 200-5

which uses a zinc-rich primer in connection with chlorinated

rubber top coats. This system has been used for a seacoast in-

stallation (Turkey Point) by Florida Power and Light. It is in

excellent condition after five years of seacoast exposure.  A

formal proposal is as follows:

Surface Preparation: Minimum permissible cleaning is

abrasive blast cleaning to a commercial surface (SSPC-SP6).

Cleaning to near white metal adds assurance of success.  A

two-mil anchor pattern is required.

Spray a three-mil (dry) film of Chem-Zinc, a self-curing

silicate base zinc rich coating.  Curing time is one hour at

70 to 8OF.

Spray a five-mil dry film of Chem-Bar HB, a chlorinated

rubber base high build intermediate coat. Drying time to re-

coat at 70 to 8OF is two hours.

Spray 1.5 mils (dry) of Chem-Bar chlorinated rubber top

coat, a chemically resistant glass enamel based on chlorinated

rubber resin and resistant pigments. Curing time at 77F: one

hour tack free.

Major advantages of the three-coat system the vendor re-

commended is the fast recoat times specified. Three coats in

one working day eliminates costly staging moves and contamina-
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tion between coats.

Total cost (materials only) for the three coats would be

174 per square foot.*  Total applied cost of the system would

be about 47¢ per square foot.

*Prices in effect 10 September 1974.

2.3.4.12  Con-Lux Coating, Inc.
Edison, New Jersey

Con-Lux coatings presented a formal proposal for protection

of structural steel tower components to give long lasting main-

tenance- free life and durability based  on a. zinc-rich primer

and a vinyl top coat:

Surface preparation: Abrasion blast to white metal as per

SSPC-SP5.

Apply by spray one coat Zinc Plate 21 Inorganic Primer for

a minimum dry film thickness of three mils. This material is a

heavy duty two compohent (zinc dust and inorganic self curing

ethyl silicate) galvanic coating with cathodic corrosion pro-

tection. Drying time to touch (water resistant) is 30 minutes;

ready to handle and top coat in two to four hours. Material

Cost: 6.74 per square foot.

Apply by spray one coat Metal Bond 47, a two component pre-

treatment vinyl-phosphoric metal conditioner. This etches the

metal to provide a good adhesion to subsequent topcoat. A dry
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film thickness of 1/2 mil is required. Drying time to touch

and top coat is one hour. Materials cost: 1.5¢ per square

foot.

Apply by spray two separate coats of Vinyloid at two mils

per coat. Vinyloid is a fast drying medium· gloss Union Carbide

vinyl chloride copolymer resin in an organic vehicle. It has

spectacular resistance to chemicals and weathering with excel-

lent long term durability. Drying time between coats is two

to four hours and allow eight hours after final coat to handle

(full cure). Materials cost for two coats: 7.60.

Total materials cost for this system is 15.84 per square

foot*. Total applied cost for the coating would be about 57¢

per square foot.

*Based on prices in effect 16 July 1974.

2.3.4.13 Coricone
Chemical Finishing Research Division
Wheeling, Illinois

Coricone is a vendor of aluminum protective coatings and

metal pretreatment and surface primers for structural steel.

Their proposal is included in that several vendors call for a

" conversion coating" or "pre-primer". The material they te-

commend is Duricon 90 Metal Prep, a fast dry chemical bonding

compound that penetrates the metal surface and produces a clear,

durable, micro thin film. It dries fast and is an ideal re-
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placement for multistage acid type pretreatments and conversion

coatings.  Water pollution probiems may be eliminated using this

material. Application methods are dry airless spray, or electro-

static spray, and the material dries to touch in one minute.

Metal surface preparation required is solvent cleaning. Cost

for the .2 mil bonded coating is 1/3¢ per square foot, based

upon prices in effect 1 July 1974.

2.3.4.14 DEGRACO
Detroit Graphite Company
Rockford, Illinois

DEGRACO has proposed two systems for protection of dry-

type cooling tower metal surface components from weathering.

System 1 Silicone/Alkyd top coat over a zinc-free primer.

A maintenance touch-up program approximately every five years

increases the low initial materials cost:

Surface prepreation: Commerclal blast to sspc-SP6.

Spray two mils of zip/dry primer. Drying time two hours.

Spray two coatings of five to six mils total of·silicone/

Alkyd enamel No. 830.  This type enamel has an expected service

life of 50 per cent greater than conventional enamels and has

good weathering resistance. Drying time: overnight.

Total cost (materials only) is 8.84 per square foot. Total

applied cost (shop) would be about 39$ per square foot. Dis-

advantage is frequent repainting over a 30 to 40-year life of

a dry cooling tower.
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System 2 For maintenance-free life of 40 years a zinc-

rich primer, and a polyamide cured top coat was recommended:

Surface preparation: Blast to near white metal SSPC-SP10.

Spray one primer coat, two mils dry of No. 722 zinc-rich

metal primer. Drying time to top coat is one to three hours.

Spray two top coats of total dry film thickness of 13 mils

of clear Poly-Ep, an epoxy polyamide. Drying time between coats

is four to six hours, and full cure after the last coat is seven

days.

The second system lends itself better to shop painting of

new steel. Materials only for system two is 30.64 per square

foot, but the. difference in cost from System 1 would definitely

pay off over a 40-year life.  System 2 also has a 40-year life

for seacoast installation. Costs are based on their 31 July

1974 price list.

Total applied cost of System 2 (shop) is 634 per square

foot.

2.3·4.15  Devcon Corp.
Danvers,· Mass.

Recommendation from Devcon is a cold galvanizing process

featuring a one component system, Devcon Z, a 95 per cent pure

zinc with 5 per cent epoxy binders. Two coats of Devcon Z to

blasted steel gives 54 mils total pure zinc in dry film (1.3

oz. per square foot) and would not require a top coat except
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for aesthetic reasons. Total materials cost for this zinc film

is 13.14 per square foot (zinc prices 17 September 1974). Total

applied cost for this system is 36¢ per square foot.

By combining pure zinc and epoxy binders, Devcon has deve-

loped one of the most effective corrosive resistant treatments

available. Unlike red lead and other sealing paints, Devcon Z

seals out moisture to prevent substrate undercutting but also

prevents corrosion by sacrificial galvanic·action. If the mat-

erial is scratched, the zinc around it forms a galvanic cell

with iron and sacrifices itself until the scratched area is

touched up from Devcon Z, available in aerosol cans. The film

is non toxic, will not crack, is easy to apply, and no prime

coat is required (but it can act as a prime coat for other

generic top coats).

Application is suited to a paint shop. The application

is cold, and it has an advantage over hot dip galvinizing only

when a galvanizing plant shop is not near the plant site.

Surface preparation: Commercial abrasive blast (sspc-SP6).

Spray after adding special Devcon Z thinner and keep pot

agitated. Drying time per coat is 30 minutes. Four hours

drying after final coat will leave steel permanently cured.

For extra thickness and longer life, add another 3 1/2

mil coat at 2.24 per square foot per mil. For seacoast in-

stallation, the third coat to bring total thickness to nine

mils (50.44 per square foot applied) could be expected to give

30 to 40 years maintenance-free life.
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2.3.4.16  E.I..DuPont NeMours & Co.
Wilmington, Delaware

DuPont has recommended their three-coat system M-130 which

is comprised of an inorganic zinc primer, an epoxy enamel interme-

diate coat, and a polyurethane enamel top coat. They have studied

coating life in Gulf Coast industrial areas and are convinced

that this system would provide maintenance-free life for 40

years. They have analyzedless rigid systems and have proved

that labor and materials required over the years clearly indi-

cate that their recommended system is the most economical. De-

tailed description with current (July 1974) cost information is

as follows:

Surface preparation: Abrasive blast to near white metal

SSPC-SP 5. Prime within same day as blasting.

Spray three mils of 347-031 GANICIN, Inorganic zinc-rich

coating. Allow overnight cure. Material cost: 6.34 per square

foot.

Spray an intermediate coat (six mils dry) of CORLAR High

Build Epoxy Enamel (825-5080). Allow four hours to dry before

applying a top coat. Materials cost: 8.8¢ per square foot.

Spray a top coat of IMRON Polyurethane Enamel (326-line)

of desired color (2.0 mil fry film). Drying time to touch is

one hour, full cure is seven days at 7OF and 50 per cent rela-

tive humidity. Materials cost: 7.60 per square foot.

Total materials cost of the system is 22.74 per square foot.

Total applied cost would be 554 per square foot. Touch up in

20 years might be required at a seacoast installation, depending

upon final design details. The DuPont recommendation for a job
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of this scope is for all structural steel to be shop-coated

according to the above specifications.

2.3.4.17 Galvicon Div.
Southern Coatings & Chemical Co. Inc.
Sumter, South Carolina

A most economical long term protective coating was proposed

by Galvicon, their cold galvanizing compound 1-4853, a zinc rich

organic based coating that bonds to the base metal,  setting up

electrical continuity, galvanizing without heat. The coating

is 97 per cent pure zinc. No other coating is required for 30

to 40-year protection, although a top coat of alkyd or amine

cured epoxy can be added for aesthetic reasons. Galvicon com-

pound is non-toxic, can be shop or field applied, dipped, or

spray applied. For long term protection, commercial blast

(SSPC-SP 6) is recommended prior to application. Agitation

is required during application. Recommended film thickness

for this system is three mils dry. Materials cost: 9.54 per

square foot.*  Total applied cost would be 244 per square foot.

After application, the material will dry tack free in 40

minutes. At this point, water can be splashed on the coating

which acts as an electrolyte and will hasten galvanic action.

*Based on price list effective 19 April 1974.
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If insufficient Galvicon has been applied to the surface, spots

will show or minute traces of rust formation will be evident

within 24 to 48 hours of the washing process. All faulty work

thus revealed can be touched up.

The longer Galvicon is exposed to atmospheric moisture,

the harder the coating becomes until it approaches hardness

of zinc applied by hot dip.

2.3.4.18  F. W. Gartner Company, Houston, Texas

The F. W. Gartner Company is a contractor for flame spray-

ing jobs. In a publication of the American Welding Society,

"Corrosion Tests of Flame Sprayed Coated Steel", 19-year report,

a system of three mils flame (plasma) sprayed zinc on steel

after blasting to near white metal followed by an acid based

zinc chromate wash coat primer and an aluminum vinyl top coat

showed absolutely no attack, top coat degradation, zihc loss,

of base metal rusting in 19 years in urban (Columbus, Ohio,

and New York City). Mr. Gartner feels that a maintenance-free

40-year life with this coating in rural/remote areas of non-

industrial sections of the country can easily be obtained.

This would be a shop coated job due to the complex equipment

for plasma spraying. Mr. Gartner quotes a total job cost,

materials, labor, overhead, etc., to his shop would be in'the

order of $1.25 per square foot.*  Structural steel usually

*Approximate average cost as of 16 July 1974.
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runs around $1.25 per square foot. The coating cost represents

the same cost of the bare steel, so weathering low alloy steel

which needs no coating is a clear cut choice in preference to

the flame spraying of structural steel. However, components

subject to abrasion could still be considered for flame spray-

ingo

*Approximate average cost as of 16 July 1974.

2.3.4.19 Glidden-Durkee Division of S.C.M. Corp.
Cleveland, Ohio

Glidden-Durkee has proposed a two-component system to give

weathering resistance in all the geographical study areas listed.

The life of the top coat is estimated to last only 10 years,

however. The system features a zinc-rich primer and an acrylic

latex top coat:

Surface Preparation: Abrasive blast to white metal (SSPC-

SP5)·

Spray a 24-mil dry film of zinc-rich primer: Glid-Guard,

Glid-Zinc inorganic No. 5546-5547.  Time to recoat: overnight

cure. Materials cost:  8.8 cents per square foot.

Spray a 2-mil dry film top coat or LifeMaster Acrylic

Latex Y 5216.  Time to touch is 30 minutes. Time to handle is

four to six hours, depending upon temperature and relative

humidity. Full cure time is 24 hours. Materials cost:  2.6

cents per square foot.
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Total materials cost is 11.4 cents per square foot*.

Total applied cost is 36.4 cents per square foot. The total

applied cost over a 40-year plant life would be much higher

because a maintenance program is required. Glidden-Durkee

recommended this system because the materials are readily

available from 10 plants and 245 supply branches across the

country, it is easy to apply (requiring only semi-skilled

labor), and it is easy to touch up.

Some other coating programs costing only marginally more

than Glidden-Durkee's system have projected 40-year main-

tenance-free life.

*Based on prices in effect 2 October 1974.

2.3.4.20 Koppers Chemicals and Coatings
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Koppers has recommended a relatively inexpensive system

for long term resistance to weathering in rural/remote nonin-

dustrial areas consisting of basically an alkyd top coat. The

alkyd coating is made from pigmented varnish, a drying oil,

volatile thinner, and metallic drier. The coating withstands

impart and abrasion and protects against moderately corrosive

environments. Alkyds provide lasting gloss, color retention,

and flexibility. They are ideal for weathering on structural

steel.
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Surface preparation: Abrasive blast to near white metal

SSPC-SP10.

Spray on a prime coat, Koppers 622 Rust-Penetrating Primer

to a dry film thickness of 1.5 mil. Material cost:  24 per

square foot. Ther primer is a lead and zinc chromate mixture.

Spray two coats of Rust Armor 500 Speed, a fast drying

Alkyd in thickness of 14 mil each dry. Material costs:  24

per square foot per coat.

Total materials cost is 64 per square foot*. Total cost

of the job is 384 per square foot. Koppers felt that the job

must be shop painted to ensure quality, especially in surface

blasting and paint film build. After a 10 to 20-year review,

Koppers feels touch-up by blasting priming, and top coating

spots could give an additional 10 to 20-year maintenance-free

| life. The above system was recommended for all of the geo-

graphical zones selected for the study.

*Based on 1 May 1974 price list still in effect 25 September 1974.

2.3.4.21 Lord Corp.
Hughson Chemicals
Erie, Pennsylvania

Hughson Chemicals Division of Lord Corporation proposed

a three-coat polyurethane system over a polyvinyl butyral resin

and phosphoric acid wash primer.

The primer was especially developed for priming metal sub-
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strates to act as a bonding coat for the Chemglaze II poly-

urethane top coats. The polyurethane top coat offers a unique

combination of corrosion, weather, and abrasion resistance.

Procedures to follow including materials cost are as follows:

Surface Preparation: Commercial Sandblast to SSPC-SP6

for most weathering services.  However, for 40-year life, near

white metal blast SSPC-SP10 is desirable.

Apply & mil dry wash primer Chemglaze 9924 by mixing the

polyvinyl butyral resin and phosphoric acid to give a primer

with 18 per cent solids by weight. Curing time: one half

to one hour to touch; recoat time at one hour or greater.

Material Cost: 24 per square foot.

Apply three 1+ to 2-mil coats of ChemGlaze II. Recoating

requires three to four hours at room temperature and 50 per

cent relative humidity. Use of heat and/or catalysts can shorten

recoat times. Recoating should be acoomplished within 24 hours

for maximum intercoat adhesion and minimum contamination. Mater-

ial cost for three top coats of two mils dry each: 17.74 per

square foot.

Total material cost is 19.74 per square foot based upon

late July 1974 cost information. Cost was based on clear

(cheapest) top coat. Application procedure clearly indicates

shop coating would be the superior method. However, excessive

labor and handling required to spray four coats makes the total

applied system cost about 60$ per square foot.
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2.3.4.22  Matcote Co.
Houston, Texas

The Matcote process is a qomplete package including: sand-

blasting, priming, epoxy fiberglass spraying, and finish gel

coat spraying. The basic protective coating is a chopped fiber-

glass reinforced polyester in a Mastic 1-01 epoxy (62.5 mil)

coating for severe corrosion and immersion service. Total

subcontracted cost range from 2.25 per square foot to 3.50 per

square foot depending on individual surface geometry and trans-

portation of their special equipment to the jobsite. Cost

(materials only: $1.25 per square foot) and nature of the

coating render Matcote inapplicable to any components of the

dry cooling tower.

2.3.4.23  Metco, Inc.
Westbury, New York

Metco is a manufacturer of flame spraying equipment for

use with zinc or aluminum wire or powder. The Metco recommenda-

tion was based on a flame spray of zinc wire:

Surface preparation: Abrasive blast to near white metal

(SSPC-SP 10).

Apply by flame spraying 1/8-inch zinc wire through a Metco

type 1OE Metallizing gun to a pure zinc thickness of seven mils.

No further top coat is required for long term weathering. This

deposits 5.6 ounces of pure zinc per square foot at a materials
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cost of 24.54 per square foot*. Using acetylene gas, one man

can spray 65 pounds per hour of wire or 186 feet per hour at

100 per cent efficiency. Total application cost would be about

534 per square foot.

Advantages of the flame spray system over hot dip galvanizing

are:

1)  Spraying can be done after erection if required.

2)  If the jobsite were remote from a galvanizing plant,

a local temporary spray shop could be set up by bring-

ing in portable blasting equipment.

3)  Structural steel members may be too large to fit in

conventional galvanizing kettles that are available

today.

One disadvantage is for large jobs. Zinc wire costs more

per pound than bulk zinc, and application costs could be higher       I

than hot dip galvanizing.

*Based zinc wire pricces as of 20 September 1974.
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2.3.4.24 Mobil Chemical Company
Maintenance and Marine Coatings Division
Edison, New Jersey

Mobil has recommended a simple fast drying inexpensive

two-coat system that is used by Duke Power Company because of

the rapid rise in price and uncertainty of the availability of

a sufficient quantity of zinc-rich coating.

Mobil recommends a shop applied system.

Surface Preparation: Abrasive blast to commercial grade

surface (SSPC-SP6) in a shop with a Wheelabrator.

Spray a one-coat zinc chromate primer, 13Y34, a rapid cure

alkyd yellow. The daterial drys to touch in four hours and to

recoat in eight hours at 7OF. Materials cost: 2.94 per square

foot.

Spray a one coat top coat two mils dry their Panorama 12

series (colors optional) alkyd enamel. Curing time to handle

is 16 hours at 7OF.  Total materials cost: 1.64 per square foot.

The top coat is specially formulated for industrial use

to combine weather durability, resistant to mildly corrosive

exposures with good film build, and ease of application. Total

materials. cost: 4.54 per square footi  Total applied cost (shop)

would be 27¢ per square foot.  Long term life of this coating

is questionable.

*Based on 1 May 1974 price list.
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2.3.4.25 Plaschem Coatings
St. Louis, Missouri

Plaschem Coatings has recommended a two coat system for

preparing dry cooling tower structural steel or other steel

components from weathering corrosion on a long term basis.

They propose a zinc-rich prime coat followed by a 12-mil film

of vinyl elastomer. Their system lends itself best to a major

shop coating program:

Surface Preparation: Commercial abrasive blast to SSPC-

SP6.

Apply. three  mils  (dry film) Super Zinc-Ite  in  one  coat.

This material is a zinc-rich primer with a silicate ester

binder. Special properties of the primer include:

a.  High flash point vehicle (no red label).

b.  No intermediate coat required.

c.    Easy to build  film  and high tolerance  to  "mud                          I

cracking".

d.  Fast cure with auxiliary heat (in a paint shop); 20

to 30 minutes at 7OF to touch and two to four hours

to top coat· at 7OF.

Cost of the prime coat (materials only) 9.2¢ per square

foot.

Apply a 12-mil dry film (preferably by airless spray) of

Chem-Elast 1505. The 12 mils can easily be applied in one

coat. The coating gives economical flexible impact and chemi-

cal and weather resistant protection. Drying time is & to one

hour to handle in normal shop temperature and humidity. Total

materials cost:. 144 per square foot.
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Total coating cost, materials only is 23.2¢ per square

foot. Total applied cost is about 464 per square foot.

Other characteristics worth itemizing are:

a.  It is designed specifically for airless spray for high

application rates, reducing labor costs.

b.  It has special weatherability characteristics.

c.  It is ready to use; no mixing or thinning required.

d.  It is easily repaired in the field with aerosol spray.

e.  It is a fire retardant, self extinguishing barrier

coat.

Prices were current 20 September 1974.

2.3.4.26 Porter Coatings
Louisville, Kentucky

For 40-year maintenance-free weathering of structural

steel, even for a seacoast installation, Porter coatings re-

commends a zinc-rich organic primer and a polyamide cured epoxy

top-coat. Proposal and materials cost information are as fol-

lows:

Surface Preparation: Abrasive blast to near white metal

(SSPC-Splo).

Spray 2.5 mils dry Porter Zinc 308, a zinc-rich epoxy,

polyamide cured.  This is a three component primer which leaves

86 per cent zinc in the dry film. It is ideal for use in a

coating shop where finish coat will be applied: drying time to

touch, 30 minutes, to recoat two to 24 hours, depending upon
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temperature and humidity. Material cost: 640 per square foot.

Spray 5.0 dry mils of M.C.R.-43 High Build Epoxy, polyamide

cured. This two component top coat provides a dense barrier

to retard moisture penetration. Drying time to touch is 15

hour at 7OF. Complete cure (for handling and shipping is less

than 24 hours. This coating is ideal for shop application.

Materials cost: 5.74 per square foot.

Total materials cost is 12.24 per square foot* for a sys-

tem that would give the 40-year maintenance life required in

all of the study areas. Total applied cost would be about 374

per square foot.

For the less severe southwest or southeast rural/remote

location, a one coat, less expensive alternate was provided by

Porter:

Surface Preparation: Abrasive blast to near white metal

(SSPC-Splo).

Spray 4.0 mils of 24849, one coat zinc filled epoxy, which

has three components:

1.  Zinc 65 per cent in dry film

2.  Epoxy

3.  Polyamide curing agent

Drying time to touch is four to six hours, to ship 12 to

16 hours. Total material cost: 94 per square foot. Total

applied cost is about 24¢ per square foot.  This system again

*Based on prices as of 3 September 1974.
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is ideal for shop coating. 500 tons of structural steel were

shop coited for a fossil fuel plant for Cinncinatti Gas and

Electric in 1971. No coating failure has occurred as of

September 1974.

2.3.4.27 PPG Industries
Pittsburgh Paints
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

PPG Industries recommends a three coat system to provide

maintenance free 30 to 40-year life in any of the selected areas

for the 1,000 megawatt dry cooling tower components of struc-

tural steel and other metal substrates. The system, features

a zinc-rich prime coat, a high build epoxy intermediate coat,

and a silicone/alkyd weathering top coat. This system would

also be applicable for a seacoast location of the tower complex:

Surface Preparation: Abrasive blast to near white metal

(SSPC-Splo).

Spray a three mil (dry) coat of Aquapon  Polyamide-Epoxy, a

specially designed zinc-rich sacrificial primer for sand blasted

steel The dry film is 92 to 93 per cent zinc. Curing time is

16 to 24 hours. Materials Cost: 9.64 per square foot.

Spray a four-mil (dry) film of Aquapon Polyamide-Epoxy gray

intermediate coating, a high build epoxy coat especially de-

signed for the above primer .   Time to recoat  is four to eight

hours, depending on temperature and relative humidity.  Materials

Cost: 6.44 per square foot.
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Spray a two-mil (dry) top coat of silicone/alkyd enamel.

This coat is water repellent and has excellent weathering and

fade resistance and gloss retention. Technically it is not an

aesthetic top coat.
Drying time to handle is four to eight          I

hours, depending upon temperature and relative humidity.              1

Material cost: 2.54 per square foot.

Total materials cost for the heavy duty system is 18.54

per square foot.*  Total applied cost of the system is 564 per

square foot including a 54 per square foot penalty for the zinc-

rich primer over night cure. PPG indicated 30 to 40-year life

could be realized only if the work is done in a well organized

fab-paint shop with good quality control and inspection procedures.

*Prices in effect 26 September 1974.

2.3.4.2 Rustoleum Corporation
Evanston, Illinois

Rustoleum's proposal includes a double application of six

to eight mils zinc-rich material followed by a six to eight

mil top coat of high build epoxy for a total of 12 to 16 mils

thickness in dry film for 40 years service life of a coating.

The proposal in detail including material cost follows:

Surface Preparation: Blast to near white metal (SSPC-SP10).

Spray two separate coats of Zinc-Sele 9334, an organic

based zinc-rich primer. One half to one hour is required for

recoating between coats and after second coat. Dry film thick-
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ness is six to eight mils total.  Materials cost: 17.30 per

square foot.

Spray a six to eight mil dry film of high build polyamide

cured epoxy, 9391. Twenty four hours are required for curing

to handle. Materials cost 10.14 per square foot.

Total materials cost is 27.4¢ per square foot. Total

applied cost (shop) would be 61¢ per square foot. An alter-

nate "Rust-0-Crylic" system for arid zones was also provided.

This three-coat system (materials only) would cost about 7.5¢

per square foot. Applied cost of this system would be 384 per

square foot. Prices were based on September 1974 data.

2.3.4.29 Special Chemicals Corp.
Ossining, N. Y.

Special Chemicals Corp. produces a material known as

Deoxaluminate F., which is aluminum powder suspended in an or-

ganic vehicle that can be sprayed to 4 mil on freshly near

white blasted steel. This material will dry in 15 minutes

giving temporary sacrificial protection. The & mil film (11¢

per square foot.material cost) allows scheduling total coating

programs to not require rapid prime coat application following

blast. For example, if a shop blasted steel were to go more

than 24 hours before a prime coat were applied, rust would

form, and the total coating system life could conceivably be

shortened. Bad surface preparation is the reason most coatings
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fail. A cost of 4¢ per square foot and rapid drying are good

attributes to a long coating life. Applying Deoxaluminate to

newly blasted steel components cuts cost of reblasting (up to       

six months) steel in the field. For field erection, it can

be welded over and field painting programs could conceivably

be carried out after erection with no rush to put on a prime

coat.

2.3.4.30  Unico Engineering
El Paso, Texas

Unico Engineering markets "Denso" a petroleum based tape

type coating which requires manual application to structural

steel members.  Tape thickness is 45 mils and 40-year life of

a coating has been common in heavy industrialized areas of

England. No special application skills are required. No labor

and maintenance painting would be required. No surface pre-

paration is required such as abrasive blasting. However, the

basic tape is expensive, at 61¢per square foot* of coverage for

materials only. This should be considered for seacoast loca-

tion or rapid coating repair with no portable blasting or

spraying equipment required to mend another coating failure.

The material possibly could be redesigned with a thinner than

*Price list· effective 1 May 1974.
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45 mil coat to bring the cost down.  Based on an assumed appli-

cation rate of 300 square feet per eight hour day, total applied

cost would be about 95¢ per square foot.

2.3.4.31  United Paint Manufacturing
Spokane, Washington

United Paint recommends a permanent (long term) weathering

protection in one 15 mil dry coat application of their butyl

elastomer Elastron No. 860X gray.

Surface preparation - Commercial abrasive blast (sspc-SP6)

is required of thu metal surface. Sandblasted surfaces do not

need a special primer. No sandblasted surface should be

allowed to stand more than four hours before application of the
-

elastomeric top coat.

Elastron No. 860X gray should then be sprayed (air or air-

less) to a 15 mil dry thickness in one coat. Total materials

cost 23.84 per square foot.*  Total applied cost is about 384

per square foot.

Elastron No. 860X gray is a cationically polymerized butyl

elastomer. This permanently flexible'membrane is highly chemi-

cal and weather resistant. It offers the lowest "perm" (water

penetration rate) of any coating acdording to test results.

The elastomer combines good adhesive strengths to substrates

*Price in effect 20 September 1974.
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with elongation over 250 per cent. It bonds physically with

most substrates due to molecular affinity to steel, wood, con-

crete, and masonry. It does not age harden as environmental

temperatures up to 25OF. Permanent flexibility allows elonga-

tion with movement of substrate temperatures as low as -4OF.

It is sprayable in any climate directly to the optional film

thickness of 15 mils.

2.3.4.32  Wisconsin Protective Coatings
Green Bay, Wisconsin

Wisconsin Protective Coatings has recommended a three-

coat system consisting of a zinc-rich primer, catalyzed epoxy

phenolic intermediate coat, and vinyl weather resistant top

coat to provide maintenance-free protection to dry cooling tower

components for 40 years.  Details of their proposal with mater-

ials cost are as follows:

Surface preparation consists of abrasive blast to near

white metal (SSPC-SP10).

Spray an organic zinc-rich prime coat (24 to three mils).

Drying time is two to four hours materials cost: 15¢ per square

foot.
-

Spray an intermediate coat 10 mils dry of Plasite No.

7122, a cross linked epoxy/phenolic amine cured formulation.

Curing time is five to seven days at room temperature. This

could be shortened to less than two hours at 20OF in an oven
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for shop application materials cost: 224 per square foot.

Spray a vinyl top coat two to three mils dry. This finish

coat weathers well in rain and sun and is really optional for

appearance only. Drying time is two to four hours. Material

cost:  64 per square foot.

Total material cost is 434 per square foot* and the system

is best suited for a shop where handling of all materials can

be done on a programmed basis by skilled labor, to reduce the

overall coating cost. Total cost of the applied coating (shop)

is 69$ per square foot. Handling the coated components is no

problem because this coating is extremely abrasion and scratch

resistant. The materials cost appear high but Wisconsin has

indicated a  life of  more  than 40 years in rural/remote areas.

In fact a 100-year life was projected for our Southwest desert

study location.

*Based on prices in effect 1 June 1974.

2.3.5  Standard Practices of Aircooled Equipment Vendors

2.3.5.1  Current Practice with Current Construction Materials

All five vendors of air cooling exchange equipment re-

ponded to the general questionnaire. For induced or forced

draft air coolers, the standard material of construction is

mild carbon structural steel. The structural steel frame work

is made from hot rolled pickled and oiled steel which is pro-
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tected by phosphatized galvanization. All vendors have the

structural steel members hot dip galvanized at local shops

which adhere to coating specification ASTM A-123. For rural/

remote non-industrial·atmospheres which would apply for large

nuclear towers, 30 to 40-year life of the structural steel

framework was expected from all five vendors. For sea coast

application, one vendor recommended no change to the galvan-

izing process as described above. However, two vendors recom-

mended a coal tar epoxy top coat to the galvanized surface to

be touched up every ten years or so. Two vendors recommended

a shot blast to white metal, zinc-rich primer and a suitable

epoxy top coat for a maintenance free sea coast installation.

The other vendors had no experience in sea coast installation

of framework for a dry tower.

Each vendor had no formal testing program for evaluating

the service of coatings. The evaluation and life expectancy

of the protective coating was/is evaluated from vendor test

information and feedback from operating installations. Each

vendor stated that customer complaints have been minimal, so

no effort was made to change the coating program.

Where painted surfaces have been specified by the pur-

chaser, the components are usually shop blasted, primed (all

have used or exclusively use zinc-rich prime coat). The sur-

faces are either shop painted or field painted, depending upon·       I

the component and the purchaser's desire. All vendors responded

that they follow the specifications of the Steel Structures

Painting Council (see Section 2.3.2).
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Routine quality control and magnetic non-destructive

testing devices were employed by the "shop painting" subcon-

tractors.

All vendors responding were flexible in this area. How-

ever, the term "shop painting" did not necessarily refer to

the cooling tower vendor's shop. Refer to Section 2.5.1 of

this report for shop vs. field painting details.

All vendors respondi.ng agreed that their standard hot dip

galvanizing process would not require alteration to provide

the 40-year life expected of utility companies. However, only

one vendor in five clearly stated that galvanizing was more

economical than painting which required sandblasting, priming,

painting, labor, etc. One vendor guaranteed a 12-month coating

life (galvanized), one a two-year life (galvanized), and the

other three stated they gave no warranty.

All vendors said that their standard protective coating

program for installations in normal industrial areas would

not be altered for a 1,000 megawatt power plant dry cooling

tower.

2.3.5.2  Alternate Material Possibility

A wide variety of responses was received from the cooling

tower vendors concerning a low alloy weathering steel such as

USS Cor-Ten or.Bethlehem's Mayari R. Two vendors say the

material has never been considered, either for siding or struc-

tural steel. One vendor has evaluated the material but re-

jected it as too expensive. One vendor considered it, and would

have built it of Cor-Ten steel but not all structural shapes
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were available. The last vendor actually built a dry tower

with Cor-Ten steel.

One vendor stated that a concrete structure would be

cheaper for a small tower, and for a large tower aluminum would

be cheaper (based on their process design).  No long term

experience with aluminum siding is available. A natural draft

tower (diameter, 141 meters; height, 147 meters) with struc-

tural steel and aluminum siding is currently being built in

Germany but the design was economical only in view of the site

earthquake zone conditions. Other vendors do not deviate to

concrete or aluminum siding due to the inherent features of

their design.

2.3.5.3  Miscellaneous Tower Components

Tower Fans

Several alternate materials for tower fans are employed:

aluminum, glass reinforced polyester, plastic, none requiring

coating.

Fan Hubs

All fan hubs are galvanized steel, according to all five

vendors.
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2.4 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONCRETE/
MASONRY SURFACES

2.4.1  Generic Types of Coatings Evaluated

The generic types of coatings evaluated for concrete

(masonry) surfaces are essentially the same as those evaluated

for metallic surfaces with the possible exception of sealer

compounds which will be descriged in individual vendor pro-

posals.

2.4.2  Methods of Coating Applications

Brushing, rollering, air, and airless spray have already

been discussed in the methods of coating application for

metallic surfaces and do not require redescription. Plasma

spray, flame spray, electrostatic spray, and dipping are in-

applicable for coating concrete surfaces.

Other types of coating technique used are trowelling,

the manual working a sealer into the pores of concrete with a

rectangular tool, and squeegeing.

2.4.3  Proposal of Participating Vendors

2.4.3.1  Adheron Coatings Corporation
Franklin Park, Illinois

For protection of masonry surfaces, Adheron specified that

one coat of Adheron Epoxy Emulsion Blockfiller should be applied

at the rate of 80 square feet per gallon with care taken to fill

all cavities by trowelling. Two finish coats of Adheron should

be applied at the rate of 300 feet per gallon. Each coat should
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dry overnight before the next coat is applied. Total material

cost 29¢ per square foot.*

Adheron water based epoxy emulsions have been previously

described (Section 2.3.4.1).

*Price in effect 19 July 1974.

2.4.3.2  Ameron
Corrosion Control Division
Brea, California

For masonry and concrete such as a hyperbolic shell of a

natural draft dry type cooling tower, weathering resistance

of 40 years or more would be achieved using the Ameron proposal

as follows:

Brush, roller, or spray Amercote No. 86 primer to a one-

mil dry film thickness. The material is a synthetic resin,

inhibitive primer with excellent weather resistance. The

concrete should be dry and free of chaulky materials. Note:

The concrete should not have contained any form release agents,

concrete curing compounds, or hardners. Total material cost:

3+24 per square foot.

Brush, roller, or spray Amercoat 99 vinyl topcoat to five

mils· dry. This exceptionally weather resistant top coat was

previously described in Section 2.3.4.4. The total cost: 84¢

per square foot.
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Total concrete protection cost, materials only: 12¢ per

square foot.*

*Prices in effect 19 July 1974.

2.4.3.3 Armstrong Products Co., Inc.
Warsaw, Indiana

Armstrong Products manufactures epoxy coating powders as

described in Section 2.3.4.5 and they are applicable to coat-

ing concrete substrates. A three-mil film is required. Total

material cost is about 44¢ per square foot,* but labor costs

could run high due to the electrostatic spray application

technique, long curing times, and blasting the concrdte smooth.

This would all be done at the jobsite for a concrete tower.

Shop coated siding and other components would be more suited

for this coating.

*Prices in effect 11 July 1974.
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2.4.3.4  W, M. Bradley
Advisor on Print for Steel
Glass Shield, Glass Flake
Kentfield, California

Mr. Bradley's patented glass flake reinforced polyamine

cured epoxy has been discussed earlier (Section 2.3.4.5)· For

both wood and concrete, he recommends a four-mil (dry) sprayed

coat of this material over a "suitable concrete primer." Total

cost materials only would be 3.84 per square foot* not including

the primer.

*Price in effect 3 September 1974.

2.4.3.5  Carboline Co.
St. Louis, Missouri

For ultimate protection of concrete surfaces, Carboline

recommends a two coat system:

To a clean, dry, but unetched concrete surface, spray

Carboline X2191-158 surfacer, a water based epoxy sealer.  A

dry film thickness of 20 mils will allow one gallon to cover

54 square feet. Total materials cost: 18.54 per square feet.

The sprayed material must be squeezed in and allowed to cure

for 72 hours.

Apply a top coat by conventional airless spray of three

mils dry Carboline 1294, an acrylic top coat.  Drying time is

two to four hours at 90 to 75F. Materials cost: 5.94 per

square feet.
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Total cost of the two-coat system (materials only) is

24.44 per square foot.* Application is relatively easy, al-

though this system would be their recommendation for seacoast

and cold areas where freezing and thawing could cause spalling.

For rural/remote/non-industrial areas in a less severe climate,

Carboline indicates no protective coating would be required for

concrete.

*Prices in effect 5 August 1974.

2.4.3.6  Ceilcote Co.
Berea, Ohio

Ceilcote recommends an eight to ten-mil sprayed coating of

flake lined polyester, Flakeline 300, after a spray of P-380

primer to give long term weathering protection of concrete.

New concrete must cure at least five days at normal tempera-

tures and be etched with dilute hydrochloric acid. Total mat-

erials cost for the job would be 144 per square foot.*

*Price in effect 31 July 1974.
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2.4.3.7  Con Lux Coatings, Inc.
Edison, New Jersey

For sealing concrete and masonry surfaces to give 40-year

life, Con Lux recommends a one-coat application of Mason Penetrant

89 Clear, which repels and sheds water and is specifically de-

signed to eliminate spalling caused by alternate freezing and

thawing. The silicone based material can be applied directly

to uncoated concrete by spray, requires no surface preparation,

and costs 6¢ per square foot, materials only.* Drying time is

four hours, which lends itself to field application to a con-

crete shell as it is erected and cured.

*Prices in effect 16 July 1974.

2.4.3.8  DEGRACO
Detroit Graphite Co.
Rockford, Illinois

DEGRACO recommends a polyamide cured epoxy coating of

two-mils dry film over the proper sealer/primer to offer con-

crete long weathering resistance. Cost of the primer NO. 800

clear sealer is 2.9¢ per square foot for a one-mil dry film.

A two-mil dry film of Poly-Ep No. 620 (3.8¢ per square foot

for materials) could then be sprayed for a total film of three

mils at a total materials cost of 6.74 per square foot.*

*Prices in effect 31 July 1974.
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2.4.3.9  E.I. DuPont deNemours & Co.
Wilmington, Delaware

For long term protection of concrete structure, DuPont re-

commends acid etching the surface smooth followed by a direct

spray of Corlar Epoxy enamel to a film thickness of three mils

dry. Total materials cost would be 54 per square foot.*

*Based on price list dated 19 April, 1974.

2.4.3.10  Lord Corp.
Hughson Chemicals
Erie, Pennsylvania

Lord recommends priming concrete siding with 9926 Concrete

Treatment and coating with Chemglaze II at approximately lt to

two mils per coat.

Concrete Treatment Chemglaze 9926, prepares concrete and

masonry for the application of Chemglaze polyurethane  coatihgs.

The primer is a clear, thin solvent solution of synthetic resins

which not only greatly improves adhesion but penetrates the

capillaries of the concrete or masonry to consolidate the sur-

face, to strengthen it, water proof it, and relieve destructive

stress concentrations. The concrete should be thoroughly etched

or blasted. A coverage of roughly 300 square feet per gallon

is required, depending on the porosity after etching. Material

cost is 1.74 per square foot. After two to 2t hours drying,

spray a film ( 16 to two mils dry) of Chemglaze II, the high
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weather resistant pure polyurethane coating described in Section

4.2.2. Material cost for the top coat is 5.90 per square foot.

Total materials cost is 7.64 per square foot.*

*Based on late July cost information.

2.4.3.11  Mobil Chemical Co.
Maintenance and Marine Coatings Division
Edison, New Jersey

Recommended by Mobil Chemical Company for concrete sur-

faces to give long life and durability from weathering is an

acrylic latex coat over a special primer:

Spray four mils wet Exterior Latex· primer 79-W-1. It

dries to touch in.one hour but requires 10 to 24 hours before

top coating.

Spray four mils wet acrylic latex 79 series. It dties to

touch in 30 minutes.

Cost of the primer and top coat is 2¢ per square foot each

(materials only) resulting in a coating materials cost of 44

per square foot.* Both coats use a water thinner.

*Based on 1 May 1974 price list.
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2.4.3.12 Plaschem Coatings
St. Louis, Missouri

For protection of concrete and masonry from weathering in

rural/remote non-industrial areas, Plaschem recommends a one

coat system of Chem-Pon 2332 Block Fill. This is a high solids

thixotropic epoxy base activated by a non-toxic type of curing

agent. It is easy to apply to a porous substrate like concrete

to provide a pinhole free surface.

Application is by brush, roller, or squeege (squeege method

of application will provide the smoothest surface). Drying

time: eight hours at 75F. Coverage for concrete siding or .

wall would be 175 square feet per gallon or a total materials

cost of 64 per square foot, based on 20 September 1974 prices.

2.4.3.13 Porter Coatings
Louisville, Kentucky

Porter Coatings recommends a one coat (five mils dry) of

Porter M.C.R.-43 High Build polyamide cured epoxy to concrete

or masonry surfaces for long time weathering resistance. The

new surface should be clean, dry, and free of curing compounds.

The surface should be etched with hydrochloric acid, washed

clean, and then allowed to dry before spraying the epoxy coat.

Total materials cost: 5.7¢ per square foot.*

*Based on prices in effect 3 September 1974.
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2.4.3.14  Wisconsin Protective Coatings
Green Bay, Wisconsin

Wisconsin Protective Coatings recommends one coat (six-

mil dry) of Plasite 9009 high Solids heavy build epoxy coating

after etching the concrete surface. This coating is to give

lifetime weather resistance to a concrete structure or siding

in rural/remote non-industrial areas. Cost for materials only

would be about 84 per square foot.*

*Based on prices in effect 1 June 1974.
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2.4.4 Standard Practice of Cooling Tower Vendors

No cooling tower vendors that responded to the questionaire

and have concrete siding normally coat the siding.

The 120-megawatt dry tower at the Rougeley Power Station,

Rougeley, England, has a natural draft hyperbolic shell. Con-

struction material was prestressed reinforced concrete.  .The

tower has been weathering for 14 years now in an environment

that gives aluminum components severe corrosion problems. No

deterioration or sign of attack was evident on the concrete

which was not coated or ever.treated with sealer.
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2.5 ECONOMIC CONCLUSIONS

2.5.1 Shop vs. Field Coating

Determination of "unit prices" of sandblasting, priming,

touch up, etc. have been developed from paint shop subcontrac-

tors and discussed in section 2.2.4.,Ground Rules for Economic

Evaluation.

Other unit costs have been developed for miscellaneous

items such as dipping, pickling, solvent cleaning, flame or

plasma spraying, . and  all "unit" costs (including handling)  are

itemized below:

Cost Per Square Foot

1. Shop Wheelabrator Commercial Blast 4.5

SSPC-SP6

2.  Shop Wheelabrator Near White 6.0

Blast SSPC-SP10

3.  Field Commercial Blast SSPC-SP6            45

4.  Field Near White Blast SSPC-SP10           60

5.  Shop Coating (Airless Spray).Primer         8

6.  Shop Coating (Airless Spray) Top Coat 10 (includes field
touch up pen-
alty.)

7.  Field Coating (Air.less Spray)              24

8.  Hot Dipping (Shop)                          30

9.  Pickling (Shop)                              4

10. Flame Spray (Shop) 22

Electrostatic Spray (Field)              35

Plasma Spray 19

11. High Temperature Cure
25 at 40OF
10 at 20OF
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Based on the above developed unit costs, the following labor

cost table was developed using a coating system that included a

commercial blast, a zinc-rich primer, and a weather resistant

top coat. Materials cost have been deleted because this should

  be a study of shop vs. field coating of the same system. No

long term coating recommendation was obtained that indicated

field coating advantages over shop application:

Shop Coating Field Coating

4 Per Square Foot ¢ Per Square Foot

Commercial Blast, 4.5                    45
(SSPC SP 6)

Primer Coating              8                      24

Top Coating                10                      24

Total 22.5                    93

The foregoing table clearly indicates the advantage of

applying long lasting coatings to components in the shop prior

to shipping. For 1,000 megawatt dry cooling toWer, steel re-

quirements, depending upon final design criteria, should be

1,000-to 2,000 tons. By saving about 70¢ per square foot on

a shop coating program, total job estimated savings would be

$175,000 to $350,000. It should be noted that a major factor

in lower shop cost is the automatic blasting machine. All

coating vendors have agreed that the major causes of paint

failures is poor surface preparation, and an abrasive blast

to prepare the surface is mandatory for long term maintenance-

free life.

Commercial and near white blasting of steel prior to coat-

ing has not always been employed in industry. Recent experience
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has indicated trends to shop painting structural steel after

blasting for grass roots plants. Duke Power and Cincinatti

Gas and Electric are two power companies contacted that clearly

indicate a long term economic payoff by puting on a long term

maintenance-free coating in a shop.

Information received from Porter Coatings indicates 20

advantages of applying coating systems in the fabricators

shop:
(5)

A)  Advantages at the Fab Shop

1.  Blasting is better

2.  Blasting is less costly

3.  Inspection is easier

4.  There is no contamination before priming

5.  Primer application is easier

6.  Primer application is more uniform

7.  Primer application is less costly

8.  There is no contamination before top coating

9.  Top coat application is easier

10. Top coat application is more uniform

11. Topcoat application is less costly

B)  Advantages at the Jobsite

1.  Less painting to be done

2.  Less conflict among trades

3.  No areas inaccessible for painting

4.  Fewer "extras" from painting contractors

5.  Controllable painting costs
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6.  More durable painting system

7.  Lower painting costs

8.  Lower costs of inspecting

Galvanized nuts, bolts, and minor ancillary equipment

would be required to make a shop coated system virtually main-

tenance-free.

2.5.2  Alternate Materials of Construction - Weathering
Steel

2.5.2.1  Description of Weathering Steels

Weathering steel (United States Steel's Cor-Ten A or

Bethlehem Steel's Mayari R) is a low alloy steel that is corr-

osion resistant and aesthically appealing. Usually it does

not require a protective coating in structural steel applica-

tions. It has a tensile strength 40 per cent higher than con-

ventional structural steel, and has five to eight times the

corrosion resistance of conventional structural steel. It

would be especially applicable for dry cooling tower surfaces

because weathering steel lasts indefinitely when it is not

wetted. The hot air plume from a dry tower would be far from

saturated; therefore, no dew would ever form on the steel during

operation. Occasional rain would wash away any accumulated

pollutants on the steel surface and actually toughen the cor-

rosion resistant outer layer.

Alloy content and environmental conditions are the main

factors influencing the formation of an oxide film on the steel.
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Weathering steel develops an exceptionally durable, dense,

tightly adherent protective coating under appropriate atmos-

pheric conditions. The oxide film inhibits further corrosive

attack and preserves the structural integrity of the steel.

If scratched or marred, the oxide reforms. The appearance,

texture, and maturity of this oxide film depends on three pri-

mary, interrelated natural factors: time, degree of exposure,

and atmospheric environment.

With the passage of time, the color of the oxide coating

changes from a "rusty" red - orange to a dark rich purple

brown tone. The moderately rough texture becomes more dis-

tinct as the coating thickens. This weathering process usually

extends over a period of two to three years or more. To date,

methods to artificially accelerate the process have not been

successful. These artificial methods have not produced the

tightly adhering protective oxide coating.

Degree of exposure has a strong influence on the weather-

ing process. Weathering steel boldly exposed to rain, sun,

and wind, will weather more quickly than in a sheltered loca-

tion. Also, on sheltered surfaces, the oxide tends to be

rougher and womewhat less dense. In the northern hemisphere,

southerly and westerly exposures tend to reach maturity some-

what sooner than surfaces facing north and east.

Atmospheric enviornment plays an important part in respect

to time span, and to some extent, the depth and shade of color.

The frequency of wet-dry cycles (moisture in the form of rain-

fall and drying by wind and sun) is beneficial to more rapid
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weathering. In rural locations, the protective oxide coating

develops slowly and has a lighter tone. As an extreme, in arid

climates the weathering process is quite slow.

Weathering data over a 20-year period show the corrosion

rate tapers off to a relatively insignificant value of .05 mils

per year after building a two to three mil tough oxide coating.
(9)

2.5.2.2  Design Considerations

The strength of high strength - low alloy weathering steel

is 40 per cent greater than structural carbon steel. Hence,

it may be possible to use weathering steel at a higher design

stress in thinner, lighter, sections. This means a lower

material cost and lighter, stronger, more efficient structures.

The savings in weights involved can also reduce time and labor

of fabrication and directly influence shipping costs.

In its bare mature state, weathering steel has a unique

natural oxide coating--about the same thickness as a heavy coat

of paint. The coating is dense, tightly adherent, and relatively

impervious to further atmospheric corrosion. Any minor damage

to the coating repairs itself. Thus, the cost of initial paint-

ing and subsequent maintenance repainting are eliminated. The

weathered steel is compatible with any location. Its natural

earth tones blend with the natural colors of the surroundings,

especially the desert southwest. In a bare uncoated condition,

because the protective tight oxide film will not form properly,
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weathering steel should not be used in the following zones:

(1) Atmospheres contianing concentrated, corrosive

industrial fumes.

(2) Marine locations subject to salt water spray or

salt laden fog.

(3) Immersion or buried service.

Only a seacoast location of a 1,000 megawatt dry cooling

tower would be disqualified for the application of uncoated

weathering steel.

Proper design of the basic tower would be required to take

advantage of a weathering steel that does not need a protective

coating. The design of the structures should minimize ledges,

crevices and other areas that could hold water or collect

debris. Details should be self cleaning if possible. Since

the design of cooling tower modular structures and the basic

air cooling process allows for adequate ventilation, prolonged

exposure to moisture and dampness on the surfaces should not

occur, and painting would not be required. Space between two

facing surfaces of weathering steel will seal itself with

corrosion product if the joint is fairly tight and not movable.

Surface preparation, such as a commercial sand blast is re-

quired so that the protective oxide film forms evenly. For

aesthetic reasons, this may or may not be required, but it

is not essential to the long term function of the structure.

For protective coatings, blast is necessary to provide a suit-

able surface for the coating life projected.
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2.5.2.3  Availability of Required Weathering Steel
Components

Weathering steel is readily fabricated. Steel fabricators

will encounter little difficulty in shearing, gas cutting,

punching, reaming, sawing, milling, drilling, cold forming or

welding the steel. Carbon steel electrodes are used to make

corrosion resistant single-pass welds and alloy electrodes

are used for multipass welds.

Weathering steel is available in practically all forms

produced in carbon steel, including:

Structural shapes

Plates

Floor plates

Bars and small shapes

Rolled formed shapes

Hot rolled sheets

Cold rolled sheets

Hot rolled strip

Cold rolled strip

Wire

Nuts

Bolts

Gaskets

Availability of small quantities of weathering steel is

an important consideration. The material is not usually

stocked in steel service centers and should therefore be or-

dered in mill quantities. This should be no problem for a
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cooling tower for a 1,000 megawatt power plant because the ap-

proximately 1,000-ton steel requirement. Long delivery of

turbines is the usual "critical path" item in a large power

plant. The final design, order, and procurement of required

steel could easily be scheduled.

2.5.2.4  Economics

In the ground rules laid out in this study, it was assumed

that one ton of structural steel averaged 250 square feet of

surface area. A comparison of weathering steel with coated

conventional structural steel requires that a common denomina-

tor be determined. From late 1974 cost information, the aver-

age cost for the fabricated structural steel used to calculate
(10)the average area of 250 square feet per ton was $310 per ton.

This results in an effective cost of conventional fabricated

structural steel at $1.25 per square foot. Pricing information,

obtained from United States Steel as of 9 May 1974, indicated

that weathering steel was approximately 40 per cent more ex-

pensive than conventional structural steel This would(11)

appear to indicate the cost of weathering steel to be $1.75 per

square foot. However, the hi h strength of weathering steel

offers a dividend of weight savings and freight savings of up
(12)to 25 per cent, compared to structural carbon steel This

results in an effective cost of $1.35 per square foot for weather-

ing steel compared to $1.25 for uncoated conventional struc-
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tural steel. Based upon calculations made in the protective

coatings section (section 2.3.4) no total coating that would

last 40 years would cost as little as 10¢ per square (which

would be a break even point for selecting a coating). The

added insurance of not having the risk of coating failure by

building dry cooling structural steel components from

weathering steel clearly make it the most economical system.

However, since weathering steel needs a coating in marine and

industrial areas, it should not be considered for the seacoast

study location.
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2.5.3  Galvanized vs. Painted Surfaces

Long and costly experience has indicated that barrier coat-

ings cannot be depended upon. The usual paint films applied to

structures may contain scratches, holidays, or areas of local

paint disintegration. Once rusting has started, even at a pin-

poiht hole, it spreads rapidly under the paint and causes pre-

mature failure of areas of an otherwise sound paint film.

In contrast to the behavior of barrier films, a zinc coat-

ing has long demonstrated the ability to protect bare steel

from weathering corrosion. A coating of a given thickness will

have a finite life. Life expectancy depends on the coating

thickness and distribution and on the corrosive factors of the

environment (see Figure 1).

Hot dip galvanizing has a marked advantage over zinc-rich

primers or zinc-rich one coat systems because one dip in a

galvanizing bath must give two ounces of pure zinc per square

foot to meet the ASTM Spec. A-123-73. "Typically an average

resulting film is seven mils, or 4.1 ounces pure zinc per

square foot. Many things go into make up a successful zinc

coating but the most significant component is the zinc i_tself.
It must be then noted that typical power plant structural steel

has 485% more zinc than typical zinc rich primers. Coating"(13)

systems proposed have had zinc contents ranging from 0.7 to

2.3 ounces of pure zinc per square foot. Total applied cost

of those systems with topcoats was usually higher than the

complete hot dipped galvanized cost.
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The following table indicates time required to corrode
(14)

one mil of pure zinc in a variety of environments:

Desert 100 years

Southern Seacoasts                       46

Northern Seacoast, Industrial           17

Semi-Industrial                          18

Rural                                    23

Industrial 4.6

Still Sea Water                           1

sea Water in Motion 0.5

These environments fall into three main groups. In the

desert and southern seacoast areas, a galvanized coating can

be expected to last a long time. As the degree of industrial

contamination and moisture .contact increases, the life decreases

but remains satisfactorily long. Exposure in seawater and

highly industrial areas give a short useful life but such an

environment is not in the scope of rural/remote areas, the po-

tential locations of the dry cooling towers.

Another study of the life of galvanized coatings was made

by Subcommittee XIV of ASTM Committee A-5 covering "Life Ex-

pectancy of Galvanized Steel Sheets". The data cover the period

1926 to 1966.  The subcommittee report of 1954 states that,

"the corrosion rate of the zinc- on galvanized sheets is prac-

tically linear in industrial or rural atmospheres. This is

also the case in a marine atmosphere that is polluted with

industrial contaminants. In other words, in these atmospheres,

a sheet with double the weight of coating of another can be
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expected to last twice as long before rusting of the base metal

occurs·. „(14)

LIFE EXPECTANCY OF GALVANIZED STEEL SHEETS

Covering Periods 1926 to 1966 - 2 1/2 oz/ft of Coating
2

(ASTM A-5 SUBCOMMITTEE XIV)

First Rust*
First Uncoated Calculated

Years Years Perfor- Steel·Coat 4.1 oz/ft2
Site 1st Rust 100% Rust ation Perferation (7 mil)

Severe (1)
Industrial 5.9 14.4 19.5 2.0 20.0

Severe (2)
Industrial 4.6 11.2 17.5 4.3 15.0

none after none after
Rural (3) 28.7 39 years 39 years 24.0         96

Atlantic (4) none after
Coast Marine 13.1    23 (min) 25 years 4.9         42

Rural (5)
Marine 19.8 21.5 min. 3.6         64

(1)  Brunot Island - Pittsburgh, Pa.

(2)  Altoona, Pa.

(3)  State College, Pa.

(4)  Sandy Hook, N. J.

(5)  Key West, Fla.

*Calculated years to first rust at 4.1 oz/ft2
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Most of the study sites fall under rural or semi-rural

classification, and tests results indicate that the recommend-

ation of the American Hot Dip Galvanizers Association will

allow a life expectancy of 96 years to first rust for a typical

seven-mil zinc coat. At that point, some further action could

be taken, such as top coating if indeed the plant is not obso-

lete.

Under the assumption that hot dipped galvanizing surfaces

will last the lifetime of a rural remote dry tower, and adequate

long term tests have proven this true, a simple discounted cash

flow may be used to show why 40 year maintenance free coatings

were recommended. Total job cost for galvanizing has been

shown to be 45 cents per square foot. Assuming material and

labor to escalate at 10 per cent per year over the next 40 years

and a "touch up" or recoat program every five years is required,

it can be shown that no "painting" program could be economical.

Touch up cost in the field has been assumed to be 20 cents per
1

square foot in late 1974.

Galvanizin5 Paint Cost,
Year Cost , 4/ft 4/ft2

0                   45                        X

5                    0                     32.2

10                    0                     51.9

15                    0                     83.5

20                    0                    134.5

25                    0                    216.7

45¢/ft2 518.84/ft +X2
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Use of the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Method to solve

for x should be based on a minimum 20 per cent return before

taxes:

Year Cash Flow at 20 Per Cent

0                                                            X - 45

5                              ·          11.8

10                                        7

15                                          4.2

20 2.4

25 1.5

0

X must equal 18 cents per square foot or lower to be more

economical than galvanizing. Results of vendor contacts in-

dicate that no coating system can be applied for less than 18

cents per square foot.

For touch up every 10 years DCF calculation indicates the

initial coating cost must be less that 35 cents per square foot

to be as economical as galvanizing. No coating program cost-

ing less than 35 cents per square foot could be backed up by

reliable long term test data.

Table I indicates that the total applied cost for a hot

dip galvanization is about 45¢ per square foot. Of this figure

10.54 per square foot or 26 per cent was due to the material.

Zinc in slab form is currently selling for 41¢ per pound (27

September 1974).

If we assume that galvanizing at seven mils gives fool

proof 90-year maintenance free life (a safe assumption based
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on the long term test programs), all other coatings programs

that cost more than 454 per square foot can be neglected, and

only the following coating proposals remain:

% Mat'l % Labor

1

2
Adheron 42¢/ft 29.      71

2
Advanced Coatings and Chemicals 374/ft 36       64

2
Ashland Oil 434/ft       65       35

DEGRACO (Alt. 1) 394/ft2 23       77

2
Galvicon 244/ft 40       60

Glidden-Durkee 36*/ft2 31       69

2
Koppers 380/ft 16       84

2
Mobil 27¢/ft       17       83

2
Porter (Alt. 2) 244/ft       38       62

United 38¢/ft2      63       37

Each alternate should be compared to hot dip galvaniza-

tion individually:

Adheron offered an epoxy based coating water emulsified.

Total applied cost was 42¢ per foot for a two coat system.

Their product has not been on the market more than six years.

The coating life of 40 years has not been demonstrated, so it

should be disqualified in favor of galvanizing.

Advanced Coatings and Chemicals ·proposed a two coat system

of zinc-rich primer and silicone alkyd. Total applied cost is

374 per square foot. The total dry film is only four mils and

the zinc -sacrificial barrier contains only about 15 per cent of

the zinc obtained hot dipped galvanization. 40-year life from

this coating is questionable and dependent upon perfect handling
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and erection in the field.

Ashland proposed a one coat system, Tectyl, which costs

43¢ per square foot applied. The cost of the system is almost

identical to hot dip galvanizing because labor is a smaller

percentage of the total coating cost.·  However, the material

could scratch during handling and erection and since there is

no sacrificial undercoat, rust will form immediately causing

touch up costs that push the overall coating progtam cost

above hot dip galvanizing.

DEGRACO alternate No. 1 requires a touch up program every

five years, so total cost ·(as shown in previous DCF calculations)

over a 40 year period would far exceed the advantage of the

initial coating cost of 39¢ per square foot.

Galvicon technically recommended galvanization. Galvicon

is a one component pure zinc that is applied cold. It is more

economical to apply because it is sprayed cold. The total zinc

deposited on the surface is only .8 ounces per square foot com-

pared to 4.·1 for a pure seven mil film which results from hot

dip galvanization. The metallic alloy bond would not form

cold and hot dip galvanizing should be preferred. However .8

ounce could give 40 or more years of life in the desert study

location.

Glidden-Durkee has proposed a two coat system of a zinc

rich primer and an acrylic latex topcoat. Total applied cost

is 36.44 per square foot. They recommended touch up every

10 years and DCF calculations indicate that this would prove

more costly than hot dip galvanizing.
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Koppers proposed a silicone/alkyd top coat which would

weather very well at a total applied cost of 384 per square

foot. However they also stated a 10 to 20-year review, with

touch up by blasting, priming, and recoating for the next

10 to 20 years. There total applied cost on a discounted

cash flow basis would not be as low as hot dip galvanization.

Mobil offered a good weathering coating system at 274

per square foot but qualified the proposal by stating touch

up painting would be required after several years. Based on

DCF calculations, this would eventually prove more costly

than a one dip galvanization.

Porter alternate No. 2 was a one coat system applicable

to southwest or southeast rural remote locations. It is doubt-

ful that 40 years of maintenance-fee life could be expected.

United proposed a one coat butyl elastomer for 384 per

square foot applied. A 40-year life could be expected in all.

study locations. This coating could concievably fail in spots

during handling and erection, so it should be disqualified for

the same reason as Ashland's Tectyl. However if anesthetic

values are necessary, this coating over a zinc-rich primer

would be as effective as a colored top coat over hot dipped

galvanized surfaces.

The· current hot dipped galvanizing cost was developed with

actual galvanizing shops. Part of a total job cost is shipping

shop painted 6r galvanized members to the power plant site.
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While temporary paint shops could be located at the jobsite,

galvanizing shops are fixed. Consideration must be given to

job location. The American Hot Dip Galvanizers Association

has developed a map showing the areas of the United States

that fall within a 200-mile radius "of a galvanizing shop (Fig.  II) .

Typical galvanizing shops can coat at the rate of 50 tons per

day and for large orders such as one for the 1,000 megawatt

power plant dry tower, the shops can easily keep up with the

incoming rate of steel from the fabricator. Galvanizers gener-

ally prefer large orders for scheduling simplification. Con-

ventional galvanizing kettles wou·ld be suitable for coating

all projected structural shapes.

Despite the rapid rise in zinc price over the last year

there is no long term shortage of zinc forecasted. Fuel(15)

and labor cost escalation have as much of an influence on

galvanizing cost as zinc cost does. Zinc currently accounts

for only 26 per cent of the total galvanizing costs. Constant

efforts are being made to reduce the labor costs in galvanizing

shops across the country. Also, since galvanizing is essentially

a dipping and draining operation, savings to lower the current

45¢ per square foot cost could be realized if the design in-

corporates adequate drainage of steel members. The American

Hot Dip Galvanizers Association and Zinc Institute have pub-

lished a manual entitled "The Design and Fabrication of Gal-

vanized Products" as an aid to design engineers and fabricators.

Correctly designed members could drop the galvanizing cost

below 40 cents per square foot.
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No coating system, field applied, can compare with hot

dipped galvanizing in cost per square foot. Some less expen-

sive shop applied coatings are subject to touch up after erec-

tion, and recoating costs on a scheduled basis and over a 40-

year life would cost more than hot dipped galvanization. If

protection does not involve an aesthetic top coat, hot dipped

galvanizing is the most economical way to coat conventional

structural steel.
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2.6 RECOMMENDATIONS

For structural steel components, the following recommenda-

tions are made based on the five project study locations and

without an aesthetic top coat requirement:

A. Seacoast. Hot dipped galvanized structural steel members.

B.  Pacific Northwest (cool, rainy): Weathering steel members,

designed to be self draining.

C.  Southwest (hot, dry): Weathering steel for rural/remote

hot, dry areas and hot dipped galvanized members whenever

the power station is located near the Gulf or Pacific Coast.

D.  Southeast (hot, humid):  Weathering steel in rural/remote

areas.                                            '

E.  Northeast (cold, snowy): Weathering'steel in rural/remote

areas.

' For plants requiring an aesthetic top coat, economics have

shown that conventional structural steel members should be fabri-

cated and shop coated, rather than coated in the field after

erection.

Weathering steel has been shown to have an "effective coat-

ing  cost"  of  10¢ per square foot. The aesthetic values of the

brown colored tones of weathering steel can only be judged by

„specific personnel selecting a color scheme".  . Top coating

of hot dipped galvanized steel with a silicone/alkyd or vinyl

of a selected color would bring the total applied cost of the

syste8 with 40 to 100 year life to about 604 per square foot.

This represents an out of pocket penalty of about $150,000 to

"choose a different color". Therefore weathering steel should
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be still specified if an aesthetically pleasing structure is

desired.

If weathering steel components were not specified due to

either their future lack of availability of other specific

color requirements, one of several systems could be selected.

Current experiments indicate adding inorganic pigments to

molten zinc can produce a desired color. However the total

invent6ry of zinc in a galvanizing kettle generally represents

an investment of about $200,000. Structural steel requirements

for a 1,000 megawatt dry tower would probably be insufficient

to justify adding color to the galvanizers zinc inventory. The

proposals of the following vendors are economically and func-

tionally competitive with top coated galvanized conventional

structural steel members:

1
Vendor Applied Cost, 4/ft2

Ameron, Corrosion Control Division               57

Ashland (Tectyl)                                  43

Bradley (Glass-Shield)                            47

Briner Paint                                      47

Celanese/Devoe                                    47

' Con-Lux Coatings                                  57

DuPont                                            55

Plas Chem Coatings                           37

Porter Coatings (Alternate 1)                     37

Rustoleum                                         61

United Paint                                      38

Top coating with various products should be evaluated

on an individual ·job basis. Plant site geography and climatic
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conditions could influence the selection of the coating system.

Based on observation of the concrete hyperbolic structure

in operation 15 years at Rougeley, England, with no indication

of attack despite corrosion of aluminum components, it is felt

that protection of concrete or masonry in warm to mild rural/

remote plant locations would not be required. Total applied

costs of vendors concrete protection proposals were not devel-

oped for this reason and the low probability that a 1,000

megawatt dry cooling tower would be of the natural draft type.

If however, a natural draft tower is utiliz6d and it is located

in a northern area, where frequent alternate freezing and

thawing could cause concrete spalling, a sealer could be justi-

fied. Any of the following vendors products would be recom-

mended:

Vendor Materials Cost, ¢/ft2

W. M. Bradley (Glass Shield) 3.8

Con-Lux Coatings 6.6

DuPont 5.0

Lord 7.6

Plas Chem Coatings 6.0

Porter Coatings 5.7

Wisconsin Protective Coatings 8.0

All systems recommended are one coat systems suitable for

air spray with a labor cost of about 244 per square foot. Since

the bulk of the coating system cost consists of labor cost, no

one system can be clearly selected without further site defini-

tion.
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TABLE I

PARTICIPATING VENDOR SUMMARY ;MF'iALLIC SURFACES)

TOTAL APPLIED

SURFACE TOTAL FINAL DRY COST,   SHOP (S)   OR

COATING TRADE GENERIC TYPE PREPARATION FILM THICKNESS, MATERIALS COST, FIELD(F)  8ASIS
VENDOR NAME (TOPCOAT) (TOPCOAT) SSPC. NO. PRIMER TYPE MILS C/FT2 $/FT

1. Adheron Adheron Water based epoxy, Solvent clean Adheron epoxy 2 primer 12.0 .42 (S)

Emulsion polyamide cured SSPC-SPl emulsion 6 topcoat

primer 8 total

2.  Advanced Coatings Sio/Cryl Silicone/acrylic White metal Zinc-rich, 2 primer 13.2 .37 (S)

and Chemicals blast SSPC-SP5 Cor Free 2 topcoat

1\)
4 total

P Zinc Pickling NoneO 3.  American Hot Dip Hot Dip Gal- 7 (typical) 10.5 .45 (S)

-/3 Galvanizers vanizing SSPC-SP8

Association

4. Ameron Amercote 99 Polyvinyl chloride Commercial blast Synthetic resin   3 primer 26.0 .57 (S)

SSPC-SP6 post cured      6 topcoat
zinc 9 total

5. Armstrong Vibro-Flow Epoxy Coating Commercial blast Zinc or iron i primer 4.5 .79 (S)

E-7000 powder SSPC-SP6 phosphate      2 topcoat
24 total

6. Ashland Tectyl Asphaltic petro- Water blast None              3 28.0 .43 (S)

leum based

7. W. M. Bradley Glass Shield Flaked Glass re- Near white blast Post cured 3 primer 18.8 .47 (S)

inforced poly- SSPC-SP10 inorganic 4 topcoat

amide cured zinc 7 total

epoxy



TABLE I (Continued)

TOTAL APPLIED

SURFACE TOTAI. FINAL DRY COST, SHOP(S) OR

COATING TRADE GENERIC TYPE: PREPARATION FILM Tl!ICKNESS, MATERIALS COST, FIELD(F) BASIS

VENDOR NAME (TOPCOAT) (TOPCOAT) SSPC NO. PRIMER TYPE MILS $/FT2C/FT2

1  primer
8. Briner Acra-Clad Urethane/Acrylic Near white blast Aluminum 25 int. coat 14.5 .47 (S)

3  top coat
5910                       '          SSPC-SP10 64 total

9. Carboline Carboline 190 High build poly- Commercial blast Carboline 12 231 primer 14.2 .52 (S)

HB & Carbo- amide cured in- SSPC-SP6 (inorganic 4  int. coat

line 1294 termediate coat zinc) 3  top coat

with acrylic top- 94 total
coat

10. Ceilcote. Polyflake 500 Flake filled poly- Near white blast Polyzinc 3 primer 30.0 .72 (S)

ester SSPC-SP10 (organic 20 topcoat
zinc) 23 total

ro
1 11. Celanese/Devoe 413XX Chembar Chlorinated rubber Commercial blast 14700 Chem 3 primer 17.0 .47 (S)
1-1

0 HB & 472XXX with high build SSPC-SP6 zinc (sili- 5 high build coat

CO Chembar intermediate coat cate based 1.5 top Coat
zinc) 9.5 total

12. Con-Lux Vinyloid Polyvinyl chloride White metal blast Zinc z.:h (zinc 3 primer 15.8 .57 (S)

SSPC-SP5 plate 21) 4 conversion coat
4 top coat
74 total

13. Coricone Duricon 90 Organic (conver- Solvent clean None              2                     1/3                  --1

metal prep. sion coating) SSPC-SPl

Alternate 1 DEGRACO 830 Silicone/alkyd Commercial blast Zip Dry 6 mils total 8.8 .39 (S)

14. DEGRACO SSPC-SP6
Alternate 2 Poly/Ep Polyamide Cata- Near white blast Epoxy zinc 2 zinc 30.6 .63 (S)

lyzed epoxy SSPC-SP10 rich 13 epoxy
15 total

15. Devcon Devcon Z Zinc Commercial blast None
SSPC-SP6                           56 13.1 .36 (S)

1,Not a complete system.



TABLE I (Continued)

TOTAL APPLIED

SURFACE TOTAL FINAL DRY COST, SHOP(S) OR

COATING TRADE GENERIC TYPE PREPARATION FILM THICKNESS,   MATERIALS COST, FIELD(F) BASIS

VENDOR NAME (TOPCOAT) (TOPCOAT) SSPC NO. PRIMER TYPE MILS C/FT2 $/FT2

16. DuPont IMRON and High build epoxy Near white blast Zinc (canicin) 3 primer 22.7 .55 (S)

Corlar enamel interme- SSPC-SP10 6 int. coat

diatecoat with -1 top coat

polyurethane top- 11 total

coat

17. Galvicon Galvicon cold Organic zinc Commercial blast None              3 9.5 .24 (S)

Calvanizing SSPC-SP6

compourid

18.  F. W. Gartner Thermal sprayed  Zinc with alumi- Near white blast None               3                         --                1.25 (F)
zinc num vinyl top- SSPC-SP10

coat

7
»t 19. Glidden-Durkee LifeMaster 11.4o                                                Acrylic latex White metal Glid Guard- 211 primer .36 (S)
W Acrylic Latex

T5216
blast SSPC-SP5 Glid zinc L top coat

(inorganic 44 total
zinc rich)

20. Koppers Rugt Armor Alkyd resin Near white blast Lead chromate 14 primer                6                .38 (S)
500 Speed                             SSPC-SP 10 14 each of 2 topcoats

44 total

21.  Lord (Hughson) ChemGlaze II Polyurethane Near white blast Resin/phos- 4 primer 19.7 .60 (S)

SSPC-SP10 phoric acid 6 top coat
64 total

22. Matcote Matcote Chopped fiber- Near white blast None 62.5                        --              2.25 (F)

glass rein- SSPC-SP 10

forced epoxy

23. Metco Metco Flame Zinc Near white blast None 7.0 24.5 .53 (S)

Spray SSPC-SP10



TABLE I (Continued)

TOTAL APPLIED
SURFACE TOTAL FINAL DRY COST, SHOP(S) OR

COATING TRADE GENERIC TYPE PREPARATION FILM TilICKNESS, MATERIALS COST,    FIELD(F) BASIS
VENDOR NAME (TOPCOAT) (TOPCOAT) SSPC NO. PRIMER MTI.S C/FT2 $/FT2

24. Mobil Panorama 12 Alkyd enamel Commercial blast Zinc chromate 3 primer 4.5 .27 (S)
SSTC-SP6 2 top coat

5 total

25. Plas-Chem Chem Elast 1505  Vinyl Chloride Commercial blast Organic zinc 3 primer 23.2 .46 (S)
Vinyl Elastomer SSPC-SP6 zinc (Super 12 top coat

zinc-ite) 15 total

Alternate 1   M.C.R. 43 High Polyamide Cured Near white blast Zinc with epoxy - 2.5 primer 12.2 .37 (S)
Build Epoxy SSPC-SP10 5.0 top coat

7.5 total26. Porter
Alternate 2 24849 one coat Zinc filled Near white blast None

zinc filled epoxy SSPC-SP10                          4 9.0 .24 (S)
1\) epoxy

P 27. PPG Aquapon Silicon/alkyd Near white blast Aquapon epoxy 3 primer 18.5 .56 (S)P
O over high SSPC-SP10 zinc rich 4 int. coat

build epoxy pi lmer 2 top coat
int. coat 9 total

28. Rustoleum 9391 Epoxy Polyamide cured Near white blast 9394 Zinc rich 7 primer 28.7 .61 (S)
epoxy resin SSPC-SP10 7 top coat

14 total

29.  Special Chemicalsl Deoxaluminate Aluminum based Near white blast Aluminum          1                      0.5                 --
preprimer SSPC-SP10

30. Unico Denso Petrolatum tape None Priming Paste     45                    61                  .95 (F)
31. United Elastron Butyl elastomer Commercial blast None              15 23.8 .38 (S)

#860X Gray SSPC-SP6

32. Wisconsin Plasite Phenolic - epoxy Near white blast Zinc rich 3 primer 43.0 .69 (S)
with'vinyl top SSPC-SP10 10 phenolic-epoxy
coat                                                      3 vinyl top coat

16 total

 Not a complete system.



TABLE II

PARTICIPATING COATING VENDOR SUMMARY - CONCRETE/MASONRY SURFACES

Coverage Mat'l Cost, Application
Vendor Trade Name Generic Type Gal/Ftk or Mils ClftL Technique

1. Adheron Adheron Epoxy Water based epoxy 80 gal/f€2 sealer          29          Trowel sealer,
Emulsion 300 gal/ft2 each spray top coat
Blockfiller top coat

2. Ameron Amercoat 99 Vinyl chloride 1 mil primer               12          All coats: brush,
Vinyl copolymer 5 mils top coat roller, spray

3. Armstrong Vibro-flow PE Polyester coating 3 mils 4.5 Electostatic spray
5000 Powders powder

1\)

1 4.  W. M. Bradley Glass Shield Flaked glass 4 mils 3.8 Spray or roller
<3                                                reinforced
1-1

polyamine
cured epoxy

5. Carboline Carboline X2191-158 Polyamine cured 20 mils sealer 24.4 Spray/squeege seal€
Sealer epoxy, water _3 mils top coat Spray or roller

Carboline 1294 based epoxy 23 mils total top coat
Topcoat acrylic

6. Ceilcote Flakeline 300 Flake filled 8-10 mils                  14          Spray or roller
polyester

27. Con-Lux Mason Penetrant Silicone 75-100 ft /gal 6.6 Spray or roller
89 Clear



TABLE II (Continued)

Coverage Mat'l Cost, Application
Vendor Trade Name Generic Type Gal/Ft2 or Mils ClftL Technique

8. DEGRACO No. 620 Poly/Ep Polyamide cata- 1 mil sealer 6.7 Spray or roller
lyzed epoxy 2 mils top coat

3 mils total

9. DuPont Corlar Epoxy enamel 3 mils 5.0 Spray or roller

10. Lord Chemglaze II Polyurethane 2 mils 7.6 Spray or roller

11. Mobil Mobil Acrylic Acrylic latex 4 mils pri. (wet) 4 Spray or roller

l\)
Latex 4 mils top (wet)

1 8 mils total (wet)
»1
ru 12. Plas-Chem Chem-Pon 2332 High build 175 ft2/gal                 6          Spray, roller, or

Block Fill epoxy squeege (squeege
preferred)

13. Porter M.C.R.-43 High Polyamide cured 5 mils 5.7 Spray or roller
Build epoxy

14. Wisconsin Plasite 9009 High build epoxy 6 mils                      8          Spray or roller



TABLE III

VENDORS CONTACTED BUT THEIR PRODUCTS
WERE DEEMED INAPPLICApLE TO THE STUDY

Alcon Metal Powders

Alon Processing

Anbonito Corp.

Galigher Co.

Gates Rubber

Hanley Co.

Heany Industries

Kelly Technical Coatings

Ludlow Saylor

Master Builders

National Cellulose

Norwalk Co.

Rohm and Haas

Sauereisen Cements

Sintercast

Smooth-On, Inc.

United Mineral & Chemical
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TABLE IV

VENDORS CONTACTED BUT FAILED TO RESPOND

Advanced Metals/Armco Steel

Anchor Wate Co.

Anderson Plastics

Brown Andrew Co.

Exxon Chemicals

Gibsonite Laboratories

Heil Process Equipment

Plastic Applicators

Reilly Tar & Chemical

Richards Co.

Sherwin Williams

Smith Industries
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EXPECTED LIFE FOR A TYPICAL 7 MIL SURFACE

MINIMUM LIFE PER ASTM SPEC. A-123-73

V
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Oz. of Zinc/Sq.Ft. of Surface

0.4 0.8 1.3 1.7 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.6 5.0

Thickness of Zinc in Mils

Since the length of time a zinc coating will last is directly
proportional to the thickness of the zinc coat, each of the
straight line graphs shown above may be extended to show the
life expectations with heavier coats of zinc.

FIGURE I - SERVICE LIFE OF ZINC COATINGS VS. ZINC THICKNESS

(Reproduced with permission from "Inspection Manual for Hot Dipped
Galvanized Products" published by the American Hot Dip Galvanizers
Association, Inc. and the Zinc Institute Inc.)
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 31 POST OFFICE BOX 11402
.b.     c O *99 CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28209

TELEPHONE [7041 525-8220 HOME OFFICE:
1528 WALNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19102
TELEPHONES:
[215) 545-7500. 546-8000

11 July 1974

Gentlemen:

I am involved in a comprehensive study sponsored by the Atomic Energy
Commission, Advanced Concepts Evaluation Branch, Division of Reactor
Research and Development.  The study concerns the future potential use
of dry type cooling towers to dissipate the waste heat from large nuclear
power plants.  My specific task involves studying long term, low maint-

enance frequency, protection of the tower components. These components
include but are not necessarily limited to: structural steel, aluminum,
wood or concrete siding, fan blades and hubs, louvers, steel tubes with
aluminum  fins, etc. Tower structural steel and siding would require  the
bulk of the total coating.

The tower structures for the large (approximately 2,000 megawatt) plants

would be approximately 360 ft by 2,000 ft by 60 ft high, depending on
climatic conditions used in design, and contain about 100 cells, each with
a 60 ft fan.  Popular once through cooling, which causes thermal pollution

is being phased out of projects for 1980 and beyond except for offshore
and seacoast installations.  Conventional wet towers may soon be disallowed
due to large make-up water requirements, pollution in blowdown, chloride

rich fog, and cold weather icing.

The dry type towers would not be in the containment area. Surfaces would

generally remain dry since air is being used for cooling. Expected service
life of the coatings would be 30 to 40 years, typical of most utility

companies.  For study purposes, five general geographic areas have been
selected.

Pacific Northwest (cool, rainy)
Northeast (cold)
Southwest (hot, dry)
Southeast (hot, humid)
Seacoast (marine atmosphere - less than 1000 yards from shore)

The environmental zone in all cases is rural/remote so weathering is the

main factor affecting coating life.
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11 July 1974
Page 2

To best evaluate all potential protection coating materials available

could you please send me technical information and your recommendations
for a complete coating program?  Cost information at today's prices

would be appreciated since other coatings will also be evaluated at
today's prices.  Could you also provide me with the name of the person
who might answer questions arising from a review of the information you

have provided?

Sincerely yours,

Thomas E. Sikora
Principal Chemical Engineer

TES/llg
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05311-670SP

INTER.OFFICE MEMO CATALYTIC, INC.

To: Mr. J. L. Hare DATE: 9 August 1974AT

FROM:    T. E. Sikora AT COPY TO:  A. B. Capper
J. K. Morse

SUBJECT: Plant Visit to Rougeley Power Station - Rougeley, England
Atomic Energy Commission
Catalytic Project 42610
I. 0. No. 16

The writer visited the Rougeley Power Station of the Central Electric
Generating Board (C.E.G.B.) built by the English Electric Co. Ltd. in
Rougeley, England. The station employs a dry cooling tower to dissipate
heat from a 120 megawatt turbine. Mr. Ted Fuller, Deputy Plant Superin-
tendent met with the writer for several hours discussing the merits of dry
cooling, technical aspects of the effectiveness of dry cooling, the well
publicized corrosion problems associated with the Rougeley dry tower and

his views of the future of dry cooling. Following the discussion Mr.
Robert Williams, an electrical engineer conducted a plant tour in which
several photographs were taken (available in the writers office).  Also,
adjacent hyperbolic natural draft towers were inspected to obtain a frame
of reference for comparison. Summary of pertinent information obtained is
as follows:

1.  The Rougeley Tower, which is the only comnercial dry tower operating
in the Western world outside Hungary and Romania was the first in the
world and built in 1962. Reasons for dry cooling have already been
publicized. The Rougeley dry tower was built as an experiment to
build up design "know-how" for future towers when make up water for
a large wet tower would be unobtainable. The only change in their
design they recommend would be to use louvers for temperature control

instead of shutting down and starting whole sectors. It is important
that after 13 years operation the experiment has not been repeated and
there are no plans for another dry tower anywhere in England. The

tower cost approximately 500,000 pounds sterling ($1,250,000) ten years
ago and would cost 1,000,000 pounds ($2,500,000) today. The plant
saves about two million gallons per day when compared to an equivalent
wet tower.

2. Design wedther conditions at Rougeley were ideal  for  a dry tower: no
weather extreines - winter temperature about 30'F coldest and summer
maximum temperature about 75'F with no heavy winds.  They use a design
vacuum of 28.7 in Hg. For hot U. S. climates turbine pressures of up
to 15" hg have been projected and these are inefficient.  Also, they
would not want to have a tower in a climate that lias snow, sand or
vegatation in the air because it is a real problem keeping the fin
clearance clean.
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Mr. J. L. Hare
I. 0. No. 16
Page 2

3.  Corrosion problems have been widely publicized.  Rougeley area suffers
from an atmosphere heavy in chlorides originating from the dust in the

air (Pulverized Fuel Ash - P.F.A.) and salt carry over from nearby salt
mines.  FoR f.rom adjacent wet towers has no real bearing on the corrosion
as some people have surmized. A rural remote nuclear dry tower would
not have these problems so it was agreed that tower evaluation would be
made by extracting the localized corrosion history from the discussion.

From a strictly technical operation dry cooling is practical, economical

(in their climate), controlable and would be recommended for rural
nuclear sites.  They have never had an atmospheric situation that
prevented operation at the 120 megawatt design. England, however, with
its high population density has no remote, unindustrialized areas.
They were shocked that there are not any dry cooled power plants

operating in America.

They have coated their tube bundles with an epoxy resin which has had

partial success in fighting chloride and moisture corrosion, except at
the spacer collars. Their concrete shell is uncoated and no problems
have developed in 14 years.  Another unexpected type fouling of the
tubes was caused by birds who are attracted to the tubes due to the warm
air around the tube bundles.

4.  Seismic and Noise

Due to the fact that the dry tower required three times the air flow as
a wet tower, it was, up until recently, the largest hyperbolic concrete
shell in the world. It is constructed of reinforced concrete five inches
thick, thickening towards the bottom where it incorporates a substantial
ring beam to take the thrust.  Overall height is 356 feet, base diameter
is 325 feet with a throat diameter of 205 feet. The interior of the
tower is empty. Standing in the tower during operation one can hear a

high pitched noise (about 70 DBA) and feel warm air movement into and
up the shell.  The noise level was once higher and gets high during heavy
winds but plastic strips were installed to prevent rattling in heavy
winds.

The earthquake zone is zero. The shell was designed from wind loading
data obtained from a three foot diameter model.

Two hyperbol.ic shells built later at Ferrybridge, England collapsed and
upon analysis it was found that funeling had ocurred because the towers
were too c]ose togetlier. After this accident, all hyperbolic shells
were re-evaluated iii England and four more inches of concrete were added
to the wet towers at Rougeley (but not the dry tower).
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Mr. J. L. Hare
I. 0. No. 16

Page 3

The only dry tower ever built in an earthquake zone is in Russia where
the shell was built out of structural steel with aluminum siding.  This
of course is another natural draft tower. Mechanical draft towers
are rarities in Europe for a reason that did not appear obvious.

4-.  E.   3-LAW„-*-
T. E. Sikora
Project Engineer

TES/sst

I.
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3.0 NOISE CONTROL

.

3.1 SUMMARY

The control of noise in large dry cooling towers is pri-

marily anexercise in cost feasibility, because it is possible

to achieve almost any desired noise level limitation if the

cost of the noise reduction is justifiable. Somewhere between

minimum cost equipment (having a relatively high air flow)

and maximum equipment size and cost (no fans) one must span

a range of possible noise down to near zero db.

Results of this study indicate that vendors have develop-

ed the technology necessary to adequately define and analyze

fan noise and have developed the capability and expertise to

control the noise within acceptable code levels.

The background noise levels at existing nuclear power

plants does not preclude the installation of dry-type coollng

systems.  The anticipated noise level of dryztype cooling

systems, both natural and mechanical draft, is expected to

be sufficiently below the background noise level that the

increase will be negligible, although measureable. However,

since specific site conditions can greatly affect the noise

criterion, each site must be analyzed on an individual basis.
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3.2  INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this portion of the study is to investi-

gate the noise emitted by dry cooling towers for nuclear

steam generating plants. The approach used to accomplish this

consists of the following.

Initial contact of manufacturers of dry cooling towers

was made by means of a questionnaire. The purpose of this

questionnaire was mainly to establish the present technology

in testing and calculation methods of evaluating and predict-

ing noise levels. The completed questionnaires are shown in

appendix A·.

A second questionnaire was prepared and mailed to 24

utilities. The purpose of this questionnaire, which was

sent to those utilities which have operating nuclear power

' plants, was to ascertain present background noise levels

and sources. The completed questionnaires are shown in appen-

dix B.

Results of these questionnaires along with the Literature

Research (appendix C) has led to the methods presented for

establishing the noise criterion for the cooling tower. Also,

some guidance is provided for noise reduction and control,

in the event that the cooling tower noise was found to be

excessive for a specific site.
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3.3 LITERATURE RESEARCH

3.3.1  Definition of Noise

Noise can be defined as any undesired sound. The sube

jective responses of the human ear to a sound are expressed

in terms of loudness and pitch. Loudness is primarily de-

termined by sound pressure, but is also a function of fre-

quency. Pitch is essentially determined by frequency. The

sound pressure always varies in time with vibrations of the

source. These levels can be plotted, and the number of crests

and troughs emitted by the source in one second is called the

frequency of the sound.

3.3.2 Methods for Determining Noise Levels

Analytical methods have been developed to approximate

the results of many tests. In order to understand the sig-

nificance of these equations they are presented in the fol-

lowing section where the relative importance of the various

parameters of applied acoustics are detailed. Ref. 1 through

6 and Red. 8 also presents methods for determining noise

levels, each having slightly different equations. These

differences are discussed further in Section 3.4.

3.3.3 Parameters of Importance

Standard octave bands have been established for the

analysis of sounds. For most engineering work, and octave

band analysis gives sufficient information to adequately

describe the sound characteristics. Table I lists the stan-

dard ANSI octave band filter sets. The characteristic impe-

dance of a sound transmitting medium is derived as the product of
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the mass density and the speed of sound. The impedance (C)

and the RMS sound pressure (P) are related to the amount of

sound power transmitted per unit area. This is referred to

as the sound intensity and is expressed as

2

I = 2 (1)
PC

TABLE I

ANSI Standard Octave Bands

Octave band Frequency range, cps

1                   20 - 75

2                   75 - 150

3                  150 - 300

4                  300 - 600

5                  600 - 1200

6                 1200 - 2400

7                 2400 - 4800

8                 4800 - 10,000

The intensity of a sound at any point is a function of·
-

the distance to the source, the power and directivity of the

s o u r c e, and the nature of the sound field. For the case of

a nondirectional point source in a free field (no obstructions)

the sound will radiate equally in all directions.

The intensity at any distance (x) from the source

in.a free field is related to the sound power (W) of the source

by the expression:

WI= (2)
4 Tr  x 2
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The relationship between sound power and effective

sound pressure is obtained by combining (1) and (2)

w = 4 x 2P2 - - - - - - -  - - - - (3)
P C

Expressions (2) and (3) hold for the case of a non-

directional point source sound in a free field. When the

source radiates more sound in one direction than another, or

obstructions exists in the sound field, expression (3) does

not apply directly and must be modified.

Sound properties are usually measured with a sound level

meter and an octave band analyzer. Sound level meters have

three networks. The    "A" and "B" networks attenuate certain

frequency components so that readings on these scales are not

sound pressure level. The "A" network response approximates

the 40 dB equal loudness contour while the "B" network response

approximates the 70 db equal loudness contour. The          "A"          and         "B"

networks are used to obtain a somewhat general view of the

frequency composition of a sound when an octave band analyzer

is not available.  Only the "C" or flat response network measureg

sound pressure levels in decibels directly. The io ror sound

pressure is the microb.ar wh·i-*-h--equals a pressure of one dyne

per square centimeter. This is approximately one millionth

of the normal atmospheric pressure. The sound pressure of

audible sound ranges from .0002 to 200 microbar.

At one time the reference for a sound level meter was

16taken as 10 watts pbr square centimeter. For most

practical purposes, this is equivalent to the presently
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used reference pressure of .0002 microbars. Sound pressure

level is the only quantity that can be measured directly.

Under conditions which approximate ideal conditions, i.e.,

nondirectional sound source and a free field, sound power

levels and intensity levels can be directly related to the

sound pressure level.

Decibels are convenient units for measuring power

or other quantities proportional to power whenever the range

of values is very large. The practical range for sound power

-9            +5levels is from 10 watts to 10 watts, or a total range of

14
10 By definition, the level of a quantity in decibels is

10 times the logarithm, to the base 10, of the ratio of that

quantity to some reference quantity.

The reference power for sound power level (PWL)

is 10 watts, thus:
-13

PWL = 10 log
W in watts

(4)
10   -13 watts10

-12The quantity 10 watts is also commonly used

. r ».- the Power reference level. The reference pressure for
--

sound pressure level·-( cD.T.1 . measurements  is  . 0002 microbar
-1-  ·-   .·...       -  4   ---»- ---- 0-

2P in microbar (5)SPL = 10 log 10 .0002 microbar

which becomes

SPL = 20 log
P in microbar

(6)10 .0002 microbar

The reference intensity for sound intensity level

(IL) is 10 watts/square centimeter.
-16
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I in watts/sq cm (7)IL = 10 10 10 -16 watts/sq cm10

In many instances, sound intensity level.has been· con-

fused with sound power level. It should be clear that sound

intensity is the sound power per unit area. The reference

levels specified are not uniquely related in the sens
e that

a given sound pressure level can be converted to sound 
power

level using either sound power reference. The reference level

should always be stated when referring to these quani
tites.

It is frequently necessary to add the effect of one
 sound on

another. Due to the logarithmic character of sound levels as

defined here, the total sound level is not equal to the
 sum

of the individual sound levels, but are combined as shown
.

PWLl PWL2 PWL3
PWL 10 10 10

1+2+3 = 10 loglo (10) + (10) + (10)

3.3.4  Comparison of Noise Level Methods with Test
 Results

A review of commonly used methods with test re-

sults has been made (Ref. 13). Results of this study indicate

that the discrepancies which exists are due to the limited

range of the individual testing programs. No data has been

made available in the literature in which one or more repre-

sentative units were tested, changing one variable at a time.

Only after such a program is carried out will there be re
ason-

able agreement on the relative influence of the variables in
-

volved. Conclusions on these variables are summarized.

Noise emitted from fin tubes is fan-generated

noise. Less than one per cent of the noise energy can be re-·
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lated to panel or structural vibration. However, structural

components may influence fan-generated noise by creating ad-

ditional turbulence around the blades.

This fan-generated noise is caused by vortex shedding and

air turbulence. It is broad band without descrete peaks (other

than the blade pass frequency, which is normally below 31 hertz).

The evidence indicates that this noise is proportional

to tip speed to a power of 5.6 to 5.8.

The parameter of next important is neither horsepower

nor acfm (fan discharge axial flow), but is pressure dif-

ferential across the fam. The exponent on ZJ P is about

1.4 but varies inversely with tip speed.

Acfm is of very little importance, as is horsepower.

The acfm can be varied over a 10 to one range with very little

effect on noise, assuming other variables are held constant,

and the stall range is not reached.

Regarding fan size, inadequate data exists. to do more

than guess at this effect.

Regarding number of blades, the evidence is that this

is not significant if the stall range is avoided. On this

point, the liter6ture reflects opinions in both directions.

Some contend that an increase in the number of blades increases

noise, while others hold that noise is decreased. Again, this

point may be resolved by tests in which the only variable is

'the number of blades. However, one cannot equate blades of

different design. That is a 14 ft. diameter fan with four
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blades from manufacturer A may be more efficient and have a

higher pressure capability at a given tip speed than a compar-

able six blade fan from manufacturer B.

3..3.5  Manufacturers' Noise Level Methods with Test Results

Manufacturers are using methods generally found in

the literature, or those presented in the ASHRAE (Ref. 8),

or those derived by actual field measurements or through their

own test programs. Generally, all manufacturers contacted

considered their test results and the test methods proprie-

tary and confidential since they are used in competitive bid-

ding. They also use these tests to form the basis of their

guarantee and are available on a contract basis.
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3.4- NOISE EVALUATIONS

3.4.1  Introduction

In order to evaluate the full potential of noise for any

dry cooling system, primary attention should be given to the

establishment of the noise criteria, the noise emitters within

the cooling towers, and all possible noise abatement methods.

3.4.2  Determination of Noise Criteria

The first step in the development of acceptable noise

criteria is to establish the background noise level at the

site under consideration. This should consist of an octave

band analysis of the sound pressure level. It is prefer-

able to establish the background noise before a Vlant is in

operation because an accurate analysis of the background noise

level after a start-up is difficult if not impossible. Once

the neighborhood noise level criteria have been established,

the acceptable cooling tower sound pressure level can be de-

termined by taking into account the distance between the near-

est neighbor and the cooling tower and the installation geome-

try. Nearby buildings or obstructions can distort and intensify

noise levels. Thus, careful consideration must be given to

reflective surfaces in the area. If the distance between the

neighbor and the tower is large in comparison to the tower

dimensions, the tower may be considered as a point source.

In this case, the sound pressure is halved for each doubling

of the distance from the source (inverse square law). This

change is usually expressed as a decrease in the sound pressure

level of six db for each doubling of the distance. Table III, lists
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the distance correction values for octave sound pressure levels.

For· distances greater than 500 feet, high frequency sound is

absorbed in the air, and the coMrection values in the high

frequency bands are larger. Sound pressure level data for

cooling towers is normally specified at a distance of 50 feet

from the tower. At distances less than this, the inverse

square law may not apply.

Some equipment is presently being rated in terms of

the sound power level radiated from the equipment. It is

a valid index for comparing the total noise radiated from the-

equipment, but has the serious disadvantage of not revealing

directivity effects of the radiated noise. Thus, sound pres-

sure levels should be used in determining actual noise levels

in any direction from the tower. If the difference between

the cooling tower sound pressure level and the background

sound pressure level is less than 10 db, the measured sound

pressure level is not a direct measure of the cooling tower

noise level. A correction must be applied to approximate the

tower noise level.

A simple example for developing acceptable cooling tower

noise level criteria illustrates the concepts discussed herein.
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TABLE II - SPL reduction,. db, at octave band

Distance, (ft )      1      2      3      4      5       6      7      8
50          0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0
63                    2          2          2          2          2          2          2          2
80                    4          4          4          4          4          4          4          4

100                    6          6          6          6          6          6          6          6
125                  8         8         8         8         8         8         8         8
160 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
200         12    12    12    12    12 12 12    12
250         14    14    14    14    14    14    14    14
320         16    16    16    16    16    16    16    16
400         18    18    18    18    18    18    18    18
500 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 21
630 22 22 22    22 22 22 22    24
800        24    24   24   24   2,4   25   26   29

1,000         26    26    26    26    26    28    30    33
1,250         28    28    28    28    28    31    33    38
1,600         30    30    30    30    31    34    37    43
2,000         32    32    32    33    35    38    42    49
2,500         34    34    34    35    37    41    46    54

Assume an industrial plant requires a cooling tower that is

to be installed 800 feet from a residential neighborhood.  A

preliminary sound level survey indicated that the following

outdoor sound pressure levels would 'be acceptable at a point

in the proximity of the nearest neighbor:

OCTAVE BAND                  1    2    3   4   5 6 7 8

SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (db)   76   64   55  48  43  40   38  37

Assume that no high walls, buildings, etc., exist in the

vicinity of the cooling tower (essentially free field condi-

tions exist). In order to find the acceptable sound pressure

level at the tower, we add the distance correction valves for

800 feet from Table II to the neighborhood background level.
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Thus, at the tower site, 50 feet from the tower, the acceptable

octave band ·noise level' criterion for the tower is:

OCTAVE BAND                   1    2   3   4   5   6   7   8
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (db) 100   88  79  72  67  65  64  66

Care should be taken in the selection of a cooling tower

site, especially when large sound-reflective surfaces are in

the area, such as large buildings, walls, etc. These reflec-

tive surfaces may cause the noise level in a particular direc-

tion to be reinforced by sound reflection.

3.4.3  Noise Emitters Within the Cooling Tower  ..

Noise sources from the tower is primarily limited to air

turbulence from the fan blades, air flow over the fins of the

heat exchangers, bearing rumble, and the reasonant effect of

the air cooler plenum chamber. These emitters are inherent

in dry and other cooling towers but their effects can be mini-

mized by employing good engineering design techniques.

3.4.4 Noise Reduction at Tower

There are many suitable insulators available on the market

which are employed to contain the noise level of dry cooling

towers. These can be used to achieve an almost inaudible noise

level provided the cost can be justified. There are other less

costly and more efficient noise reduction methods. First the

tower should be located in as remote an area as possible.

Second, the cooling tower orientation should be selected so

that its lowest noise leve.ls are directed at its nearest neigh-

bor. Third, operating conditions may be adjusted so that
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cooling tower loads can be reduced when low noise levels are

required. Multi-speed motors as well as variable pitch fans

can provide large reductions in noise levels and will be use-

ful for night conditions when wet bulb temperatures drop,

making the cooling load less.

\
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3.5 NOISE LEVEL LIMITS

3.5.1  The Walsh-Healey occupational noise standards

passed by congress in May of 1969 set forth maximum permissible

noise levels to protect employees of any business entering

into U. S. Government contracts for material goods in excess

of $10,000. The Walsh-Healy standards are the current con-

census of safe noise levels. These have been. derived from the

result of many damage-risk studies availabile. Later OSHA took

the Walsh-Healy noise standards and applied them to all busi-

nesses. The noise levels permitted by these acts were estab-

lished to prevent damage to the ear. These levels are as

follows:

Sound Duration (hrs.) Sound Level (db)

8                                             90

6                                            92

4                                               95

3                                             97

2                                            100

1 1/2 102

1 105

1/2 110

1/4 or less 115

3.5.2  The Environmental Protection Agency is not concerned

with noise damage but noise pollution. This agency is actively

involved in establishing and promoting acceptable criteria and

noise levels for such areas as residential neighborhoods,

schools, hospitals zones, etc. The EPA is working through
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state, city, and county governments to assist in the develop-

ment of these criteria.

In order to help visualize the relative magnitude of noise

levels, the following examples of familiar noises are given.

Typical Sound Pressure Comparisons (Refis)

Sound Pressure
Decibels Description of Equivalent Sound

120 Thunder, Artillery

110 Nearby Riveter, Elevated Train

90                Noisy Fact6ry, Loud Street Noise

80                Police Whistle, Noisy Office          
70                Average Street Noise, Average Radio

60                Average Factory, Noisy Home

50                Average Office, Average Conversation

40                Quiet Radio, Quiet Home, Private     IOffice

30                Average Auditorium, Quiet Conver-
sation

20 Rustle of Leaves, Whisper

Trend of Public Reaction to Peak Noise·- Residential Location
(REF 16)

Sound Pressure
Decibels Public Reaction

90                Local·committee activity with
influential or legal action          I

83 Petition of protest

80                Letters of protest

76                Complaints likely

72                Complaints possible
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65                Complaints rare

57                Acceptance
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3.6  BACKGROUND NOISE LEVELS AT EXISTING NUCLEAR PLANT SITES

3.6.1 Background Noise Levels

Results of our survey on background noise levles at

existing nuclear plants sites are displayed in appendix            I

B.  Less than half of the total plants surveyed responded

with information that was pertinent to the purpose of this

report. However, it can be concluded that existing nuclear

power plant equipment is fairly noisy. Measurements have been

made at the source (near field) and up to several thousand

feet away (far f.ield) and the results demonstrates the princi-

ple is dissipation of noise levels due to increased distance

from the source. Also it is extremely important to remember

that decibels are not added algebraicly since they are logari-

methic. A very simple, but addquate schedule for adding de-

cibels is as follows:

Add the following
When two decibel amount to the higher
valves differ by:

valve *

0 or 1 db 3 db

2 or 3 db 2 db

4 to 8 db                                1 db

9 dB or more 0 db

*  It should be noted that the human ear cannot detect dif-

ferences in noise less than 3 decibels.

The following example will demonstrate the possibility

of "masking effects". Assume that equipment at the nuclear
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plant and at the source produces 100 db on octave Band Z.

Also assume that the cooling tower produced 90 db. Also

let us assume that the nearest neighbor was 2,500 feet from

the source and that it was desired to find out what added

effect the tower would have on the noise level at the neigh-

bor's location. From Table II, (Page 3-12) the distance

correction factor is 34 db which makes the values at the             '

neighbor 66 and 56 db respectively. Since the difference .is

greater than 9 db, nothing is added to the 66 db, and the. tower

noise is completely masked by existing equipment.

3.6.2  Predicted Noise Levels

An accurate prediction of the noise level at a 1,000

megawatt nuclear site with a dry cooling system could not be

made since this prediction would b€ highly dependent on the

noise criteria established for a particular site along with

complete details of the design and the arrangement of the

dry towers. However, after the site is selected and the

noise criteria are established, each vendor (possessing a de-

tailed knowledge of his design and arrangement) could accurately

predict the expected noise levels at the source and at any

selected radial distances from the source.
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3.7 PROPOSED AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY

This noise survey indicates that the technology

is developed to control noise to within acceptable levels.

However, noise control is dependent on so many variables that

each program developed will have to be tailor made for each

situation. The manufacturers are in fact competitors. Con-

sequently, there has not been any uniformity in methods of

analysis, testing procedures, noise measurement locations,

or in the development of noise criteria. For this.reason,

it is suggested that the AEC provide guidance in the form

of standards and regulations to provide continuity in the

development of these areas.
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY.

Question

1.  What calculation methods do you use for noise level pre-
diction and how do they compare with either test results
or actual measurement?

Answers·

Vendor A: See attached API paper titled: "Noise Control of         -
Air Cooler Heat Exchangers" by K.W. Shipes of Hudson
Products Corporation.

We have a proprietary computer program which we
use to predict overall tower noise levels. Our
predictions in most cases are within +1 db.

Vendor B: Noise level predictions are based upon field mea-
surements of similar equipment in generally unob-
structed environments. Calculation procedures to
adapt to specific environmental factors include
both text bogk and practical field data.

Vendor C: The predictions as made by us are based on test
data on numerous installations for the power and
process industries, and test facilities.

The ·following methods have been adjusted to fit
our data: DIN45630, ISO/R131, ISO/R357, DIN45633,
IEC179, VDI2081, DIN45635, ISO/K495, 834196, Bs4142,
ASHRAE 36-72, NFS30-006, OCMA SPEC 1-3. The results
compare with the predictions by t db(A).

Vendor D: Proprietary and favorably.

Vendor E: Methods presented in ASHRAE along with predictions
from models are normally used to evaluate antici-
pated noise level. Laboratory and field measure-
ments currently are not available to compare with
predicted levels.

Question

2.  What testing equipment do you use to determine noise levels?

Answera

Vendor A: General Radio Type BP-1558 Octave Band Analyzer
complete with calibrator.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY Page 2

Vendor B: Testing equipment utilized to determine noise levels
include General Ratio Sound Level Meter, General
Radio Octave Band Analyzers and General Radio 1/10
and 1/3 Band Analyzers.

Vendor C: Special microphones, sound meters, Octave band fil-
ter, etc.

Vendor D: Sound Level Meters.

Vendor E: We have accoustics laboratory facility with which
to evaluate noise levels.

Question

3.  Should accoustical measurements be made for noise level,
or vibration measurement, or both?

Answers

Vendor ·A: Both.

Vendor B: Normally, accoustical measurements should be made
for air-borne noise considerations, vibration
measurements for structurally borne noise. How-
ever, should the accoustical spectrum indicate un-
expected characteristics, a vibration study would
be helpful in analyzing the situation.

Vendor C: Accoustical measurements.

Vendor D: Yes.

Vendor E: Accoustical measurements are not thought to be par-
ticularly reliable for general vibration evaluation,
therefore such measurements should be used for noise
level evaluation only.

Question

4.  What types of noise damping material do you use, and what
commercially available materials have you found to be
acceptable?

Answers

Vendor A: We do not use any accoustic paneling or noise damping
material in our towers. We pay particular attention
to the design of our panels and supports which pre-
cludes the necessity of absorption material. We
generally control tower noise by controlling fan
tip speed and fan design.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY Page 3

Vendor B: A typical accoustical material we have utilized is
Guston-Bacon 3# Ultralite in four inches and eight
inches thick baffles with neoprene protective coat-
ing.

Vendor C: Louver dampers (glass wool). Dampers to be used
only if low noise fans do not prove effective.

Vendor D: None.

Vendor E: Mastics such as Intercoastal Corporations Inco. No.
531 polyurethane foam which has been glued in place

is an effective noise damping material for some
applications. For unusual requirements (at high
cost) we have used multi-density sandwiched materials
such as polyurethane foam and lead combined. For

limited applications polyurethane foam which has
been sprayed in place can be used because of its
good noise insulating characteristics.

Question

5.  What engineering data, relative to noise absorption, exist
for material currently employed in dry cooling towers?

Answers

Vendor A: Not applicable.

Vendor B: We would apply the same absorption characteristics
of our baffles on either wet or dry towers. The

values have been determined by test on a actual
tower installations.

Vendor C: Data from field cooling towers supplied by us.

Vendor D: Don't know.·

Vendor E: Most accoustical material manufacturers provide
general data which could be used as a base of de-
sign for air cooled heat exchanger applications
such as required for dry cooling towers.

Question

6.  What noise level tests have you made on dry towers, and
is the test information available to the industry?

Answers

Vendor A: We have run several hundred noise tests on our FIN-
FAN cooling towers and our large fans. The test
results are confidential as they are used in com-
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY Page 4

petitive bidding and later become a guaranteed item.
Reduced tower noise and increased equipment costs go
hand in hand.

Vendor B: Noise level tests have been made on dry towers. That
information would be available in response to a speci-
fic inquiry, although size of tested units would not
equal the modules considered for nuclear plants.

Vendor C: Many measurements have been made by us and our cus-
tomers in European installations. Information is
proprietary, but available with contract design.

Vendor D: Tests at plant, no.

Vendor E: Noise level tests on dry cooling towers have not
been made by us.

Question

7.  Based on your experience, at what distances relative to
the dry tower should the noise level be measured?

Answers

Vendor A: At the farthest point at which background noise will
permit separating out the dry tower noise.

Vendor B: The noise level measurement would be based upon the
specific job requirements. For example, OSHA com-
pliance may require measurement three inches to
five inches from the major boundary surface of the
equipment. Meeting a State or Local noise regula-
tion may require prediction at the property boundary
of the installation.

Vendor C: 1,000 to 3,000 feet.

Vendor D: 40 inches.

Vendor E: The correct distance for noise measurement is de-
pendent upon the job location and the unit config-
uration including its size. A distance sufficient
to allow the unit to be considered as a point source
would be beneficial for noise study evaluation.  A
distance at least four (4) times the largest unit
dimension is thought to be necessary.

Question

8.  Would there ever be any need for any operator or other per-
sonnel to be in any area where the-noise.level was greater
than 90 dba for more than six hours per day?
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY Page 5

Answers

Vendor A: No.

  Vendor B: No.

Vendor C: No.

Vendor D: No.

Vendor E: Exposure to any individual to a noise level greater
than 90 dba for more than six (6) hours per day is
not anticipated.

Question

9.  Would you as a manufacturer normally supply test data with
a bid showing compliance with OSHA and the Walsh-Healy Act?

Answers.

Vendor A: Yes. .

Vendor B: yes.

Vendor C: Yes.

Vendor D: No.                                      -

Vendor E: Test data showing compliance with OSHA and the Walsh-
Healy ·Act is not currently provided.

Question

10. What, if any, testing codes apply to noise level detection
of cooling towers?

Answers

Vendor A: API "Guidelines on Noise," Published in 1973.

Vendor B: We know of no standard testing codes that apply to
noise levels of cooling towers.

Vendor C: See answer to Question No. 1.

Vendor D: Don't know of any.

Vendor E: Testing codes that apply to noise level detection
of cooling towers are unknown at this time.
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QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY Page 6

Question

11.  What codes or standards do you satisfy with regard to
noise requirements?

Answers

Vendor A: We abide by specifications prescribed by either the
Purchaser or the Contractor (A&E). These specifica-
tions have been developed on the basis of their ex-
perience and needs.

Vendor B: OSHA requirements are normally satisfied.

Vendor C: OSHA, Walsh-Healy, customer specifications.

Vendor D: General customer requirements.

Vendor E: Information is not currently available to satisfac-
torily answer this,question.

Question

12. From your experien'ce, does the engineering specification
adequately define the noise requirements?

Answers

Vendor A: The various specifications do differ ·primarily be-
cause the objectives are different. Some are con-
cerned with boundary noise while others concentrate
on personnel exposure. Most of·the specifications
are reasonably clear and effective although we would
like to see more uniformity.

Vendor B: Engineering specifications are normally nor designed
to be applied to the cooling towers.  However, where
specific requirements rather than general codes are
referenced, the specification generally adequately
defines the requirements.

Vendor C: Depends on customer.

Vendor D: No.

Vendor E: To date, engineering specifications have not adequately
defined noise requirements.
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APPENDIX B

BACKGROUND NOISE SURVEY

The following is a list of utilities contacted.  Many could not
respond since noise data was not yet available. The completed
questionnaires are also included.

1.  Boston Edison Company
800 Boylston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02199

2.  Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company
Post Office Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut

3.  Consolidated Edison Company
4 Irving Place
New York, New York  10003

4.  Jersey Central P&L
Madison Avenue at Punch Bowl
Morristown, New Jersey 07960

5.  Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company
, 9 Green Street
Augusta, Maine o4330

6.  Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
300 Erie Blvd., West
Syracuse, New York 13202

7.  Northeast Utilities
Post Office Box 270
Hartford, Connecticut 06101

8.  Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  19101

9.  Rochester Gas and Electric Company
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

10. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation
77 Grove Street
Rutland, Vermont 05701

11. Yankee Atomic Electric Company
20 Turnpike Road
Westborough, Massachusetts 01581
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12. Commonwealth Edison Company
Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

13. Consumers Power Company
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, Michigan 49201

14. Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
231 West Michigan Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201

15. Wisconsin Public Service Co.
700 No. Adams Street
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54305

16. Arkansas Power and Light Co.
9th and Louisiana Streets
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

17. Carolina P&L Company
336 Fayetteville Street
Raleigh, N. C.  .27602

18. Duke 'Power Company
Charlotte, North Carolina

19. Florida P&L
4200 Flagler Street
Miami,.Florida 33134

20. Tennessee Valley Authority
Knoxville, Tennessee

21. Virginia Electric & Power Co.
700 East Franklin Street
Richmond, Virginia 23261

22. Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94106

23. Public Service Co. of Colorado
Post Office Box 840
Denver, Colorado 80201

24. Southern California Edison
Post Office Box 800
Rosemead, Calif. 91770
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Generatinx Station

Vernon, Vermont

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

BWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,
etc.) Flexible: open cycle (once through)/helper cycle (Hyrid)/

closed cycle.  All operation from Oct. 1972 to present with complete
closed-sycle with full, cooline tower oDeration.

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

514 MWE (Net) 540 MWE (Gross)

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance
from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

2 "Fluor" mechanical (induced)   draf t towers. cross  flow. 11 cells  each

tower. (1) 600 ft. west of towers at closest off-site residence 73 db

maximum (minimum 63 db).  Sound from running water and fans in towers.

(2) 88.5 db (c) 50 feet from west side of west tower.

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

Continuous, when plant operates.  Maximum sound energy in 31-125 Hz

range.

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet
from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

All off-site sound perceived

Physiologically is from coolint tower overation.  No public rompl,ints

received  to  date on plant off-Rite  nni Rp _levplg.
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Boston Edison Company

Pilgrim 1

Plymouth, Massachusetts

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

BWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,

etc.)

Once Through

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

670 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance

from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels           
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

Air handling fans and switchyard are primary sources of .

noise.

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

Continuous

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet

from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

Point F is 900 ft NE of noise source over flat terrain

with no foliage interposed.
DIST. TO SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL - dBA

LOCATION UNIT 1 (ft.)    UNIT 1 UNITS 1&2 UNITS 1, 2, & i
A           1900          40         44              45
B 1400 39 44              47
C           2200          34         40              43
D           2100          38 44 47

E            900          46         49              50
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Jersey Central Power & Light Company

Oyster Creek 1

Toms River, New Jersey

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

BWR

3.     Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,
etc.)

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

640 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance

from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet

from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

No
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Pacific Gas and Electric Company                                               

Humboldt Bay 3

Bumboldt Bay, California

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

BWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,
etc.)

Once Through

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

68 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance
from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

We have no noise level data on this unit.

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet
from  Highest Emmitter? Please Describe.

None
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company

Haddam Neck Plant

H/ddam Neck, Connecticut

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

PWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,
etc.)

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

575 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance
from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

Emergency diesel generator 6' Inside room 112(A)  117(C)

Emergency diesel fire pump 8' Inside building 102(A)  103 (C)

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

Diesels run once a week minimum for about 2 to 3 hours.

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet

from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

Emergency diesel generator North 450'  69(A)  78 (C)

Emergency diesel generator not running 62(A)  76 (C)

Emergency diesel fire pump South 550'  71(A)  89 (C)

Emergency diesel fire pump not running 58(A)  72 (C)
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Tennessee Valley Authority

Browns Ferry 1

Decatur, Alabama

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

BWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination.
etc.)

Cooling Tower (Mechanical)

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

1,065 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance
from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

The highest single facility noise will probably be the cooling towers.

The towers, however, are not yet operational and noise levels have

not been measured.

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

The towers will probably operate continually when cooling standards

demand.

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet
from Highest Emmitter? Please Describe.

Not at this time. We will be pleased to provide this information

when it is obtained.  We hope to obtain such survey data during _the_
1

next year.
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation

Nine Mile Point 1

Scriba, New York

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR; etc.)

BWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,

etc.)

Once Through

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

610 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance
from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

Source Noise Level Distance Frequency

Feed Water Pump 107 db At Source Continuous

Regeneration Scrub

Pump 110 db At Source Continuous

Gas Ejector Jets 107 db At Source Continuous

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

See 5.                                                                             -

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet

from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

No measurements made at 500 to 1,000 feet.
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Wisconsin Electric Power Company

Point Beach 2

Two Creeks, Wisconsin

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

PWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,
etc.)

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

497 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance
from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

6. State Frequency and/or .Duration.

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet
from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

Unit 2 Atm. Steam Dump open - General areas in facade = 98 - 105 db

at about 500 - 600 feet ground level = 65 db

Unit w Atm. Steam Dump closed - General areas in facade = 85 db
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Wisconsin Electric Power Company

Point Beach 1

Two Creeks, Wisconsin

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

PWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combinat
ion,

etc.)

Once Through - Lake Michigan

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

497 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance

from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels

Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

Intermittent Atmospheric Stm Dump - Once (One Day) in six months -

average

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet

from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

Unit 2 Atm. Steam Dump open - General areas in facade = 98 -105 db

at about 500 - 600 feet ground level = 65 db

Unit 2 Atm. Steam Dump closed - General area in facade = 85 db
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Carolina Power and Litht

Robinson 2

Hartsville, South Carolina

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

PWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,
etc.)

Cooling Pond

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

700 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance
from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

Condenser Vacuum Pump - 104 db (Al at 3 ft from red,trtinn gpAr drivp.

(Atmospheric dump and power operated relief valve actuation is much

louder but operation of these items is very infrequent)

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

Continuous

n

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet

from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

Level was recorded at 700 ft. from plant at reduced load.  Highest

emitter was operating normally. 61 db (A) was recorded. Emitter

is located in completely open turbine building.
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BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.  Plant Location and Name:

Northeast Utility

Millstone 1

Waterford, Connecticut

2.  Type of Nuclear Reactor System (PWR, BWR, HTGR, etc.)

BWR

3.  Type of Reactor Coolant System (Once Through, Cooling Tower, Combination,

etc.)

Once Through

4.  Generating Capacity, MWE.

652 MWE

5.  Largest Single Noise Source and Noise Level (db) also Specify Distance
from Source which the Noise Level Was Taken and Exclude Noise Levels
Contained within the Reactor Containment Building.

Main Transformer -

Measurements Taken  -  50.   150.   200  and  400  feet   (near  fipl d   ,   fAr  fipl A

were also taken at various distances.) (at 50' octabe band center freq.

in CPS OA-86; 31.5-69; 63-74  79; 125-82; 250-81: 500-76: 1.000-70;

2000-62; 4,000-56; 8,000-54.

6.  State Frequency and/or Duration.

Three surveys were taken under different ambient conditions.  Readings

were taken so average octive band sound pressure levels were measured
at each location as well as 10 min. tape recordings.

7.  Do You Have Any Measurement of Noise Approximately 500 to 1,000 Feet

from Highest Emmitter?  Please Describe.

Yes   -   Our near field   and far field reading' s covered   the   500   -1,00(L

ft area.  Many readines were taken closer to and furthpr AWAy frnm

our noise source.
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4.0 SEISMIC DESIGN

4.1 SUMMARY

Vendors have an understandable lack of familiarity with

AEC Seismic and Quality Assurance Requirements of present

nuclear power plants. All vendors expressed interest in pro-

viding dry cooling equipment and were confident that they

either had the expertise or could develop it in a relative

short period of time.

Neither the seismic analysis nor the effect of the

seismic analysis on the design seemed to be insurmountable

obstacles that would preclude dry cooling for nuclear plants. .
.:.

However, it is strongly suggested that the proposed study

areas outlined in section 4.5 be carried out to assist the

dry cooling and electrical power industries in the develop-

ment of these systems.

The large spread in the cost impact is attributable

largely to the unknowns that exist. However, the implemen-

tation of the proposed study areas should eliminate these and

would lead to more definitive quotations.

(
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4.2  INTRODUCTION

The scope of this portion of the study is to assess

the impact of imposing the AEC seismic design requirements

on the procurement of dry cooling towers for nuclear power

plants. In particular, the impact of imposing AEC seismic

requirements on cost, design, and construction/fabridation

time for cooling towers for a 1,000 megawatt nuclear generating

plant. In addition, dry cooling tower vendor information

and current design practices are included.

Pertinent AEC publications governing the design and

quality assurance requirements for structures, systems, and

conponents procured for nuclear power plants were assembled

and analyzed to establish the AEC design & quality assurance        I

requirements.

Vendor and utility contacts were made to determine exist-

ing cooling tower design and quality assurance requirements,

industrial experience with large dry cooling towers, industry

knowledge of AEC Seismic Design Requirements and Quality

Assurance Requirements, and the design used by utilities having

nuclear power plants to conform to AEC requirements. This

was done by phone, trips and by questionnaire (See Appendix

B). This allowed the establishment of the industry's "State

of the Art" and enabled a comparison with AEC requirements.

An analysis of the major differences was made to protect the

impact on the procurement of cooling towers on cost, delivery,
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and design. Also included and resulting from this study are

recommended study areas which are felt necessary.
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4.3 AEC SEISMIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND CURRENT DESIGN PRACTICE

The AEC has published a number of Regulatory Guides as

well as rules and regulations to which structures, systems,

and conponents of nuclear poqer plants must conform in order

to receive operating and/or construction permits from the AEC.

These publications provide general as well as specific require-

ments; the most significant are outlined as follows:

AEC Regulatory Guide 1.29 "Seismic Design Classification"

establishes two seismic categories, ie., Seismic Category I

and non-Siesmic Category I. Into Seismic Category I fall all

structures, systems, and components that should be designed

to remain functional if the SSE (Safe Shutdown Earthquake)

occurs. All structures, systems and components that are not

required to remain functional if the SSE occurs are placed

into the non-seismic Category I heading.

Proposed Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 Seismic and11

Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants" would

require that all nuclear poqer plants be designed so that if

the safe shutdown earthquake occurs, all structures, systems

and components important to safety remain functional. From

(1) above, structures, systems and components designed to

remain functional if SSE occurs are Seismic Category I. Fur-

ther, Appendix A to 10 CFR, part 100, requires that suitable

seismic dynamic analysis be performed to demonstrate that

the structures, systems, and components important to safety

will remain functional in the event of a Safe Shutdown Earth-
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quake. Hence, a seismic dynamic analysis must be performed

on Seismic Category I structures, systems, and components.

Regulatory Guide 1.29 also requires the application

of the pertinent quality assurance requirements of Appendix

G to 10 CFR, Part 50, to all Seismic Category I systems,

structures, and components.

Since Seismic Category I structures, systems and compo-

nents are important to safety, the design requirements of

Appendix "A" of 10 CFR Part 50 are applicable.

Items classified as non-Seismic Category I have no

particular AEC requirements to meet and must conform only to

local, state, and national codes.                                     :

The design and quality assurance requirements to be met

by· Category I structures, systems, and components are much

more stringent than are the requirements to be met by non-

Category I structures, systems, and components.

In order to assess the importance of the differences in

requirements for Category I and non-Category I structures,

systems, and component, cooling tower manufacturers were in-

vited to respond to a written and verbal inquiry into the

following aspects of cooling tower procurement, design, and

construction.

Has. any equipment.manufactured by your company experienced

actual earth quake loading? If so, what damage was sustained?

Was the equipment designed for such loading? Did the equip-

ment continue to perform during and after the earthquake?

What was the severity of the earthquake?
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What seismic codes or standards have you compiled within

previous cooling tower design and construction?

What type of seismic analyses do you perform?

(Analytical or experimental model testing?)

Define briefly your quality assurance program.

What range of "G" loading have you encountered in

your seismic analyses?

Responses to the above questions reveal the following:

Data from or about cooling tower performance during

and after earthquakes is not readily (if at all) available.

Some of the manufacturers knew of cases where their equipment

was subjected to earthquakes, but that they were never contacted

to repair any damage if any existed.

By far the most common practice is to design and construct

cooling towers to conform to local, state, and national codes

such as the "Uniform Building Code: or American National Stan-

dard ANEI 58.1 1974, etc.

The most common type of seismic analysis is the static

analysis. Industry expects little difficulty in performing

any required dynamic analysis because the required technical

skills are available from licensed consulting firms if not
" in  house".

Industry has little experience with a quality assurance

program as demanding as that implied by Appendix B of 10 CFR

Part 50· By far, the majority of the industrial experience

in quality assurance compares to that required by the "Uniform

Building Code".
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The range was generally limited from .lg to .5g. This

is also in general agreement with ranges usually encountered

in nuclear plant design (See Table Appendix A).

From the foregoing, it is apparent that the AEC Seismic

Quality Assurance Requirements are signigicantly more demand-

ing than current industrial practice. Utilities and vendors

were contacted to try to determine the implications of meeting

with the AEC requirements for design and quality assurance.

Additionally, the design of some existing and planned nuclear

generating stations was analyzed to see what means were used

to meet cooling requirements and conform to the AEC require-

ments. The results of the inquiry follow:

In general, utilities with nuclear power plants were

providing some form of redundant system. Some utilities

with wet cooling towers had added man-made lakes and cooling

ponds to be able to safely shutdown in the event the tower

was not operational. Other utilities sized their tower for

normal operation and provide a separate smaller tower for safe

shutdown. The quality assurance programs used were typical

of the construction industry.
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4.4 IMPACT ON PRICE AND DELIVERY

Industry in general was unable to provide any firm es-

timate of the monetary impact of incorporating AEC Seismic

REquirements in the procurement of dry towers for the follow-

ing reasons:

Generally, we found that the cooling tower industry had

very little experience and knowledge of the SEC Seismic and

Quality Assurance Requirements. Furthermore, an order for

dry type units was sometime off in the future and would provide

them with little incentive to develop cost data at this time.
-

Also, it would be difficult and highly inaccurate to extra-

polate data from ·small units to large units, especially in light      |

of today's economic uncertainty.
They also felt that utilities      

would ocntinue to classify the primary cooling system (main

tower) for normal operation as non-Seismic Category I and pro-

vide some smaller backup system with sufficient capacity to

meet energy requirements for safe shutdown as Seismic Category

I.  This, they felt, would greatly reduce the cost effect on

the imposition of the AEC seismic requirements because of the

size differential between the two systems.

It was estimated that a backup system would add about

15 per cent to the total cost of dry cooling; whereas, cost

estimates of up to 100 per cent increase should be expected

if the primary cooling system was designed to remain operational

during safe shutdown earthquake. The impact on delivery could

not be ascertained but was not considered a major area of con-

cern.
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4.5 DESIGN PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED STUDY AREAS

In general, we found nothing lacking in the technological

area of seismic design of dry cooling systems. Those suppliers

who did not have the expertise in seismic analysis thought it

was readily available through licensed Consulting Engineering

firms throughout this country. We do feel, however, that

there are areas which would be very confusing if these require-

ments were imposed at this time. First, we should recognize

that most of these vendors have not been associated with the

stringent requirements of the AEC and ASME Nuclear Code.

Secondly, the present rules and regulations were not written

for dry cooling systems. Hence, the following areas should

have additional work which should add greatly to the safe de-

sign of dry cooling systems.

4.5.1 Engineering Specification

A study should be started to develop a specification for

dry cooling systems. This would greatly assist the utilities " .

or their agents in the procurement of these dry systems.

4.5.2 Quality Assurance Program

A study to develop a Quality Assurance Program that could

be adopted by the dry cooling industry would be very benefic-ial

to both industry and the utilities. This study would assist

in the uniform application of procedures and would greatly re-

duce inconsistencies throughout the industry.

4.5.3 Seismic Design Standard

A code or standard specifically written for the analysis

of dry cooling systems needs to be developed. The absence of
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such a document clearly defining all requirements and allowable

values would leave the cooling industry in a difficult position.
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APPENDIX A TABLES

TABLE 1

ASEISMIC DESIGN DATA.*

SEISMIC FACTORS **
NAME OF PLANT LOCATION DBE OBE

Aguirre Nuclear Station Puerto Rico 0.20 0.10
Arkansas Nuclear One Arkansas 0.20 0.10

Units 1 and 2
Duane Arnold Energy Iowa 0.12 0.06

Center
Bailly Generating Indiana 0.15 0.08

Station, Nuclear 1
Beaver Valley Power Pennsylvania 0.125 0.06

Station
Brown Ferry Nuclear Alabama 0.20 0.10

Unit 3
Brunswick Steam Electric North Carolina 0.16 0.08

Plant Units 1 and 2
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Maryland 0.15 0.08

Power Plant Units 1
and 2

Donald C. Cook Plant Michigan 0.20 0.10
Units 1 and 2

Cooper Nuclear Station Nebraska 0.20 0.10
Crystal River Plant Florida 0.10 0.05

Unit 3
Davis-Besse Nuclear Ohio 0.15 0.08

Power Station
Diablo Canyon Nuclear California 0.20 0.15

Power Plant Units
2 and 3

Enrico Fermi Atomic Michigan 0.10 0.05
Power Plant

J. M. Farley Nuclear Alabama 0.10 0.05
Plant Units 1
and 2

James A. Fitzpatrick New York 0.15 0.08
Nuclear Power Plant

Forked River Nuclear New Jersey 0.22 0.11
Generating Station

Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Georgia 0.15 0.08
Power Plant Units 1
and 2

Hutchinson Island Plant Florida 0.10 0.05
Units 1 and 2

Indian Point Nuclear New York 0.15 0.10
Units 4 and 5

Kewaunee Nuclear Power Michigan 0.12 0.06
Plant
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

ASEISMIC DESIGN DATA *

SEISMIC FACTORS **
NAME OF PLANT LOCATION DBE OBE

La Salle County Station Illinois 0.15 0.08
Units 1 and 2

Limerick Generating Pennsylvania 0.12 0.06
Station Units 1
and 2

Palisades Plant, Unit 1 Michigan 0.20 0.10
Peach Bottom Units 2 Pennsylvania 0.12 0.05

and 3
Pilgrim Station, Unit 1 Massachusetts 0.15 0.08
Pilgrim Station, Unit 2 Massachusetts 0.15 0.08
Grand Gulf Nuclear Mississippi 0.15 0.075

Station
Greenwood Energy Center Michigan 0.12

i
0.06

Units 2 and 3
Turkey Point 3 and 4 Florida 0.15 0.05
Oconee Nuclear Station South Carolina 0.10 0.05

Units 1, 2 and 3
Alvin W. Vogtle Units Georgia 0.20 0.12          |

1, 2, 3, and 4                                               |
Fast Flux Testing Washington State 0.25 0.125

Facility
Oyster Creek No. 1 New Jersey 0.22 O.11 
Nine Mile Point No. 1 New York 0.11 -- /

Nine Mile Point No. 2 New York 0.10 0.05
R. E. Ginna Unit 1 New York 0.20 0.08
Quad Cities No. 1 and 2 Illinois 0.24 0.12
H. B. Robinson No. 2 South Carolina 0.20 0.10
Monticello Minnesota 0.12 0.06
Ft. St. Vrain Colorado 0.10 0.05
Surry No. 1 Virginia 0.15 0.07
Ft. Calhoun Nebraska 0.17 0.08
Maine Yankee Atomic Maine 0.10 0.05

Power Plant
McGuire Nuclear Station North Carolina 0.12 0.06

Units 1 and 2
Midland Nuclear Power Michigan 0.10 0.05

Plant Units 1 and 2
Millstone Nuclear Power Connecticut 0.17 0.07

Station Unit 1
Millstone Nuclear Power Connecticut 0.17 0.09

Station Unit 2
Newbold Island Nuclear New Jersey 0.15 0.08

Generating Station
Units 1 and 2

North Anna Power Station Virginia (overburden) 0.18 0.09
Unit 1 and 2 (rock) 0.12 0.06
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

ASEISMIC DESIGN DATA *

SEISMIC FACTORS **
NAME OF PLANT LOCATION DBE OBE

Point Beach Nuclear Michigan 0.12 0.06
Plant Units 1 and 2

Prarie Island Nuclear Minnesota . 0.12 0.06
Rancho Seco No. 1 California 0.25 0.13
Salem Nuclear Units 1 New Jersey 0.15 0.08

and 2
San Onofre Nuclear California 0.50 0.25

Unit 1
San Onofre Nuclear California 0.67 0.33

Units 2 and 3
Seabrook Nuclear Station New Hampshire 0.17 0.08

Sequoyah Nuclear Units Tennessee 0.14 0.07
1 and 2

Shoreham Nuclear Power New York 0.15 0.07
Station

Susquchanna Steam '

Pennsylvania 0.10 0.05
Electric Station
Units 1 and 2

Three Mile Island Pennsylvania 0.12 0.06
Units 1 and 2

Trojan Nuclear Plant Oregon 0.25 0.15

Virgil C. Summer South Carolina 0.15 0.10
Station

Waterford Steam Louisiana 0.10 0.05
Electric Station

Watts Bar Nuclear Tennessee 0.18 0.09
Units 1 and 2

Zimmer Nuclear Power Ohio 0.10 0.05
Station Units 1
and 2

Zion Station Units 1 Illinois 0.17 0.08
and 2

*  Above data was extracted from Ref. 24, Appendix B
**  Horizontal ground acceleration in g (gravity), for design

basis earthquake (DBE); or maximum hypothetical earthquake
(MHE); or safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). (DBE, SSE OR MHE -
The strongest vibratory ground motion that could occur at the
site.)

(OBE - The maximum intensity earthquake for which a plant
can be permitted to continue to generate power without a
thorough check of all safety-related items.)

t
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APPENDIX B

QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY

Question

1. What type of seismic analyses do you perform? (Analytical
or experimental model testing?)

Answers

Vendor A:  1, 2, and 3 - In our many years of experience with
the Process and Refinery Industries, seismic analysis
has never been asked for, only seismic design.

On our first Air Cooled Emergency Water Cooling
System for a nuclear power plant (which is an in-
dustry first) will have an analytical anlysis pre-
pared of its seismic stresses. The modes of ana-
lysis depend upon 'the tower design (structural
flexibility) of the particular installation.

Vendor B: For completed cooling tower structures, we normally
perform a mathematical analysis. For our essential
service water towers utilized in safe shutdown of           
nuclear plants, we have done testing of individual
tower components. We regularly test small towers
in their completed form, but these are not of the
type that would relate to the questionnaire.

Vendor C: Ana].ytical

Vendor· D: Seismic analysis to date has prlmarily been performed
using analytical evaluation techniques. It is not
unusual for such evaluations to be subcontracted to
consulting firms specializing in seismic analysis.

Question

2.  Is this a static or dynamic analysis?

Answers

Vendor A: See Question No. 1 Answer.

Vendor B: Our analysis may be either static or dynamic as
dictated by the specifications. Static analysis
has been more prevalent.

Vendor C: Static

F.
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY Page 2

Vendor D: The basis for seismic evaluation is normally left
to the discretion of the consulting firm. However,
if it is determined that the unit has a frequency
greater than 30 cycles per second, a dynamic sys-
tem is usually evaluated.

Question

3.  If you perform a dynamic analysis, how many modes do you
investigate?

Answers

Vendor A: See answer to question No. 1.

Vendor B: In a dynamic analysis we investigated the number of
modes which we have found by experience make a sign-
ificant contribution to the response and structure.
Our experience is that three modes are usually suf-
ficient.

Vendor C: We do not perform any dynamic analysis.

Vendor' D: Depending upon the unit response to natural frequency,
up to 10 modes of vibration would be considered.

Question

4.  Does the engineering specification clearly define the seismic
design requirements?

Answers

Ve nd o r· A: There generally is no problem except possibly at the
interface  of the Purchaser's piping  to  the dry 't.ower.

Vendor B: The design specification should clearly define the
seismic requirements. Unfortunately, and this often
occurs, the specification may reference a general
code while also giving conflicting special require-
ments.

Vendor C: Generally no.

Vendor D: Some of the engineering specifications received for
equipment currently being manufactured do clearly
define and specify the seismic design requirements.

Question

5.  What codes or standards do you satisfy for seismic design?
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY Page 3

Answers

Vendor A: Our seismic design is based on American National
Standard ANSIA 58.1 - 1972.

Vendor B: We generally satisfy Codes and Standards as required
by the individual job specification written by the
owner or his consultant.

Vendor C: Customer Specification
Uniform Building Code

Vendor D: We currently satisfy the seismic design requirements
for equipment manufactured for nuclear power plant
systems as contracted by the Bechtel Co.

Question

6.    What  "G" load factor ranges  do you usually experience  in                  I
your design in both horizontal and vertical direction?

Answers

Vendor A:  6 - Normally a "G" force of 0.15 W is specified            
acting in a horizontal plane only. The highest we
have encountered for industrial dry towers has been
a 0.5 W horizontal for acting simultaneously with a
0.2 W vertical force.

Our first utility application of an Air Cooled Emer-
gency Water Cooling System calls for a 1.0 W hori-
zontal force acting simultaneously with a 0.67 W

-vertical force.

Vendor B: We have worked with horizontal seismic load factors
ranging from a minimum of zero to a maximum 26 per
cent G for operating basis earthquake (OBE) or 40
per cent G for design basis earthquake (DBE). Ver-
tical load factors typically are on the order of
2/3 of the horizontal factors.

Vendor C: From 1/8 to 1.0 horizontal
Vertical is negligible

Vendor D: G loadings of 5.0 to 5.5 for either horizontal or
vertical directions are considered normal for cur-
rent cooling system equipment. We have supplied
some equipment for up to 10 G loading in either
direction.

Question

7.  How many manhours are required to perform this seismic
analysis? If you offer more than one type of dry tower,
please indicate for each type.
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APPENDIX B
QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY Page 4

Answers

Vendor A:   7, 8, and 9 - Not 'applicable. See Item 1 above.

Vendor B: We estimate approximately 200 manhours to be the
requirement for dynamic analysis of a framed struc-
ture of the type proposed for large dry cooling
towers. This is an estimate of the analysis only,
excluding the time for the detailed structural de-
sign after the analysis is completed.

Vendor C: 16 to 80 hours.

Vendor D: Although seismic analysis is usually subcontracted
to a consultant, between 180 and 300 manhours are
cu0rently required to each cooling equipment sys-
tem design.

Question

8.  With the "G" load factor ranges, from No. 6 above, what
is the- ratio .of the controlling seismic stress to the
allowable seismic stress and its respective location?

Answers

Vendor A: See Question No. 7.

Vendor B: In our tower design, the heat exchanger sections
are arranged in a circle around the perimeter of
the tower, each section having its tubes mounted
vertically supported by the coil side frames. The
deck of the tower carrying the fans and mechanical
equipment is framed with main and secondary beams

  in an essentially triangular pattern. Each fan is
supported by an individual column. These columns
are also arranged in a triangular pattern and are
braced in three directions by struts and diagonal
tie rods. If the seismic loading controls the de-
sign, then the ratio of the control seismic stress
to the allowable seismic stress should approach or
equal one in the critical members or joints.

Vendor C: Don't have this readily available.

Vendor D: Information is not available for comment at this time.
(

Question

9.  If the engineering specification called for a three G load
factor in both the horizontal and vertical direction, could
you briefly estimate the impact to your present design in
terms of percentage increase in total costs?
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Answers

Vendor A: See Question No. 7

Vendor B: We have used design load factors equal or exceeding
three G for small factory assembled cooling towers
requiring shipment by rail or truck. We have not
encountered such design load factors for a complete
industrial cooling tower structure. In our judge-
ment such a factor is unrealistically high. If we
apply the three G maximum load factor to our dry
tower structure, we would estimate an increase in
the structural material requirements of approximately
200 per cent. This would not result in a doubling of
the tower price, as the structure is only a portion
of the total tower.

Vendor C: 5 per cent to 10 per cent

Vendor D: A specification for a three G load factor is not
expected to appreciably affect the manufacturing
cost for our present design. The cost for seismic
analysis and design qualification is expected to
be very small with respect to the total cost for
cooling equipment required for the total project.

Question

10. Have any of your cooling towers, be it wet, wet-dry or dry
experienced an actual seismic loading? If so, please
describe the structure, indicate the severity of the earth-
quake, the damage incurred, repairs made, and state if
shutdown was required to make the repairs.

Answers

Vendor A: Many of our towers installed in refineries at Richmond
and El Segundo, California have experienced earth-
quakes. We are not aware of any damage to the struc-
tures or air coolers.

Vendor B: Our Class 600 wet towers have experienced seismic
loadings iri a refinery on Taiwan, and in a power
plant on the outskirts on Managua, Nicaragua. These
towers are bolted timber structures from 36 feet to
48 feet in height,  67 feet to 75 feet wide, in
variable lengths. Bolted timber diagonal braces
provide earthquake resistance. The severity of the
earthquakes at these two job sites is unknown, al-
though the quake at Managua was a major one. In
both cases, we received no report of the extent of
damage or the required repairs. We, therefore, have
assumed that the tower experienced only minor damage.
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Vendor C: None that we know of.

Vendor D: No applicable experience is known to be available
for actual seismic loading for referenced equipment.

Question

11. Ar'e any of your towers instrumented with recording accel-
lerographs a requirement for dry cooling towers of 1,000
megawatt size?

Answers
 

Vendor A: 11 and 12 - We are not aware of any accellerographs
installed on any dry tower anywhere in the world.

We would not consider an accellerograph a require-
ment for dry cooling towers of 1,000 megawatt size.
This is a completely closed system whose structural
flexibility and stress level can be controlled by
design.

The one thing an earthquake might do is disturb the
vibr'ation switches mounted on each fan gearbox. If

disturbed, these switches would automatically cut
the electric power to the fan motors. In the event
of an earth tremor, these individual vibration
switches would have to be bypassed by means of a
separate master control that was actuated by the
tr'emor.

Vendor B: To the best of our knowledge no towers are instru-
mented with recording accellerograph. We would not
consider them a requirement for the dry towers.

Vendor  C:    No

Vendor D: None of the. currently installed equipment is·instru-
mented with recording accellerographs.

Question

12. What is the estimated cost of installing accellerographs
on 1,000 megawatt size dry cooling towers?

Answers

Vendor A: See answer to Question No. 11.

Vendor B: We would suggest that this instrumentation, if de-
sired, be installed by others. We have no estimate
as to the cost of the accellerographs.
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Vendor C: Do not have this information.

Vendor D: No estimate is available for comment.

/
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